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COMPUTIST is published by SoftKey
Publishing. Address all advertising inquiries
to:

cav1PUTIST

Readers Data EXchange
New COMPUIISf readers using Apple IIs

are advised to read this page carefully to avoid
frustration whenattempting tofollow a softkey or
entering the programs printed in this issue.

What Is a sonkey, anyway?

Softkey is a term which we coined to describe
aprocedure thatremoves, or at leastcircumvents,
any copy-protection on a particular disk. Once a
softkey procedure has been performed, th~ re
sulting backup copy can usually be copied by the
normal copy programs (for example: COPYA,
on the OOS 3.3 System Master disk).

Commands and control keys

Commands which a reader is required to
perform are set apart by being in boldface and on
a separate line. The return key must be pressed
at the end of every such command unless other
wise specified. Control characters are preceeded
by "ctrl". An example of both is:
6 etrl P

Type 6. Next, place one finger on the ctrl key
and then press P. Don't forget to press the return
k~.

Otherspecialcombinationkeypresses include
ctrl reset and open-apple ctrl reset. In the for
mer, press and hold down the ctrl key then press
the reset key. In the latter, press and hold down
both ctrl and open-apple then press reset.

Software recommendations

The Starter Kit contains most of the programs

COMPUTIST
Advertising Department
33821 East Orville Road

Eatonville, WA 98328
(206) 474-5750

Mail all RDEX letters to:

COMPUTIST
Apple-RDEX or mM-RDEX

33821 East Orville Road
Eatonville, WA 98328

• COMPUTIST does NOT purchase editorial
material. The entire editorial content consists
of information submitted to COMPUTIST
for publication in the shared interests of all
COMPUTISTs.

• Unsolicitedmaterial (manuscripts, letters to
the editor, softkeys, A.P.T.s, playing tips,
questions, etc.) are assumed to be submitted
asletters-to-the-RDEX-editorforpublication
with all and exclusive rights belonging to
COMPUTIST.

• Entire contents copyright 1989 by SoftKey
Publishing. All rights reserved. Copying done
for other than personal or internal reference
(without express written permission from the
publisher) is prohibited.

• The editorial staff assume no liability or
responsibility for the products advertised in
this newsletter. Any opinions expressed by
the authors are not necessarily those of
COMPUTIST magazine, its staff or SoftKey
Publishing.

SUBSCRIPTIONS: Rates (for 8 issues):

U.S $24 CanadaJMexico $34
U.S. 1st Class $34 Other Foreign $54

• Send subscription inquiries to:

COMPUTIST
Subscription Department

33821 East Orvllle Road
Eatonville, WA 98328

• Domestic Dealerrates: Call (206) 474-5750
for more information.

• Change Of Address: Please allow 4 weeks
for change of address to take effect. On postal
form 3576 supply your new address and your
most recent address label. When we receive
your notice ofchange ofaddress, we will send
you a acknowledgement card. If you do not
receive the acknowledgement card after 2
weeks, send another notice or call us direct.

Issues misseddue to non-receiptofchange
of address may be acquired at the regular
back issue rate.

We are not responsible for missing issues
90 days after mailing date. If you do not
receive an issue at the usual time each month,
please call or write.
Applc4l> ill • tradr:m.vk of Apple Compu_. IBM<ll> ill tbo IBM
tradcmaJk.

vert them to the proper format for printing. Ifyou
are sending source code files, and you are not
using the S-C Assembler, send them as normal
text files.

When to inclu~ a printed letter

Don't include hardcopy (printout) unless:
a. You are writing about a bug orother printing

error.
b. You are writing to ask for help.
c. You are answering another readers help re

quest.
d. You are writing about your subscription or

sending an order for back issues or software.

Bugs, requests for help and answers to re"
quests for help are bumped to the head of the line
and go in the very next issue. All other letters are
printed in the order that we receive them.

Writing to get help

When writing tQ request help, be sure to
include ALL releventinformaJion. The morein~
formation you include. the easier)t is to fm<h
solution. There's an Qld saying that goes'7'A
properly framed question inclu~ 9Q.% of the
answer". . [

How tQ'getm~{
If you are interested in·receiving rpail [tom

other readers, be Sul'e that we have a current
address. If you use. a pen tWrtt .arid want to
receive mail, we need t9 have your address. OUr
readers privacy is important; sowe will not p.rillt
your address unlessy()u ~ifically say too, . .

How to write to- lQ>EX authors

When writing to one oJ the RDEX authors.
Write your letter and seal it in. an envelope. Put
your return address, the authors name (as it
appears inRDEX) and the correctpostageei4 the.... ~ ..

envelope. Put this envelope into anotherand $end
it to RDEX. We will put the correct address on
your letter and mail it foryoll.

Help Line

These readers have volunteered their time to
help you. Please call only withUL,the given time
frames (corrected for your time zone). No collect
calls.

Jack Nissel (Disk Proteetion, 7-lOPM EST)
(215) 365-2905

Electronic Bulletin Board System (BBS)

Dave Goforth is the sysop for the Computist
BBS. The number is: (206) 581-9292. If you
already have a User ID# and password, sign-on
using the UserlD#.lfyouareanew user, it may
take a day or so to validate your new ID# and
password.

of your commercial software.

Our editorial policy is that we do NOT condone software piracy, but we do believe that users
are entitled to backup commercial disks they have purchased.

In addition to the security ofa backup disk, the removal ofcopy-protection gives the user the
option ofmodifying programs to meet his or her needs.

Furthermore, the copyright laws guarantee your right to such a DEPROTECfED backup
copy:

You have a LEGAL RIGHT

r

CHECKSOFfinstructions: Install Checksoft
(BRUN CHECKSOFf) then LOAD your pro
gram. Press & to get the checksums. Correct the
program line where the checksums first differ.

CHECKBIN instructions: Enter the monitor
(CALL -151), install Checkbin at some outof the
way place (BRUN CHECKBIN, A$6000), and
then LOAD your program. Get the checksums by
typing the Starting address, a. period and the
Ending address of the file followed by a etrl Y .

SSSS.EEEE ctrl Y
Correct the'lines where the checksums differ.

United States Code title 17, §n7

toaD uDlockedbackup copy

2) that such new copy or adaptation is for archival purposes only and that all archival copies are
destroyed in the event that continued possession of the computer program should cease to be
rightful.

1) that such a new copy or adaptation is created as an essential step in the utilization of the com
puter program in conjunction with a machine and that it is used in no other manner, or

.....It is not an infringement for the ownerofa copy ofa cornputerprogram to make or authorize
the making of another copy or adaptation of that computer program provided:

Writing to the RDEX editor

RDEX(are-decks) stands for: Reader's Data"
EXchange. We print what you write. When you
send in articles, softkeys, APTs, etc., you are sub
mitting them (or free publication in this maga
zine. RDEX does not purchase submissions nor
do we verify data submitted by readers. If you
discover any errors, please let us know so that we
may inform our other readers.

Remember that your letters or parts of them
may be used inRDEXeven ifnotaddressed to the
RDEX editor. Correspondence that gets pub
lished may be edited for clarity, grammar and
space requirements.

Because of the great number of letters we
receive and the ephemeral and unpredictable
appearance of our volunteer staff, any response
to your queries will appear only in RDEX, so it
would be more appropriate for you to present
technical questions to the readers and ask for
their responses which will then be placed in the
Apple-RDEX.

How to get a free library disk

Wheneverpossible, sendeverythingonApple
format (5.25" - OOS!ProOOS or3.5" - ProOOS)
or IBM format (3.5") disks. Other formats are
acc~table but there may be some delay as we
look for someone to translate it for us. (lfyou use
a 5.25" disk, when we print your letter,we will
return your disk with the current library disk
copied onto it .) Use whatever text editor you
like, but tell us which one. Put a label on the disk
with your nam~ (or pseudonym) and address (if
you want to receive mail). Don't reformat any
programs or include them in the text of your
letter. Send Applesoft programs as normal Ap
plesoft files and machine language programs as
normal binary files. We have programs to con-

Computing checksums

Checksums are 4-digit hexadecimal numbers
which tell if you typed a program correctly and
help you locate any errors. There are two types of
checksums: one created by the CHECKBIN
program (for machine language programs) and
the other created by the CHECKSOFf program
(for BASIC programs). Both are on the "Starter
Kit".

Ifyour checksums do notmatch the published
checksums then the line where the first checksum
differs is incorrect.

Anyexactcopies prepared in accordance with theprovisionsofthis sectionmaybe leased, sold,
or otherwise transferred, along with the copy from which such copies were prepared, only as part
of the lease, sale, or other transfer of all rights in the progratn. Adaptations so prepared may be
transferred only with the authorization of the copyright owner."

Typing Hexdumps

Machine language programs are printed in
COMPUTIST as hexdumps, sometimes also as
source code.

Hexdumps are the shortest and easiest format
to type in. You must first enter the monitor:
CALL·151

that you need to "Get started". In addition, we
recommend that you acquire the following:

• Applesoft program editor such as "Global Pro
gram Line Editor (GPLE)".

'Assembler such as "Merlin/Big Mac".
·Bit-copy program such as "Copy II Plus",

"Locksmith" or "Essential Data Duplicator".
.Word-processor (such as AppleWorks).
·"COPYA", "FlD" and "MUFFIN" from the

DOS 3.3 System Master disk.

Super lOB and Controllers

This powerful deprotection utility (in the
COMPUTIST Starter Kit) and its various Con
trollers are used in many softkeys. (It is also on
each Super lOB Collection disk.)

Reset into the Monitor

Softkeys occasionally require the user to stop
the execution of a copy-protected program and
directly enter the Apple's systemmonitor. Check
the following list to see what hardware you will
need to obtain this ability.

Laser 128:Your ROM includes a forcedjump
to the monitor. Press ctrl return reset.

Apple lI+,lle, compatibles: 1) Place an Inte
ger BASIC ROM card in one of the Apple slots.
2) Use anon-maskable interrupt (NMI) card such
as R~lay or Wildcard.

AppleII+, compatibles: I)InstallanF8 ROM
with a modified reset-vector on the computer's
motherboardas detailed inthe"ModifiedROM 's"
article (COMPUTIST #6 or BookOfSoftkeys III
) or the "Dual ROM's" article (COMPUTIST
#19).

Apple Ile,llc: Install a modified CD ROM on
the computer's motherboard that changes the
open-apple ctrl reset vector to point to the moni
tor. (This will void an Apple IIc warranty since
you must open the case to install it.)

Apple Ilgs: Ifyou have the 2.x ROM, there is
a hidden classic desk accessory (CDA) that al
lows you to enter the monitor. In order to install
the new CDA, you should enter the monitor
(CALL"151) before running any protected pro·
grams and press # return. This will tum on two
hidden CDAs, Memory Peeker and Visit Moni
tor. Thereafter press open-apple drl esc to go to
the Desk Accessories menu. Select Visit Monitor
and there you are. Use ctrl Y to exit.

Recommended literature

·Apple II Reference Manual (or fie, lIc, etc.)
'OOS 3.3 OtProDOS manual
·Beneath Apple OOS & BeneathApple ProOOS,
by Don Worth and Pieter Lechner, from Quality
Software

Key in the hexdump exactly as it appears in
the magazine, ignoring the four-digit checksum
($ and four digits) at the end of each line. When
finished, return to BASIC with:
3DOG

BSAVE the program with the filename, ad
dress and length parameters given in the article.

Typing Source Code

The source code is printed to help explain a
program's operation. To enter it, you need an
"Assembler". Most of the source code in older
issues is in SoC Assembler format. If you use a
different assembler, you will have to translate
portions of the source code into something your
assembler will understand.

Typing Applesort programs

BASIC programs are printed in a format that
is designed to minimize errors for readers who
key in these programs. If you type:
10HOME:REMCLEAR SCREEN

The LIST will look like:
10 HOME: REM CLEAR SCREEN

Applesoft inserts spaces into a program list
ing before and after every command word or
mathematical operator. These spaces don't pose
a problem except when they are inside of quotes
or after a DATA command. There are two types
of spaces: those that have to be keyed and those
that don't. Spaces that must be typed appear in
COMPUTIST as special characters (0). All other
spaces are there for easier reading.

NOTE: Ifyou wantyourchecksums to match,
only type spaces within quotes or after DATA
statements if they are shown as (0) charactors.
SAVE theprogram atperiodic intervals using the
name given in the article. All characters after a
REM are not checked by the checksum program
so typing them is optional.

Editor
Associate Editor

Circulation
Reviews

Charles R. Haight
Tom Acree
Karen Fitzpatrick
Jeff Hurlburt
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beforehand to make the file as small as possible.
This will make the transfer even quicker and will
also allow multiple files to be c6mbined in one
transfer(NOTE~The 'F'ilecommandwill ONLY
allow one file to be attached to each message).

Files: Public. Domain software library~
programs published in COMPUTIST. This area
is divided into DOS 3.3, ProDOS. Hgs, and
RDEX. The RDEX is for files that you wish to
send to COMPtJTIST for publication.
. UtiUties: A current User list and Personal

data area is here to change your password and
other information about yourself. ALL personal
data is kept strictly confidential and not made
available to other subscribers (except name).

Help: There is on-line help for all commands
available on the BBS.

TheBBS is using Applenet v2.1c (a modified
version of 1.3c by Kevin D'Hayse). It supports
300 - 2400 baud andXMODEM protocols. To
call, set your terminal program for;

8 data bits
1 stop bit
No parity
BehoOff
Baud to the highest baudrate (up to 2400) that

yom modem supports.
NOTE: Some long distance calls get a lot of

noise on the line and become almost unusable at
2400, if this happens, changing to a slower baud
rate (1200) usually works much better (you can
not do this while on-line, you must hangup and
call back at the new baud setting).

The number is not a toll free call, all calls will
be billed by the phone company to the callers
number. The BBS will not accept charges for
long distance calls so be sure that the person who
pays the bill (if not yourself) is aware of your
calls and the phone number you are calling. All
questions about the BBS or it's use should be
addressed to "SYSOP" if left on the board or
David Goforth if mailed to COMPUTIST. The
BBS will change and grow rapidly in the fIrst few
months as new areas and features are added. If
there is something specific that you would like to
see incorporated please let us know.

Many people think that the magazines sh~uld
be made available on the BBS for downloading.
I agree but what you will get will be: An all text
version of the issue, graphics have been done
with a Mac and are in such a format and resolu
tionthatnoteventhe Hgs candisplay them. So for
hardware projects you would not have any draw
ings or schematics to look at. Also Program
listings would still be that, text listings, and the
biggie; Can you call long distance, spend 30plus
minutes downloading (if the file is compressed),
and print out the magazine (not counting having
it bound) for less than $3.75 an issue? If so then
please let lIS ~oW your secret so we can s~ve

some money to<>. .
All those who have the indexes (free ones) for

all the COMPUTIST magazines that want to
share it with others, please send it as soon as
possible and I will incorporate it into the BBS.1f
at all possible (dependingon the format -prefera
bly Appleworks DataBase or text) I'll include a
search routine for people to scan the index for
specific topics. programs, etc.

One more word about this new volunteer, I
own an Apple Hgs with the PC Transporter and
can read the following disk formats; Apple 5.25
(140K). Apple 3.5 (8ooK). IBM 5.25 (360K),
and IBM 3.5 (720K) so you can submit your
inputs on. any of the above disk formats for
publication, hopefully this will allow for more
IBM users to send inputs. All inputs should be
submitted in standard ASCH text files ifpossible
without any embedded special formatting ~odes

and returns only at the end of paragraphs. This
will greatly reduce the amolUlt of time it takes to
edit the submissions for publication. Also, any
programs or hex listings should be sent in their
original format (Basic and Binary files should
not be converted to text). For more information
of submissions please read the Readers Data
EXchangeprinted at the beginning ofevery issue
of COMPUTIST.

PS. Add one more subscriber. As I was writ
ing this I 'chatted' (on the Gopher Hole BBS)
with a caller who has been using an Apple lIe for
over fIve years and never heard ofCOMPUTIST
(and living in Tacoma, WA no less). He recently
cancelled all other magazine subscriptions be
cause of all the ads and very little information
that they werepublishing. Hehadno idea that this
type ofpublicationexisted andreally wants to see
it. All it takes usually is to tell someone about
COMPUTIST, then show it to them. Don't tell
them the cost, let them see it for themselves when
they see the magazine. Their reply is usually
something like....It's kind of high but there's no
ads and you don't see this info anywhere else and
I've subscribed to all. Apple magazines in the
past...... They usually end up joining and if you
ask them about the cost you usually get some
thing along the lines of. "No problem, I'll just
drop these other two thatI don't read anyway and
even save a few bucks for something better......
You'd be surpriSed how easy it is. just tell and
then show. Let the magazine speak for itself and
the petson decide. The only thing you have to
watch out for is to be sure that you get YOUR
copy back.

PPS. Oh. bef,ore I forget!! The Computist
BBS phone number is (206) 581-9292. Hope to
"see" you soon.

The COMPUTIST 88S is here!!!

Other Hardware?

Now the question is. "What do we do with the
other pliojects?" We have two other projects that
are at the board stage and adozen more invarious
stages of progress.

The first project isa special memory card that
holds 8 - 32K SRAMs (Static RAM) for a total of
256K of RAM. The card looks like a 256K disk
drive. a very fast disk drive. A special Integrated
Circuit(lC) from Maximmaintains thevoltage to
the SRAMs when you turn off your computer. It
also detects a powerfailure and locks out writes
to the card to protect the memory. You can save
data to the card (just like to a disk) and tum off
yourcomputer.Then, inthemorning. whenyou're
ready to start computing. the data would still be
there. I use the prototype !:O hold DOS 3.3,
ProDOS 8 and my most often used utility pro
grams, so I can switchbetween them ina fraction
ofa second. I have the cardplugged into slot 7, so
when I fIrst turn on my He, DOS is instantly
loaded. Naturally, I call it the "InstantOn" card.
The prototype cost almost $400 (2 blank cards
plus the setup charge). And now that I've had
time to play with it, I've thoughtofsomechanges
that would be nice to make before the board
layout.is fmalized.

$400 is a bit expensive. You could buy the
Stat Diskcard from A2 Central for a lot less. But,
ifwehad SOreaders who were interested, the cost
would come down some. It would be about $6
each for the setup fee (300/50 = 6). $25 per bare
card (less if we don't want gold plating on the
connector). $14 for misc. parts (some IC's and
sockets), and $10per 32K SRAM chip. The total
cost of the board (stuffed with 256K of RAM)
would be about $123. That compares favorably
with the Stat Disk card with 128K for $209.
(Although, the Stat Disk comes with some valu
able software and is expandable beyond 256K.)

The second project is the "Smart" card (for
the He). This card has its own microprocessor.
and it can stop the He, and examine and change
any location in memory, all without leaving any
trace of it's activity. The perfect card for the
active COMPUTIST. Ifyou are playing a game,
you can stop it, at any time, and give yourse~f

some more men or weapons. Hackers can use It
to do parallel processing. or program the card to
do background sound effects while your main
program is running in your lIe. all without the
mainprogramknowing what's happening. Italso
has a programmable break point monitor. That
means that you could tell the card to freeze the
Apple and come to you whenever a certain ad
dress is referenced by the program in memory.
Krackers take note, we put the .breakpoint moni
tor in there for you. It mues it real easy to track
whalliprotectedprogram.is doing. ..

Dave.Goforth, the COMPUTIST BBSsysop.
asked-about a RAM carMor,theUgs. We'U need
somephysicalmeasurementsofthespace around
the Hgs RAM expansion slot but it doesn't look
too tough. A look at the IIgs Hardware Manual
shows that all the signals you need for the first 4
Mbytes are supplied by the expansion slot. I
figure about $100 for the completed board (in
cluding gold plated connectors) and $100 for
each IMeg SIMM. So a 4 Meg RAM board
would cost about $500.

Keep in mind that all of these costs are for
unassembled boards. you have to do the solder
ing and assembly yourself. Whilesoldering is not
difficult, you do have to take care and have a
steady hand. This also presupposes that enough
readers are interested in a certain project to Ihake
it possible to order the boards. We're not set up
here to become a manufacturing company, and if
we did .We would probably have to charge a lot
more f:n. each board, just like other companies.
They also have to recoup the cost of designing
and testing their hardware. I'd rather donate my
time and keep this on a one-on-one basis with
inter~ted readers so that the costs stay reason
able.

But we don't know if anyone is really inter
ested. Maybe it's just that the fIrst project was
uninterestingorwas poorlypresentedor ifmaybe
there's not really enough interest in hardware
anymore. Personally. I like designing new hard
ware. But, this is your newsletter and if you
would rather not waste any more space on hard
ware, then we won·t. So, be sure to write and let
us know how you feel.

And if you are interested, please tell us what
kind of project you want to see. That way. we
won't be wasting time working on uninteresting
projects, I'll take a look at what you want and tell
you ifI candesign it, and ifso. whatlthink it will
cost to build it. Then we can go on from there. Is
that a deal?

Hopefully they know someone else who
subscribes and will see just what they will be
missing and reconsider. I too had thought as they
did and did not like the tabloid format and briefly
considered calling itquits, but I knew that I could
not fmd the information thatCOMPUTISTprints
in any other magazine and evensent in my $10 to

help them out AFfER the tabloid format started.
I evenhelpedsend outissue #70 (two weeks after
I'd received #69) and discovered exactly what
they are going through. It's difficult to imagine
but I will attempt to describe as a subscriber what
Isaw.

As Charles Haight has said, they have an all
volunteer staff (so they can't cutcosts there since
there are no paid employees) and I.was only one
ofsixpeople working to getyou andnearly4,~
others their copy ofCOMPUTIST before ChrISt
mas. Second, the only money spent is for the
actual printing and mailing costs ofthe magazine
(the fewer the magazines, the more it costs per
issue) we even put on all the address labels
(which were printed on the computer in the
office), sorted, and bundled them. About 8 hours
non-stop work for everyone (Iknow, adays work
is not bad but, they usually don't have that many
people either). Theyhad about another 2-4 hours
work ahead before they would be completely
ready to mail (Postal system is very picky) when
we quit for the day. Then as I was about to leave
we began discussing the upcoming issue (#71)
which would have to be finished and ready to
mail by the 12th of December and this was
November 22nd (day before Thanksgiving)l

So, afterseeing the working conditi0IlS' where
the money goes, and the antiquated equipment
being used (II+'s, Franklin ACE 1000's. a few
He's and one Mac that was on loan from another
subscriber) I think that Charles Haight and all the
subscribers that have been with them since the
early 80's deserve much more credit than we've
been giving them. To keep this publication alive
andgoing this long with what they have is incred
ible. But don't get me wrong, $32 a year IS
outrageous but the ONLY way to reduce the cost
of the magazine is to double the number of
subscribers which would effectively have the
following results:

1. Double the gross income of COMPUTIST
while.

2. reducing the cost per issue for printing.

Somewhere, in there. is enough net profit to
hire a full time editor (why? because as of Nov,
there are letters dating back to June that have not
yet been replied to because this volunteer staff
have otherjobs and families including Mr Haight
- NO ONE GETS PAID and time is not some
thing most people have a lot of unless they are
getting paid). upgrade some of the equipment
they are using AND allow for reducing the cost
of the magazine to it's subscribers, it may even
allow returning to the nice magazine format if
that was the preference over reducing the $32
annual charge. I've found two subscribers by
word of mouth in the last month and one about
three months ago who liked it so much he bought
EVERY back issue from day one thru his current
which was around #64 (I couldn't afford that but
HE found a way because he believed in what
COMPUTIST stands for and didn't want to see it
perish. besides he needed a lot of the older
softkeys). No one person can do all of it. if each
of us can get just two new subscribers or at least
talk those considering quitting to continue we
may have a real magazine at an affordable cost
again... Now on to the BBS! !!

I have been a subscriber to COMPUTIST
since issue 15 whenI fIrst heard about it while in
Okinawa, Japan. I've been watching all the re
quests for a BBS and after setting up my own
BBS (the GOPHER HOLE - (206) 584-3320) in
September. modifying the software to suit my
needs and to get a feel as to what was involved in
running a BBS, I approached Mr Haight as a
volunteer for the COMPUTIST BBS. I expected
to use my Hgs and add an area for COMPUTIST
subscribers to the existing bol!1'd. He instead
decided to have a dedicated system and supplied
me with a He and all necessary hardware to set
thing up and get it going. Well it's up and.as of
now this is what's available and how it works:

All subscribers who sent in their $10 (or
more) already have full access granted to the
system. (See the editorial. ed) Others will have to
log on as new users with limited access lUltil vali
dated (usually 1-3 days). The following areas are
available:

Bulletins: This is where informative infor
mationaboutCOMPUnST and theBBS is listed.
Recommend all users read this the fIrst time they
log on. The Most Wanted list is also in this
section.

Messages: Is broken down into three areas:
1)RDEX for inputting letters toCOMPUTIST

and allowing other subscribers to read and an
swer them possibly even before publication.

, 2) E-MAIL is for sending private letters to
other COMPUTIST subscribers.

3) CLASSIFIED for placing ads just as you
David Go..ti.ort.h WA would in a newspaper.

------ To decrease the amolUlt of time spent on the
Well I'msorry to hear about thosepeoplewho BBS and long distance rates by the phone com

said that when their subscription ran out they
. . pany, each message area has the ability to do a

wouldnot be renewing because: 'F'ile transfer. Ifyou have a fairly long article or

many small ones and wish to send them as fast as
possible. I suggest you do the following: Enter
the RDEX message base and leave a short note
that you wish to have the attached file published.
Then enter a blank line and a menu will appear.
press 'F'ileandthensendthefileusingXMODEM
protocol. After the transfer is complete then
select ·S·ave. I recommend using 'ShrinkIt' or
some other type of file compression method

Charles R. Hailht
Zip Chip vs Rocket Chip

It seems. that Rocket chips are going to be
come a little scarce. The word we received is that
Zip Technology won the lawsuit agairtstBits and
Pieces Technology (BPT) and that BPT cannot
manufacture any more speedup chips.

While the Rocket chip is deceased, the 8Mhz
Zip Chip is shipping (we've alreadysent out a
few) and we can sendyouone for $157 plus $2 for
UPS (or $4 for Second Day Air, if you're in a
hurry). Pricing is pretty predatory so you may~
able to fmd a lower price from one of the mail
order houses. Let us know if you do.

Hardware Happenings

Theverdict's inon the Display card. Guilty of
dullness and lack of interest. Out of about 4000
subscribers. only 15 were interested in assem
bling the card.

Here's why that isn't enough orders. The
setup fee for manufacturing an average size card
is between $200-300. Then, the actual card costs
between $10 and $20 each. Since these are very
small cards. the real cost is $7.60 for one and
$6.90 for the other, or $15 for both. .

If we share the setup fee, (300/15 = 20) that
would mean that the cost to each of~s would. be
$20. Now add the $15 forme 2 card set jmd $15
for the comPonents and we have a grand total of
$50.

That's pretty steep for acard that isessentially
a toy. (And an unassembled toy. at that!)

So we returned the checks and didn't order
any Display cards. The board layouts. parts lists
and net lists are available for anyone who wants
to make the card on their own. Send a letter to
Karen, along with a dollar for postage. Ifyou do
make the boards yourself, consider making a
couple extra and selling them to other interested
readers. Ormaybe someoneknows where we can
get the boards done for less?

New Address

Computist is moving its offices to Eatonville
(where I live). No more 60 mile rOlUld trips to
Tacoma whenever work needs to be done on the
magazine! That means I can work on Com~tist
stuff in the evenings and be able to spend a little
more time working (and a lot less time commut
ing).

Tighter format, more data

Back to the compressed format. So many of
the letters that I've received say it's OK, that I'm
trying it out. It's harder than it looks to use 4
columns per page, especially when there is a lot
ofsource code. Text is easy. of course, since it is
handled automatically by the page layout pro
gram. Butcommentedcode is too wide and when
it wraps around, it's not very readable. That
means extra editing must be done, which takes a
lot of time. Also, some of your letters. have
column type data that is formatted for 80 col
umns. That involves more time to convert to a
narrow 4-column format. (Although. if it has to
be in a wide multi-column format. I can put it in
a box that spans several columns.) So, when you
write to us, keep in mind the narrow columns. I
really appreciate it.

Anyway. I'm getting used to this MAC and
Pagemaker and it's getting easier to get each
issue out each month. Our lateness on this issue
is because of some extra time it took to work out
the bugs in the4-columnformat along with some
minor problems with the mailing.

A Book for Issue 66

Speaking offormats, I've come up with a two
column format for the Book. I'm trying it out
with Computist #66 (the one that we are out of).
The 34 tabloid size pages of text in #66 converts
to about 65 pages in an 8 1/2 by 11 size book
format. Anyone who orders issue #66. at regular
back issueprices. will receive the book formatted
pages. They're setup for 3 hole punch to fit in a
three ring binder. " ,

TbeCGMPUiIST'BBS
(206) 581-9292

TheBBS is ready. but it'sin the seedling stage
and is going to require some careful nurturing.
We don't have a clock card yet and we're won
dering if anyone out there has an extra one that
they could loan us (on a long term basis). Or.
maybe we could trade for back issues or library
disks.

Everyone who joined the Club should fmd a
slip ofpaper in their issue. (I suggest you look for
it, rightnow!!!) Ifyou do notfmd the slipofpaper
and you have paid your club fee, co~taet us
immediately. The paper is marked WIth. two
numbers and a word or phrase. The first number
is your club number and should match the num
ber on your label. If it doesn't, contact us imme
diately. The second number is your BBS user ID
number. You should use this number when you
sign-on to the BBS. The word or phrase is your
initial password. After you sign-on, you may
change your password to whateveryou wish. We
got the initial passwords by writing a program
that randomly pulled words from a thesaurus
program. So ifyourpasswordis something weird,
you know why. You wouldn't believe some of
the words and phrases that came out of that
thesaurus.

4 Readers Data Exchange COMPUTIST
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RATINGS

SUPERB
EXCELLENT
VERY GOOD

GOOD
FAIR

POOR
BAD

DEFECTIVE

Hopefully, your Christmasmoneypiggy bank
yet retains a few coins earmarked for entertain
ment softwarepurchases. As promised last issue,
this month's focus is upon several promising
game releases. Next time, for sure (?), I shall put
the wraps on all but end-of-year '89 funware and
zero-in upon utilities.

Pool of Radiance

***$44.95 for 128K Apple D
Cluebook: $12.95

Beyond any question, 1989 produced abso
lutely the best crop ever of quality computer
adventures; which, I hope, explains why so many
good products- for example, SSt's Advanced
D&D releases- are only just beginning to get
the attention they deserve. In"Pool ofRadiance"
your party ofup to eight heroes is launched upon
a long-playing quest to deliver the city of New
Phlanfromtheevilmechanationsofamysterious
arch-criminal known only as ·TheBoss". To this
end you undertake a series of City Council
"commissions" to obtain key artifacts; treasures,
lost lore, AND, sometimes, take on the task of
clearing one of the monster-infested suburbs.
With each success your party attracts increased
notice from the Boss's stooges (and their min
ions) until, finally, you tackle the Boss himself.

Though you will, occasionally, fmd yourself
on an Ultima-style map of the nearby Waste
lands, most of"poor" 's action is set in th~~ity 's
"CivilizedArea", a suburb, or UIlderground, in a
dungeon. Here, and in some special Wilde1l1ess
locations. you get a rather bland 3-D perspective
view offering just enough detail for identifica
tion of buildings, doorways, arches, etc.. (This
game badly needs a hefty dose of ITgs super-res
and sound.) Aside from helping to fill-in some
thirty-odd maps, your explorations can yield
treasure, weapons/armor caches, and valuable
information, supplied via a reference to one of
the Journal or Tavern Tales entries in the game's
"Adventurer's Journal" booklet.

Explorations also produce confrontations.
Upon an encounter, the program displays a pic
ture of one of the encoUIltees (e.g. a hulking
giant) and, more often than not, allows at least a
chance at avoiding conflict. Should hostilities
ensue, your party plus the enemy's forces appear
on a scrollable combat map and the REAL fun
begins! While a "Quick" option permits speedy,
satisfactory computer resolution of easy battles,
getting to crunch (blast, slice....) monsters is,
after all, one of the big payoffs for your labors
and"Pool"'offersoneofthebetter tactical combat
schemes around.

Sincerace, occupation. and attributes arevery
similar to those fOUIld in "Ultima", "Eternal
Dagger", etc.- as, in fact, are the magic, weap
ons, and armor systems- this is a game you can
expect to start and 'get into' with a minimum of
hassle. With a scenario boasting mystery, humor,
and the promise ofever more challenging adven
ture, getting out is not so easy! (Supplied on four
double-sideddiskettes, "PoolofRadiance"comes
withmanual, "'Journal", anddecoder wheel-to
which I strongly recommend adding the map
filled "Clue Book".)

The Duel

****$44.95 for 512K Dgs
Tbe Supercars: $19.95

Tbe Muscle Cars: 19.95
CaUfornla Cballenge: $l9.95 (needs 768K)

The first time I tried Accolade~s '.'TestDrive"
(S34.95 for l28K Apple U)J'!ly reaction was
something like ''This is a dam. good game~'; and,
then, "I bet that if they release a IIgs version, it'll
be fantastic". Well, they did, and it is. 'The Duel"
comes with two cars: thePorsche959and Ferrari's
F40. As in the first ''Test Drive", you can check
out a picture + specs display for each car; and,
each car actually does offer its own distinctive
'feel'. " 'Super Cars" adds five hot sportsters to
your stable (including the '89 Corvette ZR1 and,

my favorite, the '85 LamborghiniContach5005);
while, in " 'Muscle Cars", you get five monster
engine legends from the '60's (e.g. the425hp '69
Dodge Charger Daytona, the 550 hp COPO ZI-l
Camaro, etc.).

Race the clock or tackle a computer-con
trolled competitor, either way you select the cars
AND the course. So far, Accolade offers two
"scenery sets". The game diskette set takes you
through forests, mountains, anddeserts; whereas,
"California Challenge"amounts to a north-south
tour of the state's more spectacular sites (e.g.
redwood forests, oceancoasts, etc.). Even athigh
speeds, each set is good for several minutes
much more if you get caught by the highway
patrol. Settable skill level adjusts the frequency
of hazards like oil slicks, rocks, and traffic.
(When you're tooling along at 200 mph, ANY
THING on the highway is a hazard!)

With joystick control and your behind-the
wheel super-res view, 'The Duel" 's smooth
animation and realistic sound come about as
close to putting you on the road in a four-wheeled
rocket as is possible. Even thenecessary memory
updates are masked via periodic service stops,
where, beside fuel, you get an evaluation ofyour
driving performance. (Naturally, top scores for
each course are maintained on disk.) ASide from
a documentation error which specifies CTRL-J
and CTRL-K for joystick/KB control selection (J
and K are correct). and the apparent requirement
(undocumented) that RAM disk be OFF, ''The
Duel" has proved a flawless performer, good for
many hours of enjoyable road-burning.

The Usurper: Mines of Qyntarr

**$29.95, includes 128K Apple D
and 512K mM versions

Sir Tech's new TEXT-only release sends you
into the dreaded Mines to recover the Orb of
Baellon- the latter being the fabl~ key to
disposing of the evil Usurper. Encompassing
well over 100 'rooms', 'The Usurper' "is a Zork
likeadventure offering prosaic descriptions, inter
esting places and personages, and several worth
whilepuzzles. Parsing (i.e. how well the program
understands user inputs) is severalnotches above
Eamon grade;.but, still, just adequate, consider
ing the tasks athand. Often, for instance, Usurper
fails to recognize items mentioned in its descrip
tions; and, sometimes, misses obvious substitu
tions.(e.g. "Get Scrap" will not suffice to pick up
a Scrap of Parchment.) Happily. once you adjust
to the game's moderate smartness level, 'playing
the parser' situations areminimized; and you can
concentrate on the adventure.· Supplie4 with an
attractive illustrated manual, 'The Usurper' " is
cute, entertaining, and good for s~veraley.eJ)ings
ofplay.:!

Fast Frames, Updates, Etc.

Wlz v: Kettles & False Mazes

Dr. Hackenbush's question in #68 provoked
a look through my "Wizardry V" notes, and, very
probably, has re-hooked me on fmishing the
quest. This IS one of the great adventures. As to
where to fmd the Laughing Kettle: on Level I at
coordinates 22 East, 23 North, there is a secret
door in the north wall which leads to the Kettle.
He offers some useful clues for prices ranging
fromS5oothrough$5000. (Incidentally, don't be
fooled by his jolly appearance. If attacked, the
Kettle proves to be tough, powerful magic user;
AND, should you win, the temple healers will
require that you pay for his resurrection!)

The false mazes encountered by some
"Wiz'V"playersAREverystrangeplaces(places,
in fact, where you are not supposed to be); but the
phenomenon is not the resultofsome bug. (In the
first batch of "Wizardry V" packages shipped,
some did have bad diskettes- quickly replaced
by Sir Tech- but, these simply crashed the
game.) Rather, the problem stems from player
errors which go undetected because 'correct
diskette' verification is limited, mainly, to occa
sions when you move from one level to another.
For example, if you take an elevator to Level 3,
the program will insist that Level 3 's diskette be
in place before play continues. If, once on Level
3, you should swap in Level 5's diskette, the
program will try to constructamaze from (anddo
updates to!) whatever it finds. Naturally, the
Level 5 'player copy' diskette is ruined; and you
find yourselfin anoddly 'inside-out' maze which
can lookjustgenuine enough to occupy your best
mapping skills for an hour or so.

My excursion into a false maze began when,
using Roger Wagner's "Soft Switch" (on alIgs),
I decided to jump back to an earlier position on
another level and forgot to swap in the new
level's diskette. Well, theprogram had no way of

.knowing that some sly USer was playing fast and
loose with the adventure. It went merrily along,
reading from and WRITINGTO the other level's
diskette; I ended up mapping a hefty chUIlk of
"Wizardry V" 's 'twilightzone', and the diskette
side was bombed. A reasonably satisfactory cure
is to get out your set of originals and recopy the
side that's been damaged. Everything on the
restored level will be reset- you may have to
reopen a few locks, etc.- but, at least, the quest
can continue.

Fast Break*
To work, abasketball simulationmust be able

to take the necessarily limited inputs from a user
and 'fill-in the gaps'. When it succeeds, as in
Activision's ''Two-on-Two'', you discover that
control is easy and your man looks and acts like
a basketballplayer. Whenit fails, as in Accolade's
"Fast Break" ($44.95, for 768K IIgs), you have a
gang of impossible-to-control stumble burns.

Tomahawk*'k*
I suppose that, as long as I'm going to repeat

edly refer to ''Tomahawk performance" in joys
tick reviews, it's a good idea to say something
about the best flight simprogram available to IIgs
users. Basically, the game puts you in the cockpit
of an AH-64A Apache attack helicopter (code
name: ''Tomahawk'') armed with a 30 mm auto
matic cannon, 38 rockets, and 8 'smart' Hellfrre
missiles. The super-resdisplaypresents a through
the-windshield forward view, an optional war
map insert, and high-tech instrument cluster
(comprehensive ship status displays and click
able controls plus locator and ta'rgeting aids).
Very nice; and, whenyouthrottle-up,you'llhear
the whine ofyour engines and thuk-thukcthuk of
the rotors in (optiomtl) stereo!

Missions range from ''Training'' through three
increasingly difficult combat scenarios. To up
the challenge level, you can s~lect a higher pilot
rating and/or toggle such options as "Night",
"Cross winds", and "Cloudy" (with a user-set
table cloud base down to 50 feet). Thanks to
excellent instrumentation, you COULD fly your
Tomahawk through a cavern at midnight-'- for
tunately! While the 3-D line drawings (of build
ings, mountains; tanks, enemy choppers. etc.)
provide reliablevisual distancecues. whenyou're
over bare ground only the altimeter supplies any
indication that you are about to plow into the turf.

Using joystick +mouse controls, Tomahawk
is easy to fly; but flying well (i.e. landing and
combat) definitely takes practice. Indeed, since
you are flying without benefit of critical body
position and middle-ear sensory cues, mastering
DataSoft's Tomahawk probably means you're
ready for a shot at the real thing! (I wonder if the
Army would be interested in a little experiment.)
Whether you seriously take on a combatmission
or just enjoy zipping around and blowing up
enemy targets, ''Tomahawk'' is first rate flight
simulation fun. (S29.95 fot 5l2K IIgs)

Deatblord**
When the Ninth Emperor commands you to

root-out the "sourceofevil" threatening all Lorn,
your six heroes begin a large-scale quest span
ningsixteen C()ntinents paclced with towns' ruins,
dungeons, etC;. LoOking and playing much like
"Ultima m""doneinJ~e',"DelUhlord"
ldcates:liH action on orie its numerous maps (i.e.
"riofufiward-l'iewmazes\mOnstereloSe-opS,ete.).
Character differentiation is exceptional- you
have lots ofraces, 'occupations', and attributes to
adjust- and the 84-spell magic system offers a
nice range of powers. The scheme for combat,
however, is about as simple as any non-tactical
setup you are likely to encoUIlter.

"Deathlord" delivers a crisp, attractive hires
display and a scenario loaded with mini-chal
lenges. (The Electronic Arts 2oo-plus·hours
playing time estimate is probably not an exag
geration.) On the debit side, sOUIld is barely
adequate, fighters must choose from a small
rangeof(poorly-documented) weapons andarmor,
and all of the key designations (race, class,
weapon, armor, and spell names) are in Japanese.
While the latter feature adds a touchofauthentic
ity; it would be would work better (i.e be more
fun and less bother) if the Japanese terms were
accompanied by direct translations.

Possibly, the game's most serious weakness
is the failure to match new character abilities to
level of challenge. Since things are set up to
present a stiff test for any developed characters
you may transfer (from "Ultima III", "Wizardry
I-III", or "Bard's Tale I"), "Deathlord" tends to
chomp beginning heroes like peanuts. Another
flaw, placing charactercreation and party forma
tion in a separate utility (i.e. you must re-boot),
makes 'learning the ropes' all the more cumber
some. 'Getting into' "Deathlord" defmitely
demands more raw effort than it should. Too
much? If you especially enjoy big map, long
play 'old Ultima' adventuring, probably not
(S39.95, for 64K Apple IT)

Becoming a Deatblord SUl'vlvor

Possibly, you are enmeshed in "Deathlord"
(or, eventually, will be) and are perplexed by
'herodie-ofr. (EvenGorbash, winnerofUltima's
IV and V, M&M I and II, etc., put"Deathlord"on
the back burner for a few months.) One solution,
as usual, is 'super-natural intervention'- i.e.
youdiddle afewcharacterparrns and,SHAZAMI,
your guys suddenly feel stronger, faster, smarter,
and richer! A second trick is to minimize the
damageshoulda 'worstcase'Scenario' eventuate.

First, the SHAZAM solution: Using Central
Point's "Copy II Plus" (S39.95, for l28KApple)
and DOS alteration data found in Rob Fiduccia's
"Deathlord" article in issue #63, we scanned the
Scenario A diskette and fOUIld character data in
sectorSODon track S13. (1. Go to 5.25" BitCopy.
2. In the Sector Editor enter "P" to get to the OOS
patcher and then"Custom". 3. Under"Address",

changeD5 AA96 to D5 AA D6 and DE AA to DE
B7. Under "Data", change D5 AA AD to D5 AE
AD and DE AA ... to EA AA .... 4. Exit the
patcher and Read T/S S13/$OD. NOTE: Should
you wish to scan the diskette starting at track SO,
expect to encoUIlter a few unreadable sectors
along the way. Just skip these and continue.)

On the Sector Editor screen. you should fmd
character data arranged in six-byte groups (one
byte per character) as follows:

$42: Hit Points, max Oow byte)
$48: Hit Points, max (high byte)
$4E: Hit Points, current (low byte)
$54: Hit Points, current (high byte)
$66: Level
$72: Strength
S78: Constitution
S7E: Size
S84: Intelligence
$8A: Dexterity
$90: Charisma
$96: Power, current
$9C: Power, max
sec: Age
$D2: Food
$D8: Gold (low byte)
SDE: Gold (high byte).

Edi~as desired, write your SHAZAMed char
acters back to disk. and your quest against the
Deathlord. is a 'whole new ball game'.

Granted, ~fyoumax-out every Parm and give
each characterSlO,OOO gold, there isn't much
your party can't handle. If, however, you merely
go for a "fair st/Ut", then the inconvenience
associated with having several characters wiped
out remains a threat. You can make a character
backup each time you start the game; but, of
course, you won't. It's too much bother, the
backup won't restore hours of progress made in
the current session, and, besides, there's a better
way! Use the "Make Scenario" function to create
a copy of each current scenario diskette on its
unused side. During play, you just do an occa
sional SAVE.on alternate sides. If your party is
wipedoutand savedas deadon SideOne, you can
restart from Side Two, etc.. Whatever happens,
you will never lose more than the progress made
since the last opposite-side SAVE.

Vendors

Accolade: 20813 StevensCreekBlvd., Cupertino,
CA 95014 (408-446-5757)

Central Point Software: l5220N.W. Greenbier
Parkway #200, Beaverton, OR 97006-9937
(503-690-8090)

Electronic Arts: 1820 Gateway Drive, San
~ateo, CA94404 (415-571-7171)

JnteUkreations/Datasoft:. 19808.Nordhoff
Pl~,Chat$worth;CA91311 (818~~~6-~n~)

Sir-Tech: p.d. Box- 245:Chariestown Mall,
Ogdensburg,NY 13669 (315-393-6633)

Strategic" Slin'ulatl6nS' Inc;:' 1046 North
Rengstorff Ave., MOUIltaln View, CA 94043
(415-964-1353)
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Softkey for...

SokoBan
Spectrum Holobyte

Requirements:
Apple lIe or IIc (128K)

Jim Hart's softkey for Tetris (COMPUTIST
62, page 23) may have been a "half-key" for
Tetris, but it is a full-key for Soko Ban. Soko Ban
is a strategy game in double-hi-res of a ware
houseman trying to move boxes through a maze
to the loading dock. There are 50 different mazes
on the disk, so it should provide hours of enter-
tainment (or frustration). .

The Soko ban disk is normally formatted,
except that the epilogues have been changed to
FF FF instead of DE AA. Once this has been
corrected, Jim Hart's Tetris "half-key" can be
used, except that the code is in a different loca
tion. Jim saved me many hours of work by
publishing the bytes that he found on the Tetris
disk. Many softkey contributors do not send in a
listing of the code that needs to be changed,
rendering that softkey useless for slight altera
tions in the copy protections.

1. Boot your OOS 33 system disk.

2.Tell OOS to ignorechecksum and epilog errors
and use COPYA to copy both sides of the
Soko Ban disk.

POKE 47426,24
RUNCOPYA

3.Make the following sector edits to the copy.
1m ~ Bx1IlIl Emm. Ia
00 05 00-29 MOA85FCM ME785F885

2BBD 89COBO FBA9FC85 F9
SECOM8085 85FC85FFM
FD C6 FD Fa 71 EE85 FA 85 FD
2OAFFOB06C 85FEM2BBD
M F9 C9 00 DO 811 co 18 90 52

I read your editorial on your financial prob
lems, and have two suggestions. 1. Raise the
rates. I don't think S5 per issue is unreasonable.
2. Try to get your mag into computer stores and
software stores. This would get store sales plus
increased recognition of a UIlique publication
and lead to more subscriptions.
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Georee Sabeh PA
I would like to share the following softkeys

with your readers.

Softkey for...

Tag Team Wrestling
Dam East

Softkey for ...

Into the Eagles Nest
Mindscape

Softkey for...

King of Chicago

the entry of a Keyword to run.
And now for a new word:
Hardkey is a term which was coined to de

scribe a procedure that allows a non hard disk
compatible program to be moved to/run from a
RAM or hard disk. (examples: Mean 18 in
COMPUTIST #68 & Bubble Ghost in COM·
PUTIST#ll)

To Derek: Black Bag was NOT a user group,
it was a pirate group now since disbanded. They
had some talented people, I think they were the
first to krack and release Wings of Fury in the
pirate world.

I recommend the following two block editors
for people who wish to start kracking software on
the Apple llgs:

The one in Copy][+: Just fme for making
known patches and searching the entire disk for
bytes.

Block Warden from ProSEL: This editor is
very good, it has a follow file feature (as CP
routines are usually in the 16 bit program file).
The disassembly will follow the REP & SEP
commands, that is the changing from 8 bit to 16
bit Accumulator and index registers. ProooS 8
and ProDOS 16 calls are listed properly and
BlockWarden tells you which call it is.Theblock
editor is worth the money for the whole ProSEL
package by itself. Then you get the rest of the
programs with ProSEL, an awesome bargain!

I used to use Copy ][+ because I knew how to
do everything manually, like finding the Key
Block of files and such. Now I use Block War
den, as it's much more powerful and automated.

Warning: I have decided to write the follow
ing for everyone's benefit. If! make a comment
about the way individuals do things, PLEASE do
not take it as an attack. I'm trying to explain the
why and why nots. Also, I'm NOT saying "I'm
better", just passing along a few lessons and
some information.

Let me begin with "encrypted code" (see Dan
Halfwit's King ofChicago, Computist #68, page
13). When 16-bit system files are written (the
$B3 or S16 me types) they contain segments or
pieces ofprograms"linked"(or spliced) together.
These files are usually written as relocatable due
to the varying machine setups, that is, the amount
ofmemory and number ofCDA/NDAs installed.
So, in memory, a JSL 034567 could show up as
ANYTHING on the disk or just a plain JSL
00000o (Sierra comes to mind, right?). So when
you make an absolute reference it mightnot work
with every machine.

I found thjs out when I went to deproteet
Draw Plus (Activision) and the program kept
bombing. I overwrote a small section of C9de
with EA's and, when it loaded in the ProooS 16
loader, made the changes to the relocatable in
structiens. This is the reason you see so many GS
kracks changing JSL (22) to LDA (AF) and JSR
(20) to LDA (AD). The idea is to keep the
instruction the same length and not care if the
absolute address changes. We don't mind if the
program LDA 0000, LDA FFFF, or anywhere in
between as long as it doesn't go through the
protection routine. Again, I'm not saying Dan is
totally wrong, in fact he is right on the money.
The only problem is he gues about the edits as
though the GS programs are like lle programs.

Now I would like to propose a the following
procedure (that I use):

1. Figure out what kind of copy protection is
used

2. Find the copy protection routines
3. Look for flags or special memory refer-

ences
4. Kill the calls to the copy protection
5. Force the flag checks to pass
This reminds me of the time I used to go to

summercamp. Weplayed two team styled games:
Capture the Flag & Spy vs Spy

Capture the Flag: You take two flags (and two
teams) and set them a reasonable distance apart.
You split your team into two groups: 1. Team A:
Finds the other flag, grabs it and tries to run it
back to it's own game area. 2. Team B: Tag the
opponents Team A members .who must now give
up the flag or freeze for a period of time and most
important guard their own flag.

Spy vs Spy: Take a same piece of paper with
a point value written on. Hide it on your person.
Try to run to your headquarters without being
tagged by a member of the other team. Ifyou are
tagg~dthe other team is allowed to search through
your clothes (to a reasonable limit) to find the
paper. This, by the way, is one of the best co-ed
contact games I know of!

So why tell you about these games? Well
we're all playing a combination of the two. Our
team: Computist readers/members/RDEX and
''The Other Guys": Software protectors. As you
can see we have the numbers and the combined
skill to beat them EVERY time. Think about it: If
you cannot krack a program, chances are one of
your 3800 or so team members can! This is our
greatest strength. As an example:

Let's work with King of Chicago (Although
I no longer have access to copies I'll tell how I
kracked it). We know they have a flag some
where in their code "game area."Ourjob: Find it,
and bring it back (thus taking it out of the pro-

Softkey for ...

Impossible Mission II GS
Epyx

Requirements:
512K Apple II GS
3.5" disk copier
3.5" disk editor

The copy protection is a nibble count on
tracks 20 and 21. Copying the disk will produce
no errors or bad blocks. Booting the copy pro
duces themessage to insert the master disk, a sign
of a nibble count. Use your 3.5" disk editor to
scan for the hex code A2 20 AO 01. The code was
on block $04A3 on my disk. At the very begin.
ning of block $04A3 I found this:
01: 0064 BNE 1167
03: 20 60 20 JSR 2060

The code for the nibble count begins on byte
46. To break this protection, change the JSR
instruction (20) to a LDA instruction (AD). This
will stop the nibble count check and the disk will
be deprotected.

1. Copy the disk.

2. Scan disk for A2 20 AO 01.

3. Locate the JSR routine 20 602D. (Mine was on
block $043A, beginning with byte 03.)

4. Make the following edit:

Blk Bytees) From To
4A3 03 20 AD

5. Write the edit back to disk. That's it!

My wish list

1. Battle Chess GS by Interplay Productions
2. Zoom! GS by Discovery Software
3. Calendar Crafter by MECC
4. World Geography by MECC
5. Fire Power GS by Microillusions
6. Mad Match by Baudville
7. Hostage by Mindscape
8. Sword of Sodan GS by Discovery Software
9. Star Saga: One by Masterplay Pub. Corp.
10. Fingerprint GSi by Thirdware Compo Prod.

I would also like to send in my first softkey for
the Apple GS.

Brian A. Troha WI
There are a few things I would like to com

menton:
First, should COMPUTIST include other

machines? Yes, only ifit will ensure the continu
ation of the magazine. It's funny, I used to think
if it wasn't an Apple IIgs program I didn't want
to know about it. Then friends kept asking me to
krack all these lIe programs for them. Now I fmd
I likekracking any Applesoftware.lfIhadaMac
or an Anriga (ol"even an ffiM, gasp!), I'd get into '
kracking programs for those machines. Right
now I don't have either, but I still like to read
about the copy protection schemes. Some day it
may come in handy.

Second, the tabloid format: I hate it!, but if
you need to use it to continue the magazine, then
I'm for it. The idea of the year-end book style of
previous issue is great. Think of it as a Tome of
Deprotection '89 and etc. for the following years.
Wouldn't it be nice to pick up a book (about the
size of a small dictionary) and flip through a
years worth of articles and find what your look
ing for?

Third, fake softkeys! This really bothers me!
If you can't come up with something for real
don't fool us with trash. As the RDeX prints what
is sent in, they/we are forced to trust our writers,
so let's not mess that up.

Fourth, I really don't like the ideaofsomeone
sending in 70 or so patches saying "here's my
patch collection". I have a list of patches with
around 95 programs on it. These are the most
complete and accurate patches anywhere. Most
are my work, however there are some from other
authors or, at least, from their ground work. You
could have nearly the SAME list as I have if you
go through past issues of COMPUTIST and
compile the patches, it's not really that difficult
to do. Sure that's nice and all, but every author
that worked on the articles that the patches came
from deserve credit.

As an example: For some of my softkeys, it
will take me anywhere from 5 minutes to an hour
to krack and test a program. It can take several
hours or days to try to tackle programs like
Tomahawk, Hunt For Red October, and Dun
geon Master. Then it's another hour (at least) to
list the copy protection, type it in and add com
ments, and finish the article over all. Then get
them together and send them in for others to read
and leam from. I'mnot getting richdoing this and
that's not my intention, I want to teach others
how to krack. Just like the late great ones: Disk
Jockey, Reset Vector, Parity Error, etc. The point
is: Credit is MY payment and nobody likes to get
ripped off!

Softkey or APT: Well it's time to redefme
Softkey (which was defined before the GS) as
something like the following:

Softkey is a term which we coined to describe
aprocedure that removes, or at least circumvents,
ANY copy-protection on a particular disk. Once
a softkey procedure has been performed, the
resulting backup copy can be copied by normal
copy programs (COPYA, Fastcopy.system, etc).
Such copies will no longer require a Keydisk or

1. Initialize a blank disk with a fast OOS.

2. Boot the original and reset into the monitor.

3. Capture the RWTS and copy using the
Newswap Controller.

Congo:

1. Initialize a blank disk with "BOOT" for the
hello filename.

INITBOOT

2. Boot your original and reset into the monitor.

3. CapturetheRWTS andcopy using thenewswap
controller.

I would like to comment about the new for
mat. Although I realize the need for change to
save Computist and would be willing to accept
any change to cut expenses, but I would much
rather have the old smaller format. I would be
happy with loose leaf binder type pages if they
are smaller since they can be filed easily with the
old issues. Also, I would like to see you publish
a small book about different protection methods
and ways to bypass it. It should be in-depth with
compreh~'feexplanations.I am suresevCil'alof
your contributing readers are capable of wilting
such a book and I feel most of the other readers
will purchase it.

Captain Video PA
I am writing in response to your questionnaire

in issue 66 of Computist.
First, I would like to commend you for a

fantastic magazine. I have been into computers
for about three years, and I have learned more
about my Apple GS from Computist than any
other source. I feel it is well worth the $32.00
subscription price.

1) I would love to get Computist every two
weeks with the tabloid form. I would be willing
to pay the extramoney for the increasedsubscrip
tions.

02) I think the Beginner's Notebook is a great
idea. This would help to keep new subscribers
from being overwhelmed by the articles in
Computist. It woul~ help keep them interested,
which would result in their renewing their sub
scriptions.

3) I like the idea of bounties for stubborn
programs that are on the Most Wanted list.

4) I think the free software giveaway is a good
idea to motivate readers to write better articles. I
don't believe there should be categories, just the
three or four best articles in each issue.

5) The help line is also a great idea, but a lot
of work for the volunteers. I could think of a lot
of questions to ask.

6) The reader's Wish List is also a good idea
to motivate readers to find new subscribers. The
point system is a great way to run the program,
but more work for everyone at your end. All of
the above ideas are great, but I don't know how
you are going to find enough time to do it all.

7) I do not think lowering the rates will
increase the number of subscribers by any sub
stantial number.

8) I don't mind the tabloid form for Com
putist, just as long as they keep coming.

9) I would accept raising the rates to $48.00.
I prefer this to cutting the number of issues to
eight per year, although I would be willing to
accept this, also. My first vote is to double the
number of yearly issues with the tabloid form to
justify the price increase.

Although Computist is by far the best Apple
magazine on the market, I believe the above
changes will make it even better. Whatever has to
be done, I'm sticking with you. I believe the
money I've spent on Computist has been the the
most wisely spent money that I have put into
computing.

Dammost

Infocom.

This program can be copied by following the
softkey for Sorceror (Infocom) in Computist
#51, page 35by Jack Nissel.

Cutthroat
Softkey for ...

Softkey for...

Cavern Creatures

2.Tell OOS to ignore checksum and epilog errors
and use COPYA to copy the disk.

POKE 47426,24
RUNCOPYA

3.Make the following sector edits to the copy.

Ick SliI ~ f.rgJll ~
00 05 4B-4C DO F4 EA EA

54-55 DO 36 EA EA
50-5E DO 20 EA EA
70-71 DO F4 EA EA
7B-7C DO OF EA EA

4. Write the sector back to disk.

Congo
Sentient

These two programs require a way to reset
into the monitor. I used the Senior PROM. They
can be copied using the Newswap Controller or
similar copy program. I used COPYB.

Cavern Creatures:

~
A9 E7 85 F8 A9
FC85 F985FF
A9 EE85 FA 85
F08HEA9F3
85FBA97085
FC DO SO

~
18
EA EA 60

Requirements:
COPYA
Sector editor (such as Copy II Plus)
2 blank disks

1. Boot your OOS 33 system disk.

2.Tell OOS to ignore checksum and epilog errors
and use COPYA to copy the disk.

POKE 47426,24
RUNCOPYA

3.Make the following sector edits to the copy.

Softkey for...

LA Crackdown
Epyx

Jump Jet
Avant Garde

Mission Escape
Microsparc

These two programs use modified epilogs
and can be copied by poking 47426,24 to ignore
epilog errors and running COPYA to produce a
working copy.

1. Boot your OOS 3.3 system disk.

2.Tell OOS to ignore checksum and epilog errors
and use COPYA to copy the disk.

POKE 47426,24
RUNCOPYA

Raising the rates might seem like a
solution, but it's not and I only brought it
up in order to eliminate it. Ifwe raised the
rates, more readers would not renew and
the rates would have to go up again, and
more readers would not renew and the
rates would go up, and more... A vicious
cycleandnotonethatwewanttogetcaught
up in.

As to computer stores, we try that one on
a regular schedule but the results are not
encouraging. Most stores do not buy maga
zines direct. They use a periodical service
that keeps their racks loaded. These peri
odical services do not pay up-front, in
stead, they pay up to 120 days later. And
they like to order a lot of issues but they
claim that they don't sell all of them and
that they had to burn Idestroy most ofthe
copies (about 900/0). One periodical service
sent us affidavits c'laiming to have de·
stroyedmore copies than we had sent them.
So You can see that it's a lot more involved
than it seems and there are a lot ofrats out
there. Some smaller stores do order direct,
but they don't makea lot on magazine sales
and they don't like you to see how low the
mail order prices are and they don't want
you to know how to backup your software
and so 011. .. Another dead end, but we keep
trying and we do have a few regular deal
ers, mostly in foreign countries. .RDEXed

Requirements:
COPYA
Sector editor

1. Boot your OOS 3.3 system disk.

Softkey for...

Requirements:
COPYA
Sector editor
One blank disk

The softkey in Computist 66, p23, by Zorro
was of great help. My copy had altered epilogs
and required further modifications.

1. Boot your OOS 3.3 system disk.

2.Tell OOS to ignore checksum and epilog errors
and use COPYA to copy the disk.

POKE 47426,24
RUNCOPYA

3.Make the following sector edits to the copy.

Iri SliI .6xlI!&l flllm
00 05 10 A628 BD 89 CO

Bo SECO A9ao
85FDC6FD FO
7120 AF Fa BO
6CMF9C9OF
00F1 AO

4. Write the' sector back to disk.

5. Copy side 2 with any copy program. It is in
normal format.

Ick SliI ~ f.rgJll
00 07 OC 38
00 08 63-65 Bo 88 CO

4. Write the sector back to disk.
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Accolade

Softkey for...

Bubble Ghost

protection routine. Second, load the correctvalue
for a pass condition and then BRanch Always to
the continue code.

1. Make a copy the the game disk

2. Make the following edits to the game disk

IDk BIlW1 Emm. To
m m n~moo M~mOO

$59 CD BB BE AD BB BE
$5C FO 08 80 08

$E $153 2255 E7 00 AF 55 m 00
$157 CD BB BE AD BB BE
$15A F008 8008

$23 $142 2255 E7 00 AF 55 m 00
$146 CD BB BE AD BB BE
$149 FO OS 8008

m m n~moo M~mOO

$36 CD BB BE AD BB BE
$39 FO 08 80 08
$AD 22 55 E7 00 AF 55 E7 00
$B1 CD BB BE AD BB BE
$B4 FO 08 80 08
$189 2255 E7 00 AF 55 moo
$18D CD BB BE AD BB BE
$180 FO 08 8008

$27 $lEA 2255 E7 00 AF 55 E700
$lEE 9070 EA 38
$lFO CD BB BE AD BB BE
$lF3 DO 6B EA EA

3. Write the blocks back to the copy

Remember: If the copy protection routine
will always fail on a copy, why run the cede!

Softkey for...

Softkey for...

FastBreak
Accolade

Deja-Vu II
Mindscape/lcom

Requirements:
768K Apple ITgs
3.5" disk copier
3.5" disk editor

Deja-Vu II (DV2) is a continuation of the
original Deja-Vu game with the same type of
graphics interface. The same type ofprotection is
used as on other Mindscape releases in this
"series." However, the address and locations
have changed for this release. Again these edits
kill the call to the copy protection routine, load
the right value and branch always to the continue
code. To make a deprotected copy of Deja-Vu IT
follow these steps:

1. Make a copy of the game disk.

2. Make the following edits to the copy:

IDk Bn!<W From To
$14 $188 2200 00 02 AF 00 00 02

$18C CD2060 AD2060
$18F FO 08 8008

m ~ nOOOO02 MOO 00 02
$8E CD 20 60 AD 20 60
$91 FO 08 80 08
$185 22000002 AFOOOO02
$189 CD2060 AD2060
$18C FOOS 8008

~ ~ nOOOO02 MOOOO02
$04 CD 20 60 AD 20 60
$07 FO 08 80 08
$DD 22 00 00 02 AF 00 00 02
$Et CD 20 60 AD 20 60
$E4 FO 08 80 08

$39 $16B 22000002 AFOOOO02
$16F BO 70 EA 18
$171 CD2060 AD2060
$174 DO 6B EA EA

3. Write the blocks back to the copy.

Play the game!

10B:C22O REP #20 Set 16-bit wide Accum.
100:AD 30 00 LOA 0030 Load 0030
1EO:48 PHA Store on the stack
1E1:22 00 00 06 JSL 060000 Move CP routine to 001

8000
1E5:68 PLA Get 0030 from stack
1E6:90 09 BCC 1F1 (+09) If move was good, do

nibble count
1E8:C230 REP #30 Otherwise set 16-bit

Accum &index regs
1EA:A90100 LOA #0001 Load a"fail' value
1EO:80 26 00 STA 0026 Store in the COPY

FLAG
1FO:6B RTL Retum to caller
1F1:E230 SEP #30 Set B-bit wide Accum &

index regs
1F3:A22O LOX #20 Track $20

Requirements:
768K Apple figs
3.5" disk copier
3.5" disk editor

FastBreak (FB) is a new basketball game
from Accolade. FB is like a new and improved
GBA Basketball: Two on Two (Activision/
Gamestar). The major difference~are: You now
have three players per team, the men are about
three times larger in FB, and you play on a half
court at a time.

One thing both games have in common is the
typeofcopyprotectionused. Like most games by
Accolade (and it seems many companies) FB is
using nibble counting on tracks $20 and $21.
This is simple to find by searching for A2 20 AO
01 and it's found on block$85. The wholeroutine
carries over into the next block and looks like this
on the disk:

The game program
The renamed lille picture

NswsubdirectNy
CRYSTAL SHAPES renamed

CRYSTALSAVE renamed
CRYSTALSOUNDS renamed

The unchanged sound files

Blk ~ From I2
$4E5 $2C 2200 00 00 AF 00 00 00

$61 DO 08 EAEA
$C5 22000000 AFOO 00 00
$118 DO 08 EAEA
$185 22000000 AFOOOOOO
$108 DO 08 EAEA

For version LIon disk one:

First a friend asked me to remove the "Is this
a legal copy" question. Then he challenged me to
do it in under 15 minutes. He also said "It sure
would be nice to erase the high scores too!!" So
I took him up on it and here is the results: I was
able to remove the question, restructure the file
layout, and reset the high scores. Follow the step
by step instructions:

1.Make aCOpy ofCrystal Quest. (Make changes
to the copy ONLY.)

2. RENAME the following files:
CRYSTAL.SOUNDS to SOUNDS (Thesub

directory of the sound files)
CRYSTAL.SHAPES to SHAPES (A BIN

file of the shapes)
CRYSTAL.SAVE to SAVE (A BIN file of a

saved game)
MAIN.PIC to CRYS.PIC (The title pic)

3. CREATE a new subdirectory called
"CRYSTAL"

4. Copy the files SHAPES and SAVE and the
subdirectory SOUNDS into the new subdi
rectory CRYSTAL

5. Get into Block Warden and follow the file
CRYSTAL.SYSI6

6. Make the following edits:
Rei Rei
al& am fmm. m. !Ila&lllI.
7 C69 '4041494C 43525953 ChgMAlNloCRYS
7 C7B 2E 2F Chg the ""10 "r
7 C8C 2E 2F Chg the ".. 10 "r
475046 207A72BOOA AD7A72EA18 Kill thequestion
63 7DFB 2E 2F Chg the ".. ID "r

Note: The changing of the "." to "f' tells the
system me to look for /volumeICRYSTAlI
SHAPES instead of /volume/CRYSTAL.
SHAPES and so on for the SAVE me and the
SOUNDS subdirectory.

7. Write each block back to a copy of Crystal
Quest

A tree directory ofyour new disk would look
like this:
JvoIume

CRYSTAlSYS16
CRYS.PIC
/CRYSTAL

SHAPES
SAVE
/soUNDS

SOUND01
to

SOUN025

Requirements:
512k Apple IIgs
3.5" disk copier
BlockWarden from ProSELorother blockeditor

with "follow file" command.

1. Make a copy of the ChessMater disk

2. Make the following edits to disk one:
For version 1.01 on disk one:

Deja-Vu
Shadowgate
Uninvited
by Mindscape

Blk ~ Emm. To
$304 $lEB 22000000 AFOOOOOO
$305 $20 DO 08 EA EA

$84 22 00 00 00 AF 00 00 00
$07 DO 08 EA EA
$144 22000000 AFOOOOOO
$197 DO 08 EA EA

3. Write the blocks back to the copy

.
Softkey for ...

Crystal Quest
?

Softkey for...

Now things are in a organized formaL To
move to a hard drive, simply copy CRYSTAL.
SYS16, CRYS.PIC, and CRYSTAL. And copy
the CRYSTAL.ICON to your ICONS subdirec
tory. To reset the Highscores inCrystalQuest, do
this:

1. Run/launch BASIC.SYSTEM
CALL·151
OlkOO/2000.00/2FFFZ
BSAVE CRYSTAL.SYS16, A$2000, B$48,

L$1B7, T$B3

The scores are stored likes this (EX: 1548150
(27) (Big Mike» at byte offset $48 in the file 50
81540127 "Big Mike" in ASCIT with the high
bit set. So zero' ing these bytes out resets the high
scores. That's what the above BSAVE command
does.

Requirements:
768K Apple figs
3.5" disk copier
3.5" disk editor

The following edits will work for all three
programs! The edits first kill the call to the copy

Softkey for...

Bubble Bobble
TaiJo

$172 $143 68 $8743
$158 $8758

Now get out a blank disk and format it with a
name something like BUBBLE.GHOST or
whatever. At this pointI DELETED all unneeded
files like the FINDER.DATA files, P8 in the
systemsubdirectory,andFINDER.ICONSinthe
icons subdirectory.

Copy thePRODOS file and theSYSTEM and
ICONS subdirectories to the new disk.

Copy BUBBLE.SYSI6 to the new disk.
CREATE a new subdirectory called GHOST

on the new disk.
Copy the WAVE and GHOST.SCR files into

the new GHOST subdirectory.
Copy the DESSINS and SONS subdirecto

riesinto the new GHOST subdirectory.
A tree directory (other than PRODOS, SYS

TEM and ICONS) would look something like
this: '
File ~
BUBBLE.SYSI6 S16
/GHOST OIR

WAVE BIN
GHOST. SCR TXT
/OESSINS OIR

GHOSTGS.CGS S16
GSl.CGS S16
GS2.CGS S16
GS3.CGS S16
GS4.CGS S16
GS5.CGS S16
GS6.CGS S16

/SONS OIR
LESSONS BIN

Now, to upload Bubble Ghost to your hard
drive, use COPY 11+, the finder, or other file by
file copier and copy BUBBLE.SYSI6 and
GHOST. The copy program will copy all the files
and subdirectories in GHOST. Then copy the
GENE.ICONS (from the ICONS subdirectory
off the old disk) to your volume/ICONS subdi
rectory. To play the game simply launch
BUBBLE.SYSI6

Requirements:
512K Apple figs
3.5" disk copier
3.5" disk editor

Battle Chess is great program to watch and
kind-of easy to beat (which makes it fun!).
However, you have to enter a move from a list at
the end on the manual to start the first game. As
I absolutely hate this kind of copy protection I
decided to remove it. I simply loaded the system
file (CHESS.SYSTEM) and followed it through
to track down the call. I eventually found the
routine and killed the call to it. I overwrote the
call to CProutinewitha STZB908 whichseemed
to be some kind of flag. Notice: You can make
absolute address references with this program
because it runs under ProDOS 8 and is NOT
relocatable.

To remove the Keyword (pirate) protection
form Battle Chess follow these steps.

1. Make a copy of the Battle Chess game disk

2. Make the following edits to the copy only

IDk Jb1W} E!ml I2
$3D8 $FF 20 DE AA 9C 08 B9

3. Write the block back to the copy

Battle Chess
Interp/Qy

Softkey for...

Softkey for...

ChessMaster 2100
The Software Toolworlcs

Requirements:
512K Apple ITgs
3.5" disk copier
3.5" disk editor

To remove the KEYWORD (pirate) protec
tion from ChessMaster 2100 follow these steps:

Requirements:
48K Apple II
5.25" disk copier
5.25" sector editor

The Apple II version of Bubble Bobble is a
very poor port over by TaitolNova Logic. I hope
the GS version is a decent conversion. Never the
less, the program is copy protected and I was able
to remove the CPo After tracing through I found
the CP routine is at $990A and all you have to do
is stop it from ever running. I'm not really sure
what it's looking for (it's like Arkanoid, but
different than Qix) I was just interested in defeat
ing it. So, the step by step would look like this:

1. Make a copy of both sides of Bubble Bobble

2. Make the follow edits to side 1 on the copy

IIi ~ bt&l Em. 12
$04 $00 $07 20 OA 99 EA EA 18
$14 $01 $07 20 OA 99 EA EA 18

3. Write the sectors back to the disk.

4. Store the original & playoff the copy.Block Warden
ReI Block ReI Bytes
47 $5C9C

$5CB8
$5CCA
$840F
$842B
$8487
$849F
$84B7
$84CF
$84E7
$84FF

gram). Guarding the flag are several layers of
Team B. As we work our way through we notice
KC uses the nibble counting routine. They also
use a mask so we cannotjust search for A2 20 AO
01.

Dan tells us they use A9 20 00 & A9 01 00, so
he is passing the captured flag to another team
member. After looking through the code, they
use two flags called0022 &0024 (as I remember)
on the disk. So lets look for some references to
that, searching the disk you will find a routine
that compares those locations to the bench mark
values used for the nibble count. However, in this
routine, they also use a flag call 0026 and the
routine that follows checks 0026 for azero value.

The routine that checks 0026 looks like this,
LDA 0026, BEQ +38 (or AD 26 00 FO 38). If
0026 is zero the code simply returns and runs the
REAL KC game. If0026 is anything but zero the
code falls through to a routine that does a "play
able demo" that ends with a randomly timed
bomb! I traced these two routines back to the call
and found JSLOI0154 compares thenibble bench
marks and JSL 010194 checks to see if 0026 is
equal to zero.

I disabled the JSL 010154 and changed the
LDA0026, BEQ+38 to STZ0026BRA +38 (we
just put up a fake "pass flag"). Although I don't
have the exact block/byte changes, search your
diskfor225401 01 and change it to AF5401 01.
Second, search for AD 2600 FO and change it to
9C 26 00 80. You now have hacked King of
Chicago and captured a well hidden flag! Two
points for our team.

Other programs that use the "hidden flag"
approach areXenocide (Micro Revelations), Final
Assault & Impossible Mission II (Epyx). Jaito
also uses the flag approach on it's GS and lIe
titles. I have been known to cheat by killing the
calls to the copy protection, but writing passing
values in to the flag location directly on the disk!
Then I let the program read the implantedvalues,
thinking it actual got them off the disk or from
copy protection routines. Actually this is not
cheating, it's just being as tricky as those who
design copy protection. If I were to design a
routine, I would add a flag called
NO_EASY_KRACK in the middle of the disk
read just to make sure the routine was run. Later
into the game, I would check the flag and bomb
out if not set right. Like Xenocide, King of
Chicago, Downhill Challenge, Final Assault, etc,
etc.

Requirements:
5l2K Apple figs
3.5" Disk copier
3.5" Disk editor

To remove the annoying "What level is this?"
question which is Keyword (pirate) protection
follow these easy steps:

1. Make a copy of the Bubble Ghost game disk

2. Make the following edit to the copy only.
(Block Warden: [F]ollow /Bubble/
Bubble.sysl6, reI block 78, bytes $9B74,
$9B77, and $9BA2 for the changes)

Blk Jb1W} Emm I2
$17C $174 AD 00 00 9C0000

$177 F02E 802E
$lA2 22000000 AFOOOOOO

3. Write the block back to the copy

4. Playoff the newly deprotected copy

Once again, the whole requestor screen/rou
tine is totally bypassed! However, the program
was not hard disk compatible! I then set out fix
this little problem.

Putting Bubble Ghost on
Harddisk

The HardKey:

All files were being loaded like this: /Bubble!
WAVE. Which means, find the disk called
"Bubble" and then load the file called "WAVE".
I thought I could use the ProOOS 16"If' to make
the program accept the current device. I now had
to change all the "/Bubble" to something, so I
came up with "l/Ghost" so Bubble Ghost will
load ALL needed files off the current volume in
the subdirectory GHOST. Use a copy ofBubble
Ghost for the following steps:

Make the editfrom "/Bubble" (2F 42 756262
6C65 inhex)to"1/Ghost"(312F47 68 6F73 74
in hex) at ALL the following locations: (lfusing
Block Warden select [F]ollow /BUBBLE/
BUBBLE.SYSI6)
Any block editor
Block Byte
$129 $9C

$B8
$CA

$171 $OF
$2B
$87
$9F
$B7
$CF
$E7
$FF
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REP #30 16 bit wide Acc:um.
JSR 7AB5
SEP 130 8bit wide Accum.
LOA ECFD
BNE 6E(+2B)
INC ECFO'
REP 130 16 bit wide Acc:um.
LOX .a201 MMBootlnit
JSL E10000 Toollocalorcall
BeS CO (+60) If error then bomb
PEA 0000
LOX .a202 MMStartUp
JSL E10000 Toollocalor call
BCS CO (+61) If error then bomb
PLA
STA ECFF
LOA ECFF
PLA
JSL 02E862
PLA
BeS BE (+52)
SEP #30 8 bit wide Acc:um.
LDX,2O Track $20
LOY .a1 Side
JSR ECC1 Jump to the nibble count
STX E001 Store half of result
STY ED02 Store second half
LOX #21 Track $21
LOy.a1 Side
JSR ECC1 Jump to the nibble count
STX Eo03 Store half of result
STY ED04 Store second half
loA Eo01 Load Track $20 result
CMP 100 Check first half
LOA ED02

37:C23O
39:2085 7A
3C:E23O
3E:ADFDEC
41:oo2B
43:EE FDEC
46:C23O
48:A20102
48:2200 00 E1
4F:B06D
51:F40000
54:A20202
57:2200 00 E1
5B:8061
50:68
5E:8o FFEC
61:Ao FFEC
64:68
65:2262 E8 02
69:68
6A:8052
6C:E23O
6E:A22O
7O:A001
72:2OC1 EC
75:8E 01 ED
78:8C02 ED
7B:A221
7D:A001
7F:20C1 EC
82:8E 03 ED
85:8C04 ED
88:AD01 ED
8B:C9oo
8D:AD02ED

follow these easy steps:

1. Make a copy of the game disk.

2. Make the following edits to the copy only.

Blk BmW Fran To
S3BC $D2 22 8B 07 01 AF 8B 07 01
S447 $lA2 AD 9700 9C 97 00

$IA5 DO 14 80 1A

3. Write the edits back to the copy.

Store the original in a safe place. Use the
deprotected copy fo~ playing. , ." .

The program is :now backed' and the. flag is
captured! We get t~o mote'Points, seeho\V easy
it is to rack up tl'fepoints. .

Softkey for...

Children's Writiflg &
Publishing Center
ThfLearniltg Company

Requifements:
128K Apple IT (with Double Hi-res)
3.5" disk Copier
3.5"disk editor

The Children's Writirtg& Putllishing Center
(CWPC) is just what the title says, it's a desktop
publishing program for kids.· Because educa
tional programs are used by children they should
always be unprotected.and easily backed ·up.
Children (and adults) canhav~ accidents th,at
tend to render computerdisks unusable! So I will
show you how to make as many backups as you
need.·

The program comes on two 3.5" disks and is
using a bad block on the program disk for protec
tion. After a little code snooping, I was able to
track down the call to the protection and disable
it. To make a deprotected copy of CWPC follow
these steps:

1. Make a copy of both disks (ignore any block
errors ,on the program disk)

2. Using a block editor mike the following edits
to the program disk

Blk ~ EmmTh
S3D8 S79 20 13 11 EA EA 18

3. Write the block back to the copy

Store the originals in a safe place. Give the
newly deprotected copies to your kids to use!

Softkey for...

4th & Inches:
Team Construction Disk

Accolade

Requirements:
512K Apple n~s
3.5" disk copier! .. t

3.5" disk editor

4th & Inches TeamConstruction Disk (FITe)
is a companion disk for the game 4th & lriche$.
With this new program you can change the play
ers stats of the whole team, then save them to
disk. You may also create entire new teams or
add all the football teams you can think to FITC
disk. Then you may select the teams you want to
play with with. If you really liked 4th & Inches,
but you where starting to loose interest, you
.should go out and get this program.

FITC does a standard nibble count on your
original 4th & inches disk to see ifyou're using
an original gamedisk. I'm not really sure ifFITC
runs the nibble count on it's self, but I know for
sure it runs the check on the game disk. The
protection routine is located on block $lBC of
the disk and contained in the file START in the
volume/SYSTEM subdirectory. The whole pro
tection routine is as follows:

Return to the sender

STX EC

After checking the above code, I decided that
the STA 0097 (8D 97 (0) had to be some kind of
flag. I then searched the disk for 97 00 for all
referen.ces to 0097. This reveals the following
code on block $447:

1A2:AD 9700 LOA 0097 Load the flag
1A5:0014 BNE 1BB(+14) Anythingbutzero

fails
1A7:AF 2B OF 03 LOA O3OF2B Load track $20 sum

value
1AB:C9401F CMP '1F40 Compare to benchmark

(low)
1AE:90 OB CLC 1BB (+OB) If 100 high, then fail
18O:AF 2B OF 03 LOA O3OF2D Load track $21 sum

value
1B4:C9 DO 20 CMP 12000 Compare 10 benchmark

(high) .
1B7:F008 BEQ 1C1(+08) Equalsisapass
189:9006 BCC 1C1 (+06) Or if it's higher, it

passes
1BB:A9 01 00 LOA 10001 Load a fail value
18E:8D 9700 STA 0097 Store in the flag
1C1:227410806 "J$L"060874 Continue
1C5:3B TSC
1C6:18 CLC
1C7:6916OO ADC #0016
1C9:1B TCS
1CB:2B PLO
1CC:6B RTL Return to the sender

011:48 PHA
012:A5 FD LOA Fo
014:48 PHA
015:22 C1 00 OC JSL OCOOC1 Count them up
019:85 FO STA FO
018:68 PLA
01C:68 PLA
010:68 PLA

01E:86EC

020:84 ED
022:C23O

This section of code is the deciding factor in
the copy protection routine. One, it checks 0097
for a value ofzero. Two, itloads the results of the
nibble countandcompares them to the low endof
the benchmark values.

Ifyou think about it; 0097 should equal zero,
then we need to get down to $1C 1. I changed the
LDA0097 (8D97oo)toSTZ0097 (9C 97 00) for
the zero value, then the BNE 1BB (DO 14)
becomes BRA lCl (80 lA) to get us down the
continue section. Now, the one flag is set and the
compare section is skipped over so the game will
run.

The last addition I made was to bypass the
actual disk reading routine,. so I back traced the
code and found a single call the first section of
code I showed. This call is on block $3BC and is
in the form of:

OCC:F4 OS 33 PEA 3305 Push disk volume name
OCF:F4 OS 33 PEA 3305 0533 is relocated when

loaded
002:22 8B 07 01 JSL 010788 Jump to the nibble count
OD6:7A PLY
OD7:7A PLY Pull extra values off the slack

With the main protections explained I would
like to show you the steps:

1. Figure out what kind of copy protection is
used. Epyx tends to use the 20/21 nibble counting
scheme a lot. The only difference on the this
release is the use of the 16 bit wide registers.

2. Find the copy protection routines. Okay, so
we know we have to use A2 20 00 AO 01 00 to
fmd the code. I tried to show what it is doing in
the above disassembly.

3. Look for flags or special memory refer
ences. We find that 0097 is used as flag for the
"horrible death" and insult routine. The program
stores the nibble counting results at 030F2B and
030F2D.

4. Kill the calls to thecopy protection. Chang
ing the JSL 01078B to LDA 01078B will work
for this step.

5. Force the flag checks to pass. Doing the
STZ 0097 sets the flag, and the BRA 1Cl forces
the code past the benchmark tests.

Now that you get some kind of idea of the
needed steps for defeating the copyprotectionon
Final Assault (and in general), you only need to
make the patch permanent. To finish things up,

024:80 12

Pull extra values off
Slack
Store the first half of
sum

STY ED Store the second half'
SEP 130 .,16 biiwideaccum &

registers
BCS 038 (+.12) ~ a di~kerror'

. theofailed' . .
026:A5 EE LOA EE Loadti-ack $20 sum I';

... .. ".16bir
028:8F 2B OF 03 •$JA .030F28 Store it
02C:A5,..,EP 'iQA EC lo4dtrack $21 SLim in

.. ' ". j6.bit
0~:8F2[)OF0:3.STA03OF2D5tore it
032.:22 MooOC JsL OCOOA4 ..'
036:80 oA . BRA 042 (+GA) Branch of the fail

'.' . ...section
038:A9 OC 00 ..LoA MOoOC .load a failed value
038:80 9700 STA 0097 Store in the flag
03E:22 M 00 OC JSL .OCOOM
042:A8 TAY
043:3B TSP
044:18CLC
045:69 OC 00 ADC. #OOOC
048:18 TCS
049:98 TYA
O4A:2B PLO
048:6B Rtl

Track $20 in 16 bit
Side one
Switch to 8bit wide
registers
Push side
Push !rack

STA FO
LOX #0020
LOy tlOl101
SEPI10

LOX #0021
LOy tlOl101
SEP #10

STX EE
STY EF
REP 130

PHY
PHX
LOA FF

Pull extra values off
stack
Store first half of sum
Store the second half
16 bit wide accum &
registers

BCS 038 (+33) Had adisk error,
. then failed
Track $21 in 16 bit
Side one
Switch to 8bit wide
registers
Push side
Push !rack

003:8033

1EC:5A PHY
1Eo:OA PHX
1EE:A5 FF LOA FF
1FO:48 PHA
1F1 :A5 Fo LOA Fo
1F3:48 PHA
1F4:22 C1 00 OC JSL OCOOC1 Count them up
1F8:85 FO STA FO
1FA:68 PLA
1FB:68 PLA
1FC:68 PLA

Softkey for...

Final Assault
Epyx

l105:A2 21 00
l108:AO 01 00
ooB:E210

1Fo:86 EE
1FF:84 EF
001 :C2 30

Requirements:
512K Apple figs
35" Disk copier

3.5" Disk editor. "'r " ..,.. >,: . ~
Final Assault (FA) is anew mountain climb

ing game from Epyx; It uses nibble counting on
tracks $20 and $21 for disk protection. The
routine is much like those found on two other
Epyx releases; Street Sports Soccer and Califor~

nia Games. However, there is one twist that helps
hide the routine from the krackers. Searching for
the standard A2 20 AO 01 will not work for this
program. Epyx loads the registers in full 16 bit
mode thenswitches to needed 8 bit wide registers
to hide the routine. So for this release the A220
AO 01 has changed to A220 00 AO 01 00, when
searching for this sequence you will find the
following (block $354-$355):

1CB:OB PHD
1CC:3B TSC
1C0:38 SEC
1CE:E9 F700 SBC 1OOF7
101:5B TCC
102:69 EA 00 ADC IOOEA
105:1B TCS
1o6:AF OE 00 02 LOA 02000E
1DA:48 PHA
1oB:22 00 00 OC JSL 0Cll000
1oF:FA PLX
1EO:8O 56 BeS 038 (+56) An error, goto fail

section
1E2:85 FO
1E4:A2 20 00
1E7:AO 01 00
1EA:E210

Note: The version of FastBreak that you buy
couldhave a slightly different copy protection. or
be in a different place. To deprotect a different
version, search for A2 20 AO 01 and back up
about 20 bytes and list it. Compare the listedcode
to the above disassembly from $lE6 through
$lF5 and find the flag. the LDA #0001 & STA
0026. where 0026 is the flag I'm referring, to.
Then. search for those two bytes, that is 26 00, if
the flag was 0026. You should find coge some-
thinglike: ", ...•

. BIQCIL${\ (onmme aItho\lghit.couldj)e any
where Qnyours) . .

1EO:22 295002' JSL.· 025029 •Do nibl)Iecount routine
1E4".AD26'110 . LDA'OO26 iDad the flag location:
1E7:FO04 • BE01SB (+04)Sratlch QnZlll'O(OP '

Passed) .
I found the above Code about.$3EO bytes into

the me FASTBREAK.SYS16. To remove the
copy protection .. changethe}$L(22)rq!J)A
(AF). theLDA(AD) toSlZ (9C), ll11d fi!lAlUy
char1ge the BEQ (FO) to BRA (80).ThiS'sIOPs the
actual disk check, sets the :flag to zero for an
"originalu , th.en it always continues with the pro
grarn. For 'the original' non-working copies of
Fastbreak:

1. Make a copy ofthe game disk

2. Make the following edit to the copy only:

Blk Bx!Wl fum 1'2
SOA SlEO 22295002 AF 29 50 02

'Slij4 AD26009C2600
SlE7 FO 04 8004

3. Write the block back to the copy

Now you can actually copy the game to a
subdirectory on a hard disk ifyou want. The only
drawback to the game is you musthitreset to quit,
as there is no built in quit that you initiate. This
was kind of dumb as there is a ProDOS 16 quit
call in the program that is used when a copy fails
the copy protectionroutine.1t would have been
easy to check for a CTRL-Q and send the pro
gram to that quit routine, then you would have
had a fully hard disk' compatible game. Even
though the manual specifically says you cannot
upload FB to a hard disk on the GS, you can after
you remove the copy protection. Once again the
software publisher doesn't know what they are
talking about.

000:5A
ooE:oA
llOF:A5 FF

and the side
Push side
Push !rack

llOOO

PLA
PLA
PLA
PLA
PLA
PLA

PLA
PLA
PLA
PLA
PLA
PLA

0000

RTL
00

Pull all pushed info off
stack

LOA ~B,3: Load the returned value
BCS 060 (~I=) Carry set is VO error

. or wrong disk
STX 50BC Store low order of nibble

countsum<'
STY 5OB0 Stote high order o( ,,

nibblecoont sum
Now tor track $21

. S8llUJ side
PlJsh sida
PIlslt track

LOX 121
LOy.a1
PHY
PHX
PEA 5OCO
PEASOCO

057:C23O

055:8009

O5O:90OE

070:llO 00

048:80 16

043:90 1B

Pus/lpojnter to disk
name

023:22CUlO06 JSl O6OOCt Count1hernup
027:80 BB SO STA SOBB '. Temp:storeAccum .

(should =00)

06C:6B
06D:00

06E:110 00

O3B:C23O

02A:68
O2B:68
02C:68
020:68
02E:68
02F:68 Pull all pushed info off

slack
030:A0 BB SO LDA SOBB Load the returned value
033:80 2B BeS 060 (+2B) Carry set is VO error

or wrong disk
035:8E BE SO STX SOBE Store low order of nibble

count sum
038:8C BF SO STY SOBF Store high order of

nibble count sum
REP 130 Set 16-bit wide Accum &

index regs
O3D:AD BC SO LOA 50BC Load track $20 nibble

count sum
040:c9 6C 20 CMP I206C Compare to low end

bench mark
BCC 060 (+1 B) If too low then goto

fail routine
045:C903 21 CMP 12103 Compare to high end

bench mark
BCS 060 (+16) If 100 high then golo

fail routine
04A:AD BE SO" lJ>A,50BE' Load track $21 nibble

count sum
O4D:~,I3.OJR ,,,9~P'1 OliQ,. ,~mfI8"9to~I,Q~,!lM

. bench mark
BCC 060 (+Of) If too low then goto

fail routine
053:C9 791E PMP~E79 Compare to high end

bench mark
Bcs 060 (+09) If 100 high then goto

fail routine
REP 130 Make sure we're in full

16-bitrnode
059:A9oo 00 LOA~ Load a 'pass' value
05C:8o 2600 STA 0026 Store in the COpy

FLAG
05F:6B RTL Return 10 caller
060:22 MOO 06 JSL O6OOM Part of FAIL ROUTINE
064:C2 30 REP 130 Make sure we're in full

16·bit mode
066:A9 01 00 LOA tlOl101 Load a'fail' value
069:80 2600 STA llO26 Store in the copy

FLAG
Return 10 caller
soBB -Tamp storage for
Accum
50BC - Track $20 nibble
count sum storage
SOBE -Track $21 nibble
count sum storage

072:46 41 53 54 42 524541 4B 5OCO -FASTBREAK
(disk name to check for)

The routine is easy to follow and resembles
most of the nibble counting routines that are used
on the 3.5" disks. Tracing the program code back,
I found a single call to the routine and made my
patch there. The callis inthe form ofJSL025029,
(22 29 50 02) then the flag location 0026 was
loaded and checked for a value of zero. If 0026
was zero the game would continue, if 0026 was
any other value the game would jump to a Pro
DOS quit routine.

One thing I noticed about this release of
FastBreak (the one that was recalled). I bought
the program and when I got home the FIRST
thing I did was to make a copy and remove the
copy protection. After I thought I had removed
the routine (in fact I had) I booted the game and
tried to play but could not figure out what was
going on. So I booted the original to see if the
same thing happened and the ORIGINAL would
refuse to run! After reading the instruction man
ual I figured outhow to start playing. The depro
tected copy would run justfme while the original
would quit before the game started. After some
checking I found the copy protection would
always fail on the ORIGINAL! However a
kracked version was playable, this just goes to
show what copy protection does for everyone,
including the publisher.

Oi7:A221
019:A001
01BSA
01C:OA
010:F4COSO
02O:F4COSO

011:8E Be SO

014:8C 80 SO

OOC:AD BBso
OOF:804F

006:68
007:68
008:68
009:68
ooA:68
OOB:68

1F5:AO 01 LOY .a1
1F7:5A PHY
1F8:0A PHX
1F9:F4 CO SO PEA 5OCO
1FC:F4 CO SO PEA 5OCO Push pntr 10 disk name
1FF:22 C1 00 06 JSL O6OOC1 Count them up
003:80BBSO STA SOBB TempstoreAccum

(should =00)
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Softkey for... '.

Geometry vl:0
Broderbutul

Softkey for...

Impossible Mission 2 GS
Epyx

IDk ~ From To
$E7 $IC6 2200 00 00 AF 00 00 00

$ICE 22 E8 OD 00 AF E8 OD 00

3. Write the blocks back to the disk.

4. Optional: Upload the programs to your hard
disk.

Requirements:
512K Apple figs
3.5" Disk copier
3.5" Disk editor

Impossible Mission 2 (1M2) has been re
leasedina Double Hi-res version for 128K apples
and a full as version. This new game is a futur
istic continuation of the original Impossible
Mission. The object of the game is to search
through a multi-level building searching for parts

TXA
ASL
ASL
ASL
ASL

STA FF
LQA OA01
STA OBB5
LOA #00
STA FE
LOX #05

Load Slot number' 16
Store it
Divide by 2
Divide by 2
Divide by 2
Divide by 2 (from $60 to
$(6)

ORA #CO Make it into $Cx (or $C6
lor slot 6)
Store it at FF
Load drive number
Store it
Load zero
Store at FE (FE=OO 06)
We need to use six
bytes

LOY OAB3,X Load from 'check slor
data table

AOS:8A
A06:OA
A07:OA
A08:OA
A09:OA

A23:09 CO

A33:BC B30A

A25:85 FF
A27:AD010A
A2A:8D B50B
A2D:A900
A2F:85 FE
A31:A2OS

Transler Xto A
Multiply by 2
Multiply by 2
Multiply by 2
Multiply by 2(times 16
overall)

AOA:8D 00 OA STA OAOO Store in slot number
AOD:8C 01 OA STY OA01 Store in drive number
A10:60 RTS Return to caller

All is the disk read entry point and called
from the game.

A11:AS FE LDA FE
A13:A6 FF LDX FF
A15:85 FE STA FE
A17:86 FF STX FF
A19:AD 00 OA LOA OAOO
A1C:8DB40B STA OBB4
A1F:4A LSR
A20:4A LSR
A21:4A LSR
A22:4A LSR

Softkey for...
Qix
Tallo

call to the ProDOS 16 link at $26F. The second
patch stores a zero (which means an error from
the $26F routine) in the right place by changing
the STA 0034,x to STZ 0034,X. A sneaky edit!

1. Make a copy of the Math Blaster Plus disk
(ignore errors).

2. Make the following edits to the copy only.

Wk ~ fum I2
$9 SIBD 20 6F 02 AD 6F 02

SIC2 9D 34 00 9E 34 00

3. Write the edits back to disk
Thllnks again to Leb-Wen Yau. (Remember:

Give credit where credit is due!).

Requirements:
128K Apple fi .series
5.25" disk copier
5.25" sector editor

Wuning: This article is written for those Who
like WNG articles

Qix from Taira is a micro adaption of the old
arcade game. While the port over wu not awe
some, itwas better than average(l'mstill waiting
for the GS version!). Anyway, the program is
copy protected and the only way toba it up is
to use EDD 4 plus (which I don't own) or krack
it (that I can do).

Thecopyprotection(CP)routine fJIStsearches
for a CP header of D5 CC AA, then stores the
following four bytes read from the disk. Then the
routine proceeds to find the CP header again and
compares the four bytes read to the four bytes
stored.The trick is, because the bytes after the CP
header have several zero bits in a row (making
theminvalid),thehardwareCANNOTreadthem
reliably. The whole CP routine is based on the
fact that the invalid bytes will be read correctly
less then 75% of the time! It loops through four
times reading the same four invalid bytes after
the CP header and increments one of four flags
when a byte matches. Then another routine adds
up the four flags and compares the value to $C
(12 in decimal). If the four invalid bytes match
more than 12 times then the program must be a
copy. I will list the code used in the copy protec
tion and·comment it to making it easier to under
stand.

Now your bit copier reads the track once then
writes it out to a blankdisk. The problem is the bit
copier will not reproduce all the extra zero bits so
you end up with a non-working copy. Here is one
of the control routines:

D19:~DC.03.... l.DX 03DC..,~tslot number IE: 6 for
.. . '" ~ ..~·,"~u'"SI6tllx ...C ,,';'

D1C~.PJ,,, C" "J,P);, ~L", ,,,Gm..d~e ~\IF!l\llY.. "''''
01 E:2O 05 OA.. J$lt 0A05 Calculate sloVdrive &

store them
D21:2O 11 OA JSR OA11 Go through the cp

routines
D24:80 OS BCs 002B (+05) CoUldn't find CP

header or read error
D26:2O B9 OA JSR OAB9 Add flags &compere to

$C
D29:90 1D ace 0D48 (+1 D) Less then $C

matches. continue
D2B:4C C1 03 JMP 0301 Wipe memory &reboot

Now here is the actual copy protection rou
tines listed from $AOO to end:

. AOO-A04 is the data table for slot/drive & CP
header.

AOO:60 Slot number times 16
A01 :01 Drive !lumber
A02:D5 CC AA Col'f protection header

A05 is the entry point to calCjllate the slot &
drive and store routine.

Unworn·

Kinderama,
i' .t

IDk ~ f!llm I2
S220 $21 22593300 AF5B33 00

S25 B007 8007
$224 $4A 22 CF 2F 00 AFCF2FOO
S25C S6C 22483800 AF 48 3800

$TI 0003 800D

On disk 2:

Softkey for...

Math Blaster Plus

Blk Bytefs) From To
$4E2 $21 225B 33 00 AF 5B 33 00

$25 BO 07 80 07
$4E6 $4A 22 CF 2F 00 AF CF 2F 00
$51E S6C 22483800 AF 483800

$TI 0003 800D

3. Write the blocks back to the copies

Softkey for...

Jack Nicklaus' 18 Holes of
Major Championsbip Golf

Aecoliule

Requirements:
1.25M Apple Ugs
3.5" disk copier
3.5" disk editor

Sure,right after I make a general comment
like: ''To krack all Unicorn programs search for
A221 AOOI20andchangeitto802CA00120",
Unicorn changed their protection to a bad block
check. Anyway, Ifound threedifferentkracks for
the two disks. I forced the protection routine to
pass on three different levels. Each edit on a:
different block will krack the program by itself
(overkill! !) so take your pick or make them all.

1. Make a copy of the two disks.

2. Make the following edits on the copies only.

On disk 1:

Softkey for...

112:80 03 BRA 117 (+03) Skip over the set
pass

114:9C 90 59 STZ 5990 Zero =an original
117:22 F4 16 00 JSL 0016F4 Continue the game

So once again we find another flag waiting to
be captured. Ifwe don't get this flag, every time
you try searchfor something, you're thrown back
to title display.

Now this leaves us with the question of how
to force the code to continue. Well we have
several possibilities when looking at the above
section ofcode. One, you could NOP everything
frorri.I05to toE and change the STA 5990 (8D
90 59) to Sl2 5990 (9C 90 59); the only needed
change is theSTA to Sl2.Two,change the LOA
NOOOl (A9 01 (0) to LOA #0000 (A9 00 00).
Three, change the BVS lOA (70 03) to BRA 114
(80 OD), which is what I choose to do.

WeD to continue with the crack, dothefol
lowing:

1; Make a copy ofthe game disk

2. Make ~. following edits~the copy only

Wk Bm!1l Esm I2
$3A6 $105 7003 800D ....
S3AE $3A 22 D84A 00 AF DS 4A 00
3. Write the blocks back to the disk

Store the original in a safe place. Use the copy
to play from.

Requirements:
512K Apple figs
3.5" disk copier
3.5" disk editor

Math Blaster Plus (MBP),has beenreleased in
a GS format and is a very nice educational pro
gram. The program is written in a version of
Forth and is somewhat hard to follow. There is a
routine to a "global" ProDOS 16 link (interface),
that is, jump to the routine with the info and the
routine modifies itself and makes the call. After
much searching I did track it down, then with
some help from Leh-Wen Yau I was able to come
up with a nice little patch. The first edit kills that

Davidson

Requirements:
512K Apple figs
3.5" disk copier
3.5" disk editor

To remove the KEYWORD (Pirate) protec
tion from Jack Nicklaus Golf follow these easy
steps:

1. Make a copy ofboth of the Jack Nicklaus golf
disks.

2. Make these edits to the COPY of the "game"
disk only, never make any edits to the origi
nal!

IDt ~ fum To
S92 $7F FO 04 SO 04

$Sl 22 BA 0300 AF BA 03 00

3. Write the block back to the copy

Store the original in a safe place with the
manual. Optional: Upload the game to your hard
disk. Playa game of Golf!

;Return to sender
;Push side (this is
6907)
.;' PusrUrailk numbel' .PHX

PEA 0000
PEA 69F0 ;Push disk name

location
JSL 006AB6; Count 1IIem up
STA 69F4 ;Store the Acalm
PLA
PLA
PLA
PLA
PLA
PLA

PHB
PHK
Pl9
STA 005998
PHA
JSl 0069FS
PI.X
BCS 7E(+3A)
SEPI30 ;8-bitwide Accum &

regi"
LOX 120 ; Load Irack number $20
LOY 101 ;Side .
JSR 6907 ;Go to the nibbkl count
BCS 51(+02) ;Carty set means read

errors
BRA 55 (+04) ;Skip over 1IIe set fail
LOX IFF ;Load abac!sum in X

reg
LOY tIFF ;Load a bad sum in Y

reg
REP 130 ;Switch to 16-bit
TXA ;Transler hi-byte to

. Accum
STA 005908 ;Store inastoragearlia
TVA ;Transfer Io-byte to

Accum
STA 0059D9 ; Store in astorage area
SEP 130 ;Switch back to 8-bit
LOX 121 ; Load track number $21
LOY #01 ;Side
JSR 69D7 ;Go to the nibble count
BCS 6E (+02) ;Carty set means read

error
BRA 72 (+04) ;Skip over set fail
LOX IFF ;Load a bad sum in X

reg
LOY #FF ;Load abad sum in y.

reg
REP #30 ;Back to 16-bitagain
TXA ; Transfer the hi·~e to

Accum
STA OO590A ; Store in astorage area
TVA ;Transfer the Io-~e to

Accum
STA 0059DB ;Store in astorage area
JSL 006A99
PLB
RTL
PHY

105:7003
107:490080
10A:1008

7A:8F DB 59 00
7E:22 99 6A 00
82:AB
83:6B
84:5A

46:A22O
48:A001
4A:2OD769
4D:8002

72:C23O
74:8A

ofpuzzle. Ofcourse you must avoid all the robots
and jump from platform to platform, all ofwhich
makes for good game. To continue, I will explain
the protection used on the GS version and I'll
show how I went about defeating the routine.
First, the game is released by Epyx, so I thought
they might be using the old commercial nibble
counting routine. Scanning for A2 20 AO 01
reveals the following on block $4A3 (on the
disk):

35:8B
36:4B
37:AB
38N 98 59 00
30:48'
30:22 F5 69 00
41:FA
42:B03A
44:E23O

;Pull extra values off
stack

99:ADF4 69 LOA 69F4 ; Load the Accum again
9C:60 RTS ;Return to caller
9D:49 4D 32 00 1M2 ;Diskvolumelname
A1 :00 ;Storage area for 69F4

Myfirst atterript(whichworks!) wasto chllnge
the LDX #20 (A2 20) to BRA 51 (8009) and the
change the LOX #FF (A2 FF) to LDX #IF (A2
IF). This way a good value (at least passable) of
$IFFF would be stored in the result location.
Then I did a similar trick with the LDX #21 and
the following LOX #FF. This works fmeby
never actually running the nibble count, butstor
ing a passable value in the right locations thus
"tricking" the routine into working. However, I
decided to stick with my usual methods and do
the following two things. First, find the call to the
nibble count and disable it there. Second, find the
compare routines and force them to continue.

The nibble counting routine is called once
from block $3AE in the form ofJSL 004AD8 (22
D8 4A (0). Changing the JSL (22) to a LDA (AF)
will kill the call to the nibble counting routine.
Now we must find the code that compares the
read in values to known values. How do we find
those routines? In the above disassembly the
results are stored in 59D8 and 59DA. Simply
search the disk for a reference to that location.
Searching for D8 59 (59D8 in reverse, also I
wasn't sure if they loaded it inlong (LDA0059D8
or AF D8 59 (0) or short (LDA 59D8 or AD D8
59) mode showed the following section of code
on block $3A6:

OFD:22 AS 18 00 JSL oo18A5 Get abench mark value
(1F50)

101 :38 SEC Set up for subtraction
102:ED D8 59 SBC 59D8 Subtract the read in

value
BVS 10A (+03) Is it too low?
EOR #8000 Is it too high?
BPL 114 (+08) II's within the right

range
1OC:A9 01 00 LDA #0001 Load afail value
10F:8D 90 59 STA 5990 Store it in the flag

80:22 B6 6A 00
9O:8D F469
93:68
94:68
95:68
96:68
97:68
98:68

85:DA
86:F40000
89:F4FO69

15:8F DA 59 00
79:98

58:8F D8 59 00
50:98

55:C230
57:8A

4F:8004
51:A2FF

S3:AOFF

60:8004
6E:A2FF

SD:8F D9 59 00
61:E2 30
63:A221
65:AO 01
67:2OD769
6A:8002

1O:AOFF

From To
22 00 00 00 AF 00 00 00
22 E8 OD 00 AF E8 OD 00

On disk 3:

SBC #20 Check second half
BCC BE (+2A)lf error then bomb
LOA ED03 Load track $21 result
CMP #00 Check first half
LOA ED04
sac #1 F Check second half
BCS BE (+1E)1f error then bomb
BRL DO (+0020) Branch to continue

code
Push side
Push track

9O:E92O
92:902A
94:AD 03 ED
97:C9OO
99:AD 04 ED
9C:E91F
9E:801E
AO:822Doo

IDk ~
S408 $8B

$93

Requirements:
512K Apple figs
3.5" disk copier
3.5" disk editor

Geometry is agreateducationalprogramfrom
BroderbundlSensei. Theyuse the standardnibble
counting routine on tracks 20/21 like they did for
Showoff.· To find the copy protection routine
search for A2 20 AO 01, then listout the code that
follows. Anyway, back tracing theroutines twice,
you end up with a single call to the routine. How
ever, disk2 wouldstill askyou to insertdisk 3 and
ifeither disklprogram was upload to a hard disk.
they would ask for disk 3. I found the JSL right
before thecall to thenibble countchecks to see if
the disk online is called "/DISK3" so I killed that
routine too! Now the programS no longer care
what disk they are booted from·or if it's an
original.

1. Make of copies of disk 2 and 3.

2. Make the following edits:

On disk 2:

A3:5A PHY
A4:DA PHX
AS:F4 02 00 PEA 0002
A8:F4 F6 EC PEA ECF6 Push disk namelvolume
AB:22 23 E9 02 JSl 02E923 Count Ihel1'I up
AF:8D FB EC STA ECFB Storunorllag
82:68 PLA
B3:68 PLA
84:68 PLA
85:68 PLA
86:68 ' PLA
B7:68 PLA Pull all extra values
B8:AD FB EC LOA ECFB Load enor !lag
BB:8O 01 BCS BE (+01) Ifenor then bomb
BO:60 RTS Retum D caller
BE:C2.3O REP 130 16 bit wide Accum.
CO:A2 00 00 LOX #0000
C3:A9 DB DB LOA IOBOB Load 2STP's
C6:9D 00 00 STA OOOO.X Store them everywhere
C9:EB INX
CA:EB INX
CB:DO F9 BNE C6 (-07)
CD:4C EB EC JMP ECEB -- BOMB =-
00:C2 30 SEP 130 8bit wide Accum.
D2:2O EB 79 JSR 79E8
D5:E2 30 REP 130 16 bit wide Accum.
D7:60 RTS OKAY to run programl
D8:54 4F 4E 59 TONY Disk namelvolume

Well that's most of the protection routine,
which is the exact same routines (different abso
lute addresses though) used on the 4th & Inches
master disk. After checking this code I found the
calls to it look like JSR EC55 (2055 EB) on the
disk. Searching for this sequence revealed two
calls to theprotection. Mterchanging bothJSR's
(20) to LDA's (AD), I booted the disk and the
programranjust fine. Applying the two disk edits
resulted in a kracked working version of 4th &
Inches Team Construction disk. Theeasy step by
step method would be:

1. Make a copy of the game disk.

2. Make the following edits to the copy.

Blk Jb1W} f!llm I2
$168 $80 20SSEC AD5SEC
S190 STI 2~55EC, AD55EC

3. Write the blocks back to disk.

Store the original in a safe place. Use the copy
to work from.

COMPUTIST Readers Data Exchange 9



AB3:03 05 00 03 20 01

Softkey for...

To upload to a hard drive (RAM drive, 3.5",
etc), make a subdirectory, you can call itanything
you like, but RENEGADE is agood choice. Now
copy all the files except PRODOS into the new
subdirectory from both sides of the deprotected
game disk. You don't have to recopy a couple of
the duplicate files on the back side, they are there
so you don't have to flip the disk for every scene.
Now you see why I renamed the system file, so
you can easily tell which file to run to start
Renegade. For an indepth study of the basis,
theory, and ideas behind the copy protectionused
on Renegade, please read the Qix article.

18 90 6E
3. Writethesectorback to thecopy.

C6 FO DO OB EE 8S F7

E7 8S F4

Softkey for...
Sporting News B~eball

Epyx

8S Fl 8S F2 85
CO A9 OB 8S FO FS A9

R.equlrements:
512K Apple IIgs
3.5" disk copier
3.5" disk editor

Silpheed is a nice arcade shoot-em-up from
Sierra. The only real problem I found was that
before you can playa game you must identify an
enemy ship. Which is, of course, Keyword (pi
rate) protection. To remove it make the follow
ing edits:
1. Make copies of both Silpheed game disks

2. Make the following edits to a copy ofdiskone
only

IDk BnWl fum. 1:2
$IAA $126 22000000 AFOOOOOO

$12A AOOOOO ££0000
$120 DO 03 8003

3. Write the edits back to the copy.

4. Optional: Upload the game to your hard drive!

Silpheed
Sierra

What the edit does is to store the right se
quence of bytes in $FO through $F7, then clears
the carry and branches down to the section that
decodes the rest of 10ader/RWfS. The patch is
only twenty-five bytes long andexceptfor maybe
the exact same offset in the branch may be used
on otherprograms that use this scheme. The code
looks like this disassembled:

A9 FC LOA #FC Load FC
85 FO STA FO
85 F3 STA F3
85 F6 STA F6 Store it in FO, F3 &F6
A9 EE LOA #EE Load EE
85Fl STA Fl
85F2 STA F2
85 FS STA FS Store it in Fl, F2, &FS
A9 E7 LOA #E7 Load E7
85 F4 STA F4
85 F7 STA F7 Store it in F4 &F7

Requirements:
128K Apple II series
5.25" disk copier
5.25" sector editor

Sporting News Baseball (SNB) from Epyx is
a nice baseball game in double Hi-res on 128K
Apple IIseries. Epyx is using the PROLOK copy
protection scheme as on many other releases by
Epyx and other companies. The routine has been
well explained in previous issues of COM
PUTIST, however, here is a quick run down.

Firston track $00 there is a string ofE7s. Each
E7 has one or two added zero bits attached to it.
When your disk controller card reads these bytes
theadded zero bits are ignored. Thenupon bootup
of SNB, a routine scans for the E7s, then in the
middle of reading a byte, the routine clears the
data latch and starts reading a new byte. Because
the bits are no longer in sync with the E7 pattern,
the added zeros becomes part of the new bytes
read in. Then by comparing these "new" bytes to
a list of expected read bytes, you can tell if the
zerobits arepresent. Byusing this indirectmethod
of checking, PROLOK (the scheme) can deter
mine if the original disk is in the drive. Then to
complicate things, the routine uses these bytes as
keys in decrypting the RWfS that is used to load

. the game.
Now your bitcopiers have a hard time telling

the difference between a single or dual added
zero bits. Most of the time, without special para
meters, bit copy programs will not make an
accurate backup. EDD4 has a special parameter
in the pre-analyze routine that searches for the
E7s in memory and will add the zero bits when
copy is being written. So to make a deprotected
copy fonow these steps:
1.MakeacopyofbothsidesofThe SportingNew

Baseball
2. On acopyofsideonemake the following edits:

1m ~ 8¥JIOO fmm ~
$00 $01 $4E A2 07 SA iI5 FO A9 FC 85 FO 85

CA10FAA62B F38SF6A9EE
Bo 89 CO BD 8E

CMP OA02 Compare to first CP
header ~te (DS)

BNE OB74(-14)
LDA coac,x Get next ~te
BPL OBB8 (-05)
CMP OA03 Compare to second CP

header ~te (CC)
BNE OBB3 (-OF)
LOA coac,x Get next ~te
BPL 0892 (-OS)
CMP 0A04 Compare to third CP

header ~te (AA)
BNE OBB3 (-19)
RTS Return to caller
CLC Carry clear means

couldn't find CP header
RTS Return to caller
LOA coac,x Read disk bits
BPL OB9F (-OS) Wait until the high bit

is set
RTS Return

B83:C0 020A

B86:DOEC
B88:BDBCCO
BBB:l0FB
BBD:CD 030A

B90:DO Fl
B92:BD BCCO
895:10 FB
B97:CD 040A

BA4:60

B9E:60
B9F:BDBCCO
BA2:10 FB

B9A:DO E7
B9C:60
B9D:18

Advanced Playing Technique for...
Qix
Taito

Thenumber ofmenare stored at $A5C, so for
aneverending gamechange track $lE, sector $4,
bytes $2F-31 from CE 5C OA (DEC OASC) to EA
EAEA.

While the game will not allow more then 5
men, you can startwith5 men by changing the A9
03 8D5COA(TRK$lB,SCT$O, byte $49) to A9
04 8D 5C OA. The game counts your men from
manzero to whatever. Then, when yourman zero
dies, the men flag goes to $FF and is checked to
see if the high bit is set. When set (values of $80
to $FF), aBMI (Branch onMInus) instruction is
taken and the game is over.

Requirements:
128K Apple II series
5.25" disk copier
5.25" sector editor

Renegade is nice conversion from the arcade
game to Double Hi-res Apple II graphics. The
game is copy protected just like Qix (also by
Taito) with minor adjustments. The major differ
ence in the copy protections are: First, ifyou do
not set the flags (seethe Qix article), the program
messes up the shape table and the game will be
unplayable. Second, Renegade is written under
ProDOS 8. Third, and most important, Renegade
use a KEYDISK system. In fact, the is the FIRST
Apple lIe that I can think of that uses a keydisk.

Most of the time, when a copy protection
routine fails, the program willjusthang orreboot.
With Renegade, you are allowed to insert the
original in any drive! The best thing about this
protection (other than it's about to be removed!)
is the game is hard disk compatible.

1. Make a copy of both sides of the Renegade
game disk

2. Make the following edits on side 1of the copy

1m ~ bL&l Ealm ~
~ ~ ~ OCm03~ ~~~~.

$OB $BD 20 62 28 1890 2D

3. Write the sectors back to the copy

4. Rename LOAD.SYSTEM to RENEGADE.
SYSTEM

Renegade
TfJilo

Softkey for...

BAS-BB7 is the data table for various things.

BA5:FF FF Number of disk bytes to read
through

BA7:FF FF FF FF' First-read 1 through 4
BAB:FF FF FF FF FF .
BBO:FF FF FF FF Read-match-flags 1 through 4
B84:FF FF First choice slot &drive
BB6:FF FF Actual slot &drive

Whenlooking.atthecontrols~tion, Idecided
. to change theJSR OAl1(20 11 OA)toCLe,BCC
0048 (1~ 9024) to always branch to thecontinue .
section witho~t ever running the cP routines. I
also found another call to OAll and calculated
the COrrect branch on a pass and replaced it to.

Note:. Youcouldsimplychange theJSROAll
to NOP NOP CLe. (EA EA 18), however then
you MUSt change the flag values (like I did) or
kill the call to the flag check. The last thing I did
was to make sure we don't fmd any hidden
bombs later in the game. To do this, I found the
four flags on the disk andchanged them to values
that woul<i pas~ whenad4ed tOgether. This is
very important on other Taito release like Ar~

kanoid GS, Arkanoid 2 GS, and Renegade lIe.
After the second call to· the CP routine· is made
and it passes, the routine· is overwritten with
game code. .

1. Make a copy of the Qix game disk.

2. Make the following edits to the copy only:

1m ~ bL&l Emm ~
$00 $OD $BO FF FF FF FF 01 01 01 01

$OE$38 20110A 189003
$OF $21 20110A 189024

3. Write the sectors back to the copy.

Store the original & playoff the deprotected
copy.

SEC

DEY

86E:24

BBl:FO lA

B6F:38

B7C:DOOS

867:88

838:20 740B
83B:20 9F OB
83E:CDA70B
841:D003
843:EE BOOB

B68:DOC6

846:20 9F OB
849:CDA80B
84C:D003
84E:EE BlOB

B30:A9 00 LOA #00
832:8D A5 OB STA OBAS Set up to find the CP

header somewhere in
835:8D A6 OB STA OBA6 in the next $FFFF disk

~tes

JSR OB74 Find CP header
JSR OB9F Get adisk ~te

CMP OBA7 Compere to first-read-l
BNE 0846 (+03) Do the match?
INC OBBO If yes, inc read-match-

flag-l
JSR OB9F Get adisk ~te

CMP OSA8 Compare to first-read-2
BNE 0851 (+03) Do they match?
INC OBBl If yes, inc read-match-

flag-2
JSR OB9F Get adisk ~te

CMP OBA9 Compere to first-read-3
BNE OB5C (+03) Do they match?
INC O8B2 If yes, inc read-match-

flag-3
JSR OB9F Get adisk ~Ie
CMP OBAA Compere to first-read-4
BNE 0867 (+03) Do they match?
INC 0883 If yes, inc read-match

flag-4
Decrement the number
of loops

BNE 0830 (-3A) Continue if loop
number not equal to
zero

86A:BD 88 CO LOA C088,X Turn the drive off
860:18 CLC Clear carry =pass

(found Cp header &
~tes)

Used to make the
following ~te into BIT
38
Set carry =fail (didn1
find CP header)

B70:BD 88 CO LOA C088,X Turn the drive off
B73:60 RTS Return III caller

B74 is the entry point to read for the CP
header, called within CP routines.

B74:BD BCCO LDA coac,x Read fora ~te

Bn:l0 FB BPL OB74 (-OS) Loop until the high bit
is set

B79:CE AS OB DEC OBAS Dec disk bytes to read
through (low order)

BNE OBA6 (+05) Did we flip through
the low order?

B7E:CE A6 OB DEC OBA6 Then dec the high order
~te

BEQ OB9D (+1 A) If we flipped through
high, then error out

851:20 9F OS
B54:CDA90B
857:D003
859:EEB20B

B5C:209FOB
B5F:CDAAOB
862:D003
B64:EEB30B

AC9:AE 840B LDXOB84 Load slot number times
16

ACCAD 850B LOA OBBS Load drive number
ACF:18 CLC Ready for an addition
ADO:6DB40B ADC OBB4 Add slot times 16
AD3:A8 TAY Y=Slot+Drive
AD4:B989CO LOA C089,Y Select the drive
AD7:BD 89 CO LOA C089,X Turn on the drive
ADAAOoo LOY #00 Load Y-reg with zero
ADC:BCASOB STY OBAS Store in loop counter
ADF:20 730B JSR OB73 JSR to an RTS to let the

drive come up
AE2:CEAS OB DEC OBAS to full speed. Loop

through 25S times
AES:DOF8 BNE OADF (-OS) Did we finish the

loop?
AE7:88 DEY
AE8:FO lS BEQ OAFF(+lS)
AEA:BDBCCO LOA coac,x Load some bits from the

drive
AED:DDBCCO CMP coac,x Compare to another

read
AFO:FOFS BEQ OAE7(-oB) If they match, the

drive is not moving
AF2:A928 LOA #28 Load $28
AF4:8DAS OB STA OBAS Store it in the "find

header loop", we should
AF7:8DA60B STA OBA6 find the CP header in

$2828 disk ~tes

AFA:2O 7408 JSR OB74 Routine 10 find the
header

AFD:B003 BeS OB02 (+03) Carry set means We
found theCPheader

AFF:4C6FOB JMP OB6F At B6F, set carry &turn
off driVe (failed)

B02:209FOB JSR OB9F Routine III read a ~te

off the disk
805:80 A708· STA OBA7 Store it in "first-read-l·
B08:A9OO LOA #00 Load zero to initialize

·read-match~flag·

BOA:8O BOOB STA OBBO Store in read-match-
flag-l

BOD:209FOB .JSR OB9F Get adisk ~te
Bl0:80 ABOB STA OBA8 Store infirst-read-2
B13:A9 00 LOA #00
B1S:8o BlOB STA 0881 Initialize read-match-

flag-2
B18:209FOB JSR OB9F Get adisk ~te

B1B:8D A90B STA O8A9 Store in first-read~3

B1E:A9 00 LOA #00
B2O:8O B20B STA OBB2 Initialize read-match-

flag-3
B23:209F OB JSR OB9F Get adisk ~Ie
B26:8DAAOB STA OBAA Store in first-read-4
B29:A9 00 LOA #00
B2B:8o 830B STA OBB3 Initialize read-match-

flag-4
B2E:A004 LOY 104 Set up III loop through

four times

drive and starts to read for CP header and invalid
bytes, called only within the CP routines

LDA OBBO
CLC
ADC OBBl
ADC OBB2
ADC OBB3
CMP #DC

STA FF
RTS

LOA 101

STA FE

STA FE

LOA (FE),Y Load indirecl+index,
C6OO+Y

DEX Decrement index
CMP OAB3,x Compere to KNOWN

value for S.25" interface
BNE OA78 (+3A) If NOT EQUAL, then

try different slot
DEX Decrement index
BPL 0A33 (-oE) Did we use all 6

~tes (X=$FF)
LOY IFF Load Ywith FF

manually
LOA (FE),Y Check C6FF
BEQ 0A92 (-+4B) If ifs zero then it's a

S.25" interface
CMP IFF Check to see if it's equal

to$FF
BEQ OA78 (+2D) If it is, then try

another slot
ADC #03 Add 3 for "smartport"

interface
Store value from
CxFF+3 in FE
Load drive number
Storeil

Load read-match-flag-l
Set up for addition
Add read-match-flag-2
Add read-match-flag-3
Add read-match-flag-4
Compareto$C,CARRY
CLEAR is less than

AC8:60 RTS Return to caller

AC9 is theentrypoint the actually turns on the

AB9AD BOOB
ABC:18
ABD:6DB10B
ACO:6DB20B
AC3:6DB30B
AC6:C9OC

A99:A9 01

A8F:85FF
A91:60

A97:90 OS

ABO:C322 03

ABA:85 FE

AAD:6003oo

AAA:38
AAB:BOCO

AA8:BOCE

A7E:B002

AA6:90 DF

A4D:85FE

A7C:E910

LOA OAOl
STA OAAF
LOX #21
BCC 0A60 (+07)
LOA 101
STA OAAF
BNE OA6D (+00)
LOA OBAB
CMP 101
BNE 0A60 (+06)
LOA OBAC
BEQ OAAA (+3E)
SEC
LOAOAAF
STA O8BS
CMP OAOl
BNE OA5S (-23)
LOA OBB4 Load slot number • 16
SEC Get ready for

subtraction
sec '10 Subll'aCt $10 ($60 - $10

=$50) .
BeS M2 (+02) CARRY SET unless

$00 goes to $FO
N!fJ:A9 70 LOA '70 Load $70 for slot 7

Subtract $10 from slot until it goes from $00
to $FO, then load $70 for slot 7. Ifyou don't fmd
a match ($70-$10 becomes $60) or the value
stored at $AOO, then with the CARRY SET, fall
through to the return section of code. CARRY
SET means had an error of some sort like: an I/O
error (read error), couldn't fmd CPheader, or
couldn't fmd a 5.25" disk drive interface.

A82:CO 00 OA CMP OAOO Compere to current slot
A85:DO 95 BNE OA1C (-6B) Not equal then go

back and try again
AB7:AD 86 OB LOA 0886 This is how we get back

from aJSR OA11
B86, BB7, FE, FF not
used in the actual

A8C:AD B7 OB LOA OBB7 program, but stored for
the second call
to this routine.
Return to caller, CARRY
CLEAR =good read

A92:AD 85 OB LOA OBBS Load drive number
A95:C903 CMP #03 Check to see if it's larger

than 3
BCC OA9E (+05) No, it's 1or 2 then

branch
Otherwise load 1 for
drive one

A9B:80 85 OS STA OBBS and store it in drive
number

A9E:20 C9 OA JSR OAC9 Do the actual CP routine
AAl:90 E4 BCC OAB7(-lC) Carry clear =found

CP header, gato return
AA3:20 C9 OA JSR OAC9 Try again, might have

missed it the 1st time
BCC OAB7 (-21) Carry clear = found

CP header, goto return
BCS OA78 (-32) Couldn't find header,

try anotherdr~
SEC Set the CARRY flag
BeS OA6D (-40) Branch on CARRY

set (always taken)
Data, not sure for what
though
Data, again not sure for
what
Data table for ·check
slor

On most disk drive interfaces, where x=slot:
CxOl=20, Cx03=OO and Cx05=G3. CxFF is the
address of the "dispatch" routine for ProDOS
devices like 3.5" drives, SCSI drives, etc. Cx07
is the byte used to tell the difference between the
types of drives (5.25" or 3.5" and SCSI). CxFB
will tell if the drive can handle extended and/or
SCSI calls. AB9 is the entry point for "add the
flags & compare against $C" routine. This rou
tine is called from game and not from within the
CP routines.

A49:F02D

A4B:69 03

A43:Bl FE
A45:F04B

A41 AO FF

A47:C9 FF

A3C:D03A

A3E:CA
A3F:l0 F2

A4F:AD010A
AS2:8DAFOA
A55:A2 21
A57:90 07
A59:A9 01
A5B:8DAFOA
A5E:DOOD
IWJ:ADABOB
A63:C901
A65:D006
A67:ADACOB
A6A:F03E
A6C:38
A6D:ADAFOA
A70:8OB50B
A73:c001OA
A76:DODD
A78:AD 840B
A7B:38

A38:CA
A39:DD B30A

A36:Bl FE
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Micro RelJelations

Advanced Playing Technique for: ..

Xenocide

Lasers $108C CE84 OE A084 OE 3
$1148 CE840E AD840E

Grenades $1097 CE820E AD 82 OE 3
$1111 CE820E AD 82 OE

For version B:
Men $40F CE 1Coo AD 1C 00 1
Fuel $1n4 CE 9915 AD 9915 1
Shields $1780 80 9F 15 AD 9F 15 3
Missiles $52A2 80 B6 51 AD 86 51 2
Fireballs $5270 80 B4 51 A08451 2
Nuclear Mis.· $52F9 CE 88 51 AOB851 2
Lasers $1096 CE8EOE A08EOE 3

$1152 CE8EOE A08EOE
Grenades . $10A1 CEBCOE AOBCOE 3

$1160 CE BC OE AOBCOE

Note 1: Applies for the entire game
Note 2: Applies ONLY for the Hovercraft

level
Note 3: Applies ONLY for the Cave & Bio

lab levels

Dave Goforth WA

A BUG in Copy II Plus ver 9.0

Fixing the Disk

There are three known ways to fix the disk
back to perfect condition.

1. Rename the patched ProDOS (with Bird's
Better Bye) to· ProDOS.Bye (or anything you
like) and rename GSOS to ProDOS. Reboot this
disk (it MUST contain the GS/OS operating
system with all system folders and icons), open
the disk to display it's contents (OPEN from the
file commands or click the disk twice), then close
the disk's window (CLOSE from the file com
mands or click on the upper left box of the disk's
window), and drag the disk to the trashcan to
eject it. ALL parent pointers are now correct
(even those buried in subdirectories). NOTE:
This method will ONLY work on the boot disk.
Ifyou insert another disk, open, close, and eject
it, that disk will NOT be fixed, even if it's a
system disk. It MUST be the booted disk. Since
the disk within a harddrive cannotbeejected, this
will not work on a hard disk.

"wARNING Voiume.NAME may be
damaged. Please move data to another disk."

Have you seen a message similar. to this
lately? Have you recently purchased or used
COPYllPLUS ver 9.0?-If you answered yes to
both of these questions; ~eri the fIrst is the result
of the second. COPYIIPLUSver 9.0 has a bug in
the sort routine. After 'sorting the main or ANY
subdirectory, the programpbinters are not up
dated and are no longer valid. This seems to only
appear when using the -finder, other' program
launchers (at least PROOOS direct commands,
and Squirt)don'tseemtonotice thisdiscrepancy.
If you copy the file to another disk, the problem
copies with it.

HopefullY you didn't use this on your hard
drivi!! as I did andcompletely backed up the hard
disk, reformatted, andrestored all the files to find
thaTthe problem still e~'Sts. "

I called C~ntial Point Software to let them
know whatr found. They returned my call the

·f9U9Wir1-g dllY 8ll4.s~d thattl!-ey could n9tdupli-
(;atethepl:ol)lern,.. Since 1 knew there ~Was a
.defInite prob.e~. I. continued theinv~tigation
using other machines !IJld other copies ofver 9.0
(to ensure that my copy Was not the only one at
fault). On ALL of the initial tests everything
WORKEDl Myhardware at fault? No, I could
make it fail every time no matter how I config
ured the system. Computer bad? No, everything
else worked fme. What was I doing different than
everyone else?

Aftertwo cillysbftesting, retesting, anddouble
'¢h~dkitfS"bOtIitm'my"S'ystem and oUteis,lcould
nowni"3kel1ie'd'isk work, bomb, and even un
bootable, arid just as easily repair it again on
ANY system. The problem? CHEMISTRY! A
combination of using the sort routine in Copy II
Plus, Bird' s Better Bye, and GS/OS will result in
disaster (especially for a hard disk). I have my
system configured as follows:

1. Patched ProDOS with Bird's Better Bye.
This quickly .launches my backup utilities and
exits to a selector menu. This way I can quickly
boot up, run any ProDOS 8 program and exit - no
waiting for GS/OS's fmder to load (especially if
I don't need it).

2. I've renamed ProDOS from the GS/OS
system disk to GSOS.IfIdo want to use GS/OS 's
fInder, I select GSOS from the menu and (wait)
now the desktop is displayed and I can use
ProDOS 16files.

The Beginning of Tragedy

GS/OS, NORMALLY does not care about
parentpointers, butiflaunchedfromBird's Better
Bye menu selector, it now cares a great deal and
all it needs to detonate is for ANY folder to be
moved within ANY directory (or subdirectory)
by Copy II Plus's sort routine and the message
"Volume VOLUME.NAME may be damaged.
Please movedata to another volume. <OK>" will
appear. If the SYSTEM folder (or any of its
subdirectories) have been relocated, the disk will
display this message three times then "Sorry,
system error $0051 occurred while loading the
??????? files. <RESTART>" and the disk will be
unbootable if GS/OS is launched with Bird's
Better Bye.

A01700 1
A08F 15 1
A09515 3
AOAC 51 2
AOAA51 2
AOAE51 2

To
AF6F0900
SOOA
AF6F09 00
SO 04
AFSllDOO
EA 18
461E
A9461E
AF6F0900
SOOA'
AF 04 0000
SO 04
AF SllD 00
EA IS
EAEApt\
AF 04 00 00
SOOA
AF040000
SO 04
AFSI1Doo
EAIS
EAEA
AF 06 00 00

CE 1700
CE 8F 15
809515
80AC51
80AA51
CEAE51

From
226F09 00
900C
22 6F09 00
9006
22S1lDOO
SOEE
0000
A90000
221)F 0900
900C .
2204 00 00
9006
22 Sl1000
SO BE
F00160
22040000
90OC;: .
220400 00
9006
22811DOO
SOEE
DO 27
SF 06 0000

For version B:

Byte(s)
$150
$154
$156
$15A
$15C
$160
$E2
$E7
$B
$F
$H
$15
$17

'$IB·
15F
$172
$176
$17S
$17C;
$17E
$182
$17C
$65

BIk
$7

$44

$45

$4B
$62

$6A
$63D

BIk ~ From To
$S $155 227209 00 AF 72 09 00

$159 90 DC SO OA
$15B 227209 00 AF 72 09 00
$15F 9006 SO 04. ,.,:,
$161 22 SB 1000 AF SB lD 00
$165 SO EE EA 18

$44 $FC 00 00 46 IE
$101 A9 00 00 A9461E

W ru n720900 M720900
$29 90 DC SO OA
$2B 22 04 00 00 AF 04 00 00
$2F 90 06 SO 04
$31 22 SB 10 00 AF SB lD 00
$35 SO EE EA IS

$4B $179 FO 01 60 EA EA EA
$5F $ISC 220400 00 AF 04 00 00

$190 90 DC SO OA
$192 22040000 AF040000
$196 9006 8004
$19S n SB 10 00 AF SB 10 00
$19C 80 EE EA IS

$67 $IB4 DO 27 EA EA
$634 $9D SF 06 00 00 AF 06 00 00

3. Write the blocks back to the copy

Upload the game to your hard disk. Enjoy the
absence of the copy protection!

That removes all the calls to the copy protec
tion and sets the only flag (62DB; 0006 on the
disk) to the correct value of lE46. The two
sections of code that scramble 62DB (the A9 00
00 8F 06 00 00), has been changed to either store
the correct value Qr to load the value instead of
storing it. The edits also force the check of the
flag to pass no matter what value the flag has.
Once again after the these edits are made you
may upload the program to your hard drive and
keep your original (and deprotected copies) in a
safe place and never bave to insert them in the
3.5" drive to play the game. So much for NOT
BEING ABLE to krack Xenocide. Thanks to
John M. Intondi for helping me with the block!
byte locations for version B of Xenocide.

article) I was able to play the whole game to the
end three times and I found no problems what so
ever, so this one is done.

Note: There are at least TWO versions of
Xenocide released by the MR and most likely
more. I'll show the edits for the two versions I
have actually seen. The way to tell them apart are:

Version"A": 128 blocks, Dated23-JUL-89 11:35
64996 bytes long.

Version"B:': 129blocks, Dated 13-APR-8919:18
65085 bytes long.

Use the CATALOG command (or Copy H+
catalog with file length) and check under the
created column.

Micro Revelations says this is a Key Disk
copy protection, to which I say, Key Disk means
you only need to have the original in the drive
after the initial load and it's checked once. At that
time, you may remove it and store it away until
the next time you want to run the prograrn. This
copy protection is NOTlike that, so it's avery an
noying copy protection and NOT a key disk
system. Finally, I was told (via third person) that
Micro Revelations will send an unprotected
version of Xenocide to registered owners on
request.

1. Make a copy of the Xenocide game disk

2. Make the following edits to a COpy (by
version): <

Requirements:
a block editor with follow file function (Block

Warden from ProSEL)

Apply ONLY to a backup copy. Use Block
Warden and [F]ollow /XENOCIDE/
XENO.SYSI6
Unlimked BEL..l2ml ErlmL
For version A:
Men $40A
Fuel $176A
Shields $17A6
Missiles $5298
Fireballs $5266
Nuclear Mis. $52EF

Micro RelJelations

Requirements:
768K Apple llgs
3.5" disk copier
3.5" disk editor

World Geography vl.O by MECC uses a
simple bad block check. After searching for 22
A8 00 EI22 (ProDOS 16 block read) I found the
disk check. I then traced it back to the caller (JSR
OB3B) and disabled it. I then checked the call
right after it (JSR OA3C) and checktornake sure
a 0027 (for I/O error) was returned after the read.
So disabling both calls results in a deprotected
version of World Geography.

1. Make copies of both WorldGeographydisks

2. Milke the follOWing edit$to disk one'

BIk ~ From To
$68 $F5 < to 3B OB AD3B OB

$FS 90 05 SO 03
$FA 20 3C OA AD 3C OA
$FD B023 EA 18

3.Write the blockback: to the copy

Softkey for...

World Geography vl.O
MECC

routine twice results in a single call to the copy
protection. Unlike Geometry, there is no routine
that checks for a special disk name to be on line,
so we only need to change a single byte.

1. Make a copy of disk two

2. Make the following edits to the copy of disk 2

BIk Byte(s) From To
$69 $20 22 S4 04 00 AF S4 04 00

3. Write the edits back to the copy

ReqUirements:
512K Appl.ellgs
35" disk copier
3S' disk editor

Xenocide is a good GS game with irlce sound
and aboveaverageplayability. However the game
has a few minor and <;In'il.MAJOR drawQacks.
First, the game becomes very repetitive and there
is no save game feature sO you mustplay it until
you die or complete it (it took me about3 hours).
After.3 hours of playing the game (with the
cheats of course!), I found the winning title dis
playa bit disappointing for the amount of work
required to reach it.All these are minorproblems
compared to the outstanding, annoying pro.blem
(which prompts me to write this article) and that
is its copy protection (CP).

Among other things, I was told that I couldn't
remove the CP due to it's 50 checks and it is so
tricky that you think you have the krack but later
in the game it fails. This was as good a reason as
any to krack the program! To steal a phase: "Let's
get busy".

The protection is as follows: When the CP
routine is called it will do the following: First, it
scans for the smartport ID bytes and when found
calculates the smartport dispatch address. It then
stores this address in an extended STATUS and
extended READ call routine. Then the program
uses FWEntry (FirmWare Entry) tool call (tool
call #2403) to make the calls. The CP reads all
data in starting at 01/2000.

When the status call is made, it checks the
DIB (Device Information Block) by comparing
01(2016 to 01 and 01(2017 to CO to make sure
you are using an Apple 3.5" disk (The CP, as
written, is not compatible with the 3.5" Unidisk.
This is ignorant programing as the Unidisk does
support READ and extended READ commands.
Unidisk support is yet another reason for depro
tecting the program and "our" COMPUTIST
magazine). The extended READ routine would
read $C bytes into 01/2000 and then compare 01/
200A to 08, this would only pass on the original.
The CP routine is trying to read the Mac "tag
bytes" for Block $4EI. Using Copy 2+, v8+ in
the 3.5" sector editor, load in block $4El off an
original and you'll see the the eleventhbyte ofthe
"TAGS" row is 08. The CP is not very effective,
as Copy2+, v8+ will milke a working copy EV
ERy time using the standard sector copy. By the
way: Due to this reason and the low level formats
of 800k Mac and Apple 3.5" disks you can also
use Copy 2+ on your GS to make copies of Mac
disks.

If all the calls pass, 02/62DB would be set to
IE46 and this is checked later in the game
(REMEMBER to capture the flag). Also there
are checks to see if you placed a RTL at the
beginning of the disk read and the "Insert Mas
ter...... routines.

The following edits will completely remove
the CP and allow you to upload the game to your
hard drive WITHOUT having to have the 3.5"
disk in the drive at all times like the original
requires you to. As an added bon~, the game
now worksjustfinefroma3.5" Unidisk(lbooted
and played the game from a GS with a Unidisk).
The reason Xenocide will now accept the use of
a Unidisk is the program uses normal ProDOS
calls (other than the CP) during the game.

Using cheats (provided at the end of this

Softkey for...

Superstar Ice Hockey
},.findsc,ape

Softkey for...

Where in the World is Carmen
Sandiego GS vl.O

Broderbund

Thanks again Stephen Lau for the krack and
ground work!

Softkey for...

The Duel: Test Drive][
Accolade

Requir~ments:

512K Apple llgs
3.5" disk copier
3.5" disk editor

Where in the World is Carmen Sandiego has
been released in a full GS format by Broderbund.
And, ofcourse, is copy protected. The routine is
much like those fmUld onGeometry v1.0 also by
Broderbund. To find the copy protection search
your disk for A2 20 AO 01. Back tracing the

Requirements:
1.25Meg Apple llgs
3.5" Disk copier
3.5" Disk editor

Well it's another program by Accolade and
they have been known to use the standard nibble
counting routine, so I searched for A2 20 AO 01.
This lead me to the actual copy protectionrou
tine, from there it was a simple matter of finding
the calls to it. The calls to the nibble count are in
the form ofJSL 03C4E3 (22 E3 C4 03) and are in
a couple of places. Making the following edits
will remove the all copy protection from Test
Drive ][:

I. Make a copy of the game disk

2. Make the following edits to the copy:

IDK IOOru.l.fum To
$169 $19B-19E 22E3C403 AFE3C403

$IF3-1F6 22 E3 C403 AF E3 C4 03
$191 $lDS-lDB 22 E3 C403 AF E3 C4 03
$199 $125-12S FO 16 SO 16

3. Write the blocks back to the copy

Store the original in a safe place. Try not to get
caught by the cops when you speed!

The edit on block $199 disables the routine
that makes sure the master ID bytes match the
gameplay disk's ID bytes.

Requirements:
512K Apple llgs
3.5" disk copier
3.5" disk editor

StickybearTalkingOpposites (andStickybear
Talking Shapes) uses the sameprotectionroutine
as Sticky BearTalking ABCs outlined by myself
in Computist #66, page 6 and recently in Com
putist #68, page 17. Again there is a single call to
the routine and killing it will result in a kracked
copy.

1. Make a copy ofthe disk (ignore all read errors)

2. Make the following edit to the copy

Blk Byte(s) Emm To
$EC $15D 2007 3A AD 073A

3. Write the block backlo the cOPy

18 CLC Clear the carry
90 6E BCC +6E Branch carry clear to

decode section

The one thing I found useful, but not actually
listed anywhere, is the byte string that is read off
an original. The string is:

FC EE EE FC E7 EE FC E7

This same string (stored in the right place)
will work for many programs using this routine.

Softkey for...

Stickybear Talking Opposites
Optimum Resource

Requirements:
512K Apple llgs
3.5" diskcop~
3.5" disk editor

After getting the edits to krack this one from
Stephen Lau, via a mutual friend, Iadde(Uhe
edits on block $9 & $C.. The other edits via
Stephen allowed you to simply hit return to
bypass the KEYWORD (pirate) protection. Af
ter the addition ofmy edits.the r€i9uestOl routine
is also bypassed. Another victory for .th'il Com-
putist teaIll,.. GO TEAM! . '. .

1. Make a copy of the game disk

2. Make the following edits

IDk ~ Emm I2
$9 $SF 20 A3 lA AD A3 lA
$8 $4 DO 13 EA EA

$C DOOB EAEA
$C $UA D500 0400
$38 $B7 DO 12 8038

"'$A6,, '$B7;' . DO 12 3036 .
3. Write the edits back to the copy.
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2. The EASIEST and FASTEST way to cor
rect(fix) any disk (includinghard drives) is to use
Procel's Mr. Fixit, Quality Software's Bag of
Trix 2, or any other disk utility that can check and
correct parent pointers. Both of the above men
tioned programs have been tested and work fine.

3. The third, and probably the most difficult,
is to use Copy II Plus's sort routine and put the
directories back in their original sequence. Did
you write down or print out the catalog before
reorganizing or do you have a photographic
memory, no? If you can't use step 2, hopefully
the disk is bootable and you can use step 1.

Final notes: This problem will usually never
appear for most people, since it requires that GS/
OS be launched after Bird's Better Bye has been
run. If you REBOOT GS/OS or use any other
program launcher/selector exclusively, then
you'll probably never know that Copy II Plus's
ver 9.0 sort routine has not updated your direc
tory parent pointers and everything will work
tine (unless your applicationspecifically looks at
t.hem; and most don't).

To Rich Linville: Use AMDOS if you need
DOS 3.3 on a 3.5" disk.

To Ann Onymous: I can transfermM files to
Apple DOS, so go ahead and send your material
to COMPUTIST on mM disks.

The Dark Phoenix UT
Well, to put it plain and simple, after receiv

ing issue #66 I was shocked! I would never have
guessed that amagazine as good as COMPUTIST
only had about 4000 subscribers, so that means
that about 3,000 are faithful renewers, that's
puzzling.

Now that I'm done kissing up, I can tell you
what I propose. I like to think of it as taking the
ice cream and cake in one bite. As much as a hate
to say this, I believe that the first step is going to
the tabloid format, I personally HATE the tabloid
format, but its cost-effective. Second, I would go
to a two-week publication rate (gradually) and
have subscriptionrenewals at 6-12 months. Then
I would raise the price $1. That's not so bad and
you would probably only lose about 50 subscrib
ers. Then I would see what I could do about
getting in book stores and computer stores (hard- •
ware of course) and supermarkets. I never even
heard of such a magazine until a friend told me
about it! Which goes to show you how hard it is
to fmd COMPUTIST. Fourth, (IF NEEDED!) do
away with the mac section all together and make
more room for editors comments, reviews, etc.
Look at InCider, that's all it is and it has a HUGE
subscriber list.

If you can avoid it at all, please don't keep
going on the tabloid format, its so annoying, not
to mention unprofessional looking.

I liked your idea of giving brownie points to
all people who bring new subscribers, but I also
think that it would be a good idea to have a raffle
every three months for a piece of hardware
(modems, hard drives, memory cards, enhance
ments, etc.) and every new subscriber you bring
in you get one entry ticked into the raffle, the
result =the more new subscribers you get, the
better chance you have ofwinning! or you could
do a 1$ an entry raffle, non profit of course, and
make itopenONLY to subscribers, that would be
a catch that sure to bring in 400-500 new ones
each year.

The fact that COMPUTIST remains unadver
tised is a fault that is loosing COMPUTIST
thousands of subscribers. IfCOMPUTIST were
to just send fliers around, to the many who have
accidentallydestroyedoriginals, they wouldhave
many a new subscriber.

I also believe that if COMPUTIST got more
in-depth on HOW to find a sector error and
correct it, there would be many new subscribers,
because beginners are interested in HOW not
WHAT to do! (take it from a professional begin
ner). I believe that a contest, to see who can
explain this would be the best way to pursue this!
Have a most wanted (speaking of which, if any
one knows the softkey to Deathlord, I need it
badly, my original is gening trashed) softkey,
and a contest on who can de-protect it, not only
the fastest, but the most in-depth. have the begin
ner readers write in and cast their votes.

~C:!!ar~lwD!:!:..!.wPur~~dl,J.y,__""",,:,,:",""-:-:-MT
First let me say that I enjoy and look forward

to each and every issue ofComputist each month
orevery six weeks now. Enclosed please find my
subscription to the ComputistClub. I think that is
a GREAT idea. I know that I have questions that
could be answered on a board much faster than in
the mag at times. Keep up the good work. .

I would like you to place some things on the
Most Wanted List. They are Where in the World
isCarmenSandiego.Iknowthatthereisasoftkey
in an earlier issue but it doesn't workon all ofmy
computers. The keyed program will boot and run
on my oldest lle (with mother board A) but will
not boot and run on my newer lle (mother board
B) nor will it run on a Laser 128. Could someone
out there help me. Another program I would like
to unlock or otherwise back up is Keyboarding
Klass by Mastery Development. It is on a PRO
DOS like disk called PAJDOS. I can get a cata
logable disk_ (from PRODOS) but none of the
files will run. Finally I would like a softkey for
Gertrude's Puzzles.

~ If anyone out there knows why that a
program backed up with Wild Card will not run
on a Laser 128 please help!

Ron Powers WI
~ For Edward Teach (or others); I am hav

ing trouble cracking 2 programs. One is Design
Your Own Home:Landscape, by Abracadata. I
have tried all procedures listed for this one inpast
issues, but none will even copy my versionof the
disk. The other program is Success With Read
ing, by Scholastic.
~ My other question regards a graphics

program called Super Print!, by Scholastic.
Thanks to Computist, I have successfully cracked
this one. The program allows the printing of
graphics in several sizes. However, the 5 ft. tall
graphics are separatedinto a file called "Posters."
The problem is that there is a very limited supply
ofthese large-sizedgraphics with the program. Is
there anyone out there who knows how to convert
the regular-sized graphics into poster (super)
sized?

Here are three softkeys that I was able to
perform with thehelp ofpast articles dealing with
these same publishers:

Softkey for...

Boppie's Great Word Chase
DLM

Requirements:
Away to reset into the monitor
Super lOB 1.5 with Newswap Controller

1. Capture the program's RWTS

2. Install the Newswap Controller and run Super
lOB

3. A fast DOS may be installed

Softkey for...

Surveys Unlimited
Learning Well

1. Poke out end checks and use COPYA to copy
the disk.

POKE 47426,24
RUNCOPYA

2. Transfer files to a DOS 3.3 or Fast DOS disk.

Softkey for...

Campaign Math
Mindscape

I followed Jack Moravetz's softkey for Ace
Reporter, on p. 19 of COMPUTIST #64:

1. Copy with any copier that ignores errors.

2. Make the following sector edit:

IrIs ~ ~ fI:2m
$01 $01 $00 A2.

~K~e~it~h~ WA

Softkey for ...

Superprint vI.2
Scholostic

Requirements:
Apple llgs with 2.x ROM upgrade
Two ProDOS formatted disks
BASIC.SYSTEM from a ProooS master disk
Copy IT Plus or any ProooS fIle copier

Although Superprint has been cracked in
several previous articles, the version I have was
not readable by COPYA. When I booted the
original disk, the ProDOS credits were displayed,
so I decided to catalog the disk and see what the
files were. However, when I tried to catalog with
CopyII Plus, the program gave me "errorreading
track 11," an error that one usually gets from
DOS disks, not ProDOS disks. This would mean
that theprogram when it first boots (track 0) fools
Copy II plus into thinking that it runs under DOS
rather than ProDOS. Another way to say this is
that Scholastic has used a short DOS-like pro
gram to boot the disk, then loads ProDOS and the
catalog directory. Since they are not in the nor
mal places on the disk, Copy IT Plus doesn't see
them.

The one other clue I had was that I made a
backup using the autocopy feature and Super
print parameters on Copy II Plus v8.3. Although
this made a working copy, I got a few that did not
work. The program would boot, then reboot
almost immediately, and continued to do this
endlessly. All this occured before the ProooS
screen appeared. This meant that a signature
check was being done, and that it appearedbefore
the ProooS was loaded.

With all these assumptions, I set out to crack
theprotection. I decided to try the system usedby
Dan Halfwit for Pirates and Pirates GS that
appeared in Computist 61 (an excellent pair of
articles). After setting ''visit monitor", I booted
the original Superprint disk, and quickly went to
monitor. This allowed their DOS startup to load
and run the signature check. I then scanned for
the Jump to $2000 that had been loaded, and
replaced it with ajump to monitor. This gives you
a stopping point in the program before it begins
to run ProooS, since the beginning point of
ProDOS is always at $2000. I then left the moni-

tor, let the rest of ProDOS load, and then the
program jumped back into the monitor because
of the stop I had placed above. I then loaded
BASIC.SYSTEM as described below
(BASIC.SYSTEM willberenamedSP.SYSTEM,
but for this discussion I will continue to call it
BASIC.SYSTEM). With ProDOS and
BASIC.SYSTEM in place, you should now be
able to catalog the original Superprint disk. The
catalog directory was loaded with ProDOS, and
when you are all done, if you look at the Super
print files, you will see one called "disk.info".
This contains the directory information.

To copy the rues, I next loaded Copy II Plus
using the ProooS smart command. This is done
using -UTIL.SYSTEM. This gives you the fa
miliar Copy II Plus menu and you use the "copy
files" to copy ALL the files, including ProDOS.
You can copy from drive 1 to 2, from 5.25 to 3.5,
or from 5.25 to RAM (slot 5, drive 2 on Copyll
plus), then later from RAM to a 5.25 or 3.5 disk.
Using the RAM is useful ifyou only have a single
5'.25 disk drive, but you have to know how to go
into the control panel and set your RAM. (To do
this, go to the control panel OA-CNTL-ESC,
select RAM DISK, and set the maximum ram to
832K, and leave the minimum to OK.)

I did not need to do any block edits like Dan
Halfwit did, because the protection on this disk is
part of the DOS load program, and the above
system doesn't copy the jump to the protection
system.

Cookbook

1. Format in ProDOS both your blank disks
using Copyll Plus, and use the volume name
SUPER.PRINT. Put one copy aside. With the
other one, use Copyll Plus File Copy to copy
BASIC.SYSTEM to the disk. When this is
completed, then go to the RENAME feature on
CopyU Plus, and rename the volume to
SP.SYSTEM. Label this disk to distinguish it
from the one without SP.SYSTEM. You can find
a copy of BASIC.SYSTEM on your ProDOS
users disk, and on a lot of software programs. I
have made a special disk which has the current
version of ProDOS and of BASIC.SYSTEM on
it, so that they are easily available to file copy
onto my disks.

2. Now set up your llGS. To get into the
monitor, boot up the computer (you don't need a
disk in place), then hit OA-CNTL-ESC once or
twice fairly soon after the startup, and you will
see the Basic prompt. Ifyou miss, try again since
this always works. ThentypeCALL-151, which
takes you to the monitor, type a # sign, and hit
RETURN. This installs the visit monitor CDA.
Now put your Superprint original into the disk
drive (be safe and have it write-protected).

Type in C600G at the monitor prompt to boot
the disk. Very shortly after the disk starts (one or
two clicks), press OA-CNTL-ESC and this will
take ·you to the control panel. This step is one
place where errors can occur. If you do it too
soon, then the DOS boot and signature check
don't get done. If you do it too late, too much
ProDOS gets loaded and the program runs. This
is not a fatal error, itjustmeans that you may have
to try this step several times. Once the ProDOS
screen appears on your computer, you know that
you are too late. You can tell if you are too early
in a subsequent step that I'll mention. Ifyou have
to retry, just reboot with OA-CTRL-RESET,
rather than go back to the monitor and typing
C600G.

3. You are now at a menu. Select Visit Moni
tor, and hit return. You will see the monitor
prompt. You now need to scan for the bytes
which tell the program to jump to ProDOS (JMP
2000, which is 4C 00 20). Enter \4C 00
20\<8oo.1FFFP and hit RETURN. On the screen
you will see 00108FC:. This is the location that
the string starts at. If you type 08FCL then hit
RETURN, you will get a listing of the bytes. At
08FC you should see 4C 00 20. (Note that the
reason you did the scan is to fmd the location.
You might have something different than 08FC,
and should use whatever your scan gives you).
Replace the 4C 00 20 with 4C 69 FF which will
cause it to jump to the monitor rather than Pro
DOS. To make the replacement, type 08FC:4C
69 FF, then hit RETURN. Now hit CNTL-Y and
RETURN. The program will go a little further,
then a monitor sign will appear. What it is doing
is finishing the loading ofProDOS and the direc
tory rue, then it wants to jump to ProDOS to run
the program, but instead jumps to the monitor
because of the bytes we changed

4. You now have the ProDOS and directory
loaded. To be able to catalog and load Copyll
Plus, you need to load the BASIC.SYSTEM.
When ProDOS runs, it will load the fIrst file
whose name has .SYSTEM. Atthis pointtakeout
your Superprint original, and insert the ProDOS
disk you made that has BASIC.SYSTEM on
it(you renamed it to SP.SYSTEM). Type 2000G
which will start the program running at ProDOS.
This will load the BASIC.SYSTEM, and shortly
thereafter you will see the basic prompt].

5. At this point you get to see if you did eve
rything right. Take the disk out and insert the
Superprint original. Type CATALOG, hit RE
TURN and you should see a list of files scroll by.
If this works, then smile. Ifnot, then you need to
go back to step 2, where you boot the Superprint
disk (you do not need to do the # again).

6. Now you load Copyll Plus. Put your Cop-

yll Plus disk in the drive, type -UTIL.SYSTEM,
hit RETURN. This loads the program, and you
will see the familiar Copyll Plus menu. Take out
the disk, and insert your Superprint original.
Select COPY, then FILES. The source is Slot 6,
Drive 1. The target is Slot 6, Drive 1 or Slot 5,
Drive 2, if you only have one 5.25 drive (I prefer
that latter, which copies to the RAM as discussed
above). It is easier for the beginner to copy to Slot
6, Drive 2 if they have two 5.25 drives, or use Slot
5,Drive 1 to copy it to a3.5 drive (you can always
copy from the 3.5 to 5.25 later if you want). At
this point all the Superprint files should be vis
ible. Select all the files. You will see the first file
highlighted. Hit the RETURN key and the num
ber 1 appears next to it. Hit the arrow key to go
down to the next file, hit RETURN .and the
number 2 appears next to the second file. Repeat
this until all the files are selected. At this point the
Superprintoriginal should be in the source drive.
Thesecond ProDOS disk that you formaned with
and named SUPER.PRINT should be in the tar
get drive (this disk is the one that does not have
BASIC.SYSTEM on it). Type G, and the copy
ing should begin. Go have a cup of coffee, since
this part takes a few minutes.

7. When the copying is done, you should now
have a working copy. The protection is removed.
Copyll Plus cancatalog it, and make copiesusing
the regular disk fast copy procedure. Put your
original in a safe place.

8. The back side oftheoriginal, and both sides
of the other disks can be copied using Copyll
Plus and the disk copy program. They are not
protected.

~ Issue 65 contained several excellent ar
ticles on converting the ProDOS word processor
files to DOS. How aboutpuning these articles on
a disk for new subscribers, so they will fmd it
easier to make contributions.

It really isn't necessary to convert Pro
DOS word processor files to a DOS format.
Just send what you have and write on the
disk what program you used. We'll do the
conversion here RDEXed
~ I am impressed when articles contain

long printouts of code that are annotated. How
can I capture code the same way for my articles?
I'd hate to have to type it all manually.
~ To Ed Teach, BrianTroha, or one ofyou

other great hackers; How about an article on
COPYA and what types ofprotection are used to
keep it from reading a disk. Many of the new
disks cause the "unable to read" error to appear
when using COPYA, even when DOS is altered
to ignore errors, including prologs, etc. What is
done to make the disk unreadable, and what
changes can be made to make it readable.

Enclosed is my membership for the Com
putist Club. I like the idea for giving people a
chance to win free software. The thing I don't like
is that I will have to wait longer between each
issue. For those ofus who live by asense oforder,
perhaps you can publish a list of anticipated
mailing dates so that we can know generally
when to expect the newsletter (give or take a few
weeks <grin».

Also for those ofus who send in a disk, getting
back a Computist disk is not always that attrac
tive. Perhaps an alternative would be too include
Public domain software or Shareware. You could
list disks in the magazine or just surprise us (I
think a choice would be nicer). Things which
could be included are the monthly disk from Ap
plelink, or things such as fonts, games, and graph
ics. For members who do nothave a modem, they
could fmd this attractive, and you could get the
software without much expense. Ifyou need help
finding stuff, let me know.

I also have a question regarding the proposed
Computistbulletin board. The idea is a good one,
but it should take the costs of telephone connec
tions into consideration. Would it be less costly
to work through Genie or Applelink or Compus
erve? If these phone costs are too high, then the
members will not use the bulletin board very
much.

In regards to your advertising, I had seen it
several times before finally taking a fling. I
thought the newsletter was a fly-by-night thing
that either would not last, or would be too hard
too use. Your ads need to emphasize ease ofuse,
how long you have existed (I was surprised when
I joined), and perhaps list the names ~f some

. recent deprotects that have been pubhshed of
"big hits." You mi~hteven include a free single
subscription to people to let them see how good
the newsletter is.

Softkey for...

Magic Spells
Learning Company

I was having a devil ofa time as I had tried all
of the softkeys in Computist without success. It
turns out that the softkey is really quite simple.
Back up the disk with Advanced COpyA, then
get into PRODOS. Load the Startup program.
Eliminate the two CALLs from the ends of lines
45 and 61. That is all there is to it. This is another
bit of help that I received from a friend, Otis
Thompson down in Dillon, Montana.

Stephen M, Caraco __MA
~ I need help copying Arkanoid by Taito.

The very first thing I do when I get a new game
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Softkey for...

Softkey for...

VCR Companion
Broderbund Software

Softkey for...

Body In Focus
Mindscape

SEC Error Routine
RTS

AND #$OF Check the accumulalllr
CMP #$04
BNE $2512 Gato error routine if not

good.

2560: 8057

2562: AS F1
2564: C907
2566: OOF1

BCS $2589 Crash if error

LOA $F1 Check for special flag
CMP 1$07
BNE $2559 If no flag, try disk check

again

256A: BD 8C CO LOA coac,xAnother Disk Check

25AB: SO 8C CO LOA $C08C,X
25AE: 10 FB BPL $25AB
25BO: 0106 CMP ($F6),Y
25B2: 00 05 BNE $2589 Crash if incorrect bt'te

foundI
2584: 88
2585: 10F4
2587: 3003

DEY
BPL $25AB
BMI $25Be If ok, branch around next

jump
25B9: 4C CC 25 JMP $25CC Jump to crash

258C: AO FO LOY #$FO Disk OK
25BE: 89 00 02 LOA $0200,Y
25C1: 99 00 00 STA $OOOO,Y
25C4:C8 INY
25C5: 00 F7 BNE $25BE
25C7: BD 88 CO LOA $C088,X
25CA: 18 CLC
25CB: 60 RTS

25CC: C6 F4 DEC $F4 Disk is a coJ'l
25CE: FO 03 BEO $2503
2500: 4C 55 25 JMP $2555
2503: 38 SEC
2504: 60 RTS

Softkey for...

Sign Designer
Channelnuulc

Seeing the above, it can be figured what my
fIrst plan of attack was. I NOPed every branch I
could fmd to $2512 and $25B9. I essentially
allowed the program to play with the disk as
much as itwanted and pass the check anyway. As
it tumedout,lhad33 sectoredits atfrrst, but itran
(so no insults, ok?). Revising my plan of attack,
I changed the code at $2520 (the start of the
memory check) to 18 90 OF which clears the
carry (CLC) and branches to $2532. My second
edit was starting at $255B (start ofdisk verifica
tion) changing to A9 07 85 Fl 1890 5A. This
translates to loading the accumulator with #$07
and storing it at $Fl (remember the flag?). I then
clear the carry flag (CLC) and branch to the pass
routine at the end ($25BC). This bypasses the
disk check AND forces the program to store
essential bytes in memory.

1. Boot your DOS 3.3 system disk.

2.Tell DOS to ignorechecksum and epilog errors
and use COpyA to copy all sides of the VCR
Companion disks.

POKE 47426,24
RUNCOPYA

3. Boot the disk searcher and search for 29 OF C9
04 DO EC AA. Change the 29 OF C9 to 18 90
OF.

4. Search the same sector for FO 5C 20 DD 25 BO
57. Change to A9 07 85 F118 90 5A.

5. Write the sector back to the disk.

6. Copy a new version of ProDOS to this disk.

Requirements:
SUPER lOB SWAP
Altered RWTS (see below)
Sector Editor with search capabilities

This Pascal based program gaveme fits. In an
attempt to figure out the protection, I mighthave
stumbled upon anew form of laziness. Insteadof
taking the time to create a complex controller, I
decided to create my own modified RWTS (if
they can, why can't we?) and use the SWAP
controller. Talk about lazy. Anyway, aside from
altered address and dataheaders and tailers, there
is no other protection. But, once the slisk is
converted to anormal format, itmustbemodified
to acceptnormal headers and tailers. Here is how:
1.Move acopy ofnormal RWTS down to $1900.
1900<B800.BFFFM

2. Modify the heck out of it to read the modified
disk:

19E7:AA
19F1:DS
19FC:EB
1A3E:AA
1A55:AA
1ASF:DS
1A6A:AB
1A91:DE
1A9B:AB

3. Save it as RWTS.SIGN.
BSAVE RWTS.SIGN,A$19oo,L$8oo

4. Run SUPER lOB with SWAP controller in
stalled to copy the disk. Use the "Ignore
unreadable sectors" patch to the SWAP con
troller since sector $00 of track $00 is in a
normal format, but the rest of the disk is in a
messed up format.

5. Boot up your sector editor and copy track $00
sector $00 from the original to the copy.
Track $00, sectors $00, SOC and SOD all look
for altered marks.

ILk ~ ~ Emm. IQ
00 00 $10? 05

$19? AA
$23? 96
$4D? 05

side benefit of a faster booting disk (no disk
check) and a deprotected copy!

1. Boot your DOS 3.3 system disk.

2.Tell DOS to ignore checksum and epilog errors
and use COPYA to copy the disk.

POKE 47426,24
RUNCOPYA

3. Run your sector editor with search capabilities
and search for 20 00 BF 90 03. Change to 18
EAEA9003.

4. Write the sector back to disk.

5. (Optional) -Formatoriginal andcopysince the
program is worthless.

Story Tree
Scholastic Software

Requirements:
A way to capture altered RWTS
SUPER lOB
SWAP controller

This program looked like it was going to be
easy to crack, but it had a single surprise. It uses
altered RWTS as their sole protection. The crack
isnot as simple as capturing the RWTS, using the
SWAP controller and using your own DOS
however, because it crashes into the monitor at
the menu. After examining the originals RWTS,
Scholastic decided to be cute by putting a RTS at
a known location and CALling it from all the
BASIC programs. At first I thoughtofremoving
all of the calls. However, I deemed it easier to
POKE an RTS to that location at the beginning of
the HELLO program (SETUP) instead of trying
to locate all of the CALls.
1. Capture the program's RWTS using whatever

means available.

2. Use SUPER lOB SWAPcontroller to copy the
disk to a normal formal

3. Put your own DOS on the disk.

4. Load the program SETUP and add a line at the
beginning.

LOAD SETUP
5 POKE 46784,96

5. Save the program back out to the disk.
SAVE SETUP,

That's all on this one.

Requirements:
A way to capture altered RWTS
SUPER lOB
File copier
Formaned disks

This one is easy. The only protection is a
modified RWTS.

I.Capture the programs RWTS using any means
available.

2. Use SUPER lOB SWAP controller to copy the
disks to a normal format.

3. Use any file copier to copy the flIes off of the
copies onto DOS 3.3 formatted disks.

Done.

Requirements:
COPYA
Disk editor and searcher

This disk uses a modified ProDOS (shame
shame). It also uses a disk and memory verifica
tion routine that resides in memory beginning at
$2520. The routines are in the system file
VCRC.SYSTEM. Copying the disk is not a large
task since it only involves making a change to
DOS 3.3 to ignore errors and running COPYA.
Theresulting copy will not run. Using my Senior
Prom, I found the routines. My first attempt was
NOP all branches to the spoiler routines. This
worked well, but the disk was stilI being checked
(although the outcome did not maner). After
examining the routines, I found a way to circum
vent the bizarre disk routines and just load the
software. Here are some excerptS from the rou
tines:
2512: 38
2513: 60

2520: 29 OF
2522: C904
2524: DO EC

2526: AA TAX

2527: BD 00 60 LOA $6000,.)( Check Memory For
Tampering

252A: DO 18 25 CMP $2518,X
2520: DO E3 BNE $2512
252F: CA DEX
2530: DO F5 BNE $2527

2559: C6 F5 DEC $F5
255B: FO 5C BEO $2589 If $F5 is zero, crash
2550: 20 DO 25 JSR $2500 Disk Check Routine

COPYA-able version. The problem is that I still
can't save text mes to my 3 1/2 inch drive even
when I use a modified Dos 3.3 to format my
diskette (IE.; Profix, UniDOS). It appears that
Screenwriter uses a modified RWTS routine of
it's own to save files. A small insight into the
problem appeared in issue 36 when it was de
scribed how to use Screenwriter with the Flash
card. Reference wasmade thatScreenwriterwould
work with a normal Dos 3.3 RWTS but no
description was elaborated on.

I would appreciate hearing from anyone who
could help....Thanks.

Marc Batchelor FL
I thought I'd better pass along some softkeys

I have been working on for a while. Since my
teacher friend was unable to make reliable back
up copies with his bit-copiers, I was called in to
remove the protections. It is truly sad that the
softwaremanufacturers do notmake unprotected
copies for teachers to use in the classroom. There
are only about two dozen ways that a seven year
oldcan abuse anoriginal disk (excluding creativ
ity with a hole-punch). That ends up to be costly
to the school district. Therefore, I developed
these softkeys.

Softkey for...

Tag Team Wrestling
Data East

Ten Clues
High Wire Logic

Botanical Gardens
A Science Experiment

Tip 'N Flip
Gnee Or Not Gnee

Sunburst Software

Requirements:
A way to reset into the monitor
Demuffin Plus

Sunburst Software uses a highly modified
RWTS. However, armed with Demuffm Pius,
breaking them is a snap.

I. Format as many blank disks as you have
originals.

2. Bload Demuffm Pius at $6000.

3. Boot anyone ofthe DOS 3.3 series listedabove
and use a NMI card or similar way into the
monitor. (I use the Senior Prom).

4. Put Demuffin Plus where it belongs.
803<6oo0.8103M

5. Start Dernuffin Plus
803G

6. Select convert mes, and follow the prompts.

Softkey for '"

Requirements:
COPYA
Disk Searcher and Sector editor

The first step in cracking this worthless game
is to copy it with COpyA modified to ignore
DOS errors (B942:18). From there, I boot-code
traced the program until I came upon this piece of
code:

XXBE 20 00 BF JSR $BFOO Disk check
XXC1 90 03 BeC $XXC6
XXC3 4C DB BE JMP $BEDB Crashl
XXC6 Program Start

Tocircumvent the protectionwas as simple as
changing the JSR to $BFOO to clear the carry bit
(CLC) and 2 no-operations (NOP). This had the

Softkey for...
Award Maker Plus

Baudville

For AwardMakerPlus, I found the crack to be
a two byte change to the code on track $00 sector
$05 bytes $FA-FB. Edward Teach's crack was to
change these bytes to A9 00. On my version, the
code following that change toggles the language
card to $COSO,x after the A register was trans
ferred to the X register (TAX). With #$00 trans
fered from the accumulator to the 'X' register this
would result inLDA $C080,Oorjust$C080.This
has thenetresultofwrite-protecting the language
card. Since the printer driver is loaded into the
language card (around $FFOO I think) the pro
gram crashes into the monitor as soon as the
printerdriver was accessed (because the program
attempted to load the driver into write-protected
RAM). Knowing this, I used Edward Teach's
logic (thanks Edward) and changed his crack to
A9 01 (instead of A9 (0). This allows the driver
to be loaded into the RAM card and function
normally. I have printed out many certificates
using th. copy. It functions as well as the origi
nal. Please note that this is for my version so I'm
notdiscrediting EdwardTeach'scrack. Ifyou are
uncertain, try both. Just to be on the safe side,
print outseveral certificates inseveral configura
tions to be certain that the program does function
properly.

:uk ~ ~ ErQm IQ
$00 $05 $FA-FB 05 A5 A9 01

(before I even THINK ofplaying it) is to catalog
the disk to get an idea ofwhat types offiles areon
it, the operating system, how much of the disk is
full, etc. The next thing I do is to just make a
straight copy of the disk, and boot it up, waiting
very impatiently for the disk to crash. If it boots
fme, I know I've saved hours of work. If it
doesn't, I try to figure out the method of protec
tion. Well, I've come across a tough protection
scheme-this one is by Taito Software. The disk
is Arkanoid.

When I first booted the copy, it seemed to
boot fme. Then, it asked me to insert a key disk
and press any key to continue. Although I know
in my subconscious that it would never work, I
tried pressing return a few times hoping that the
program will give up asking after a few times.
What did I have to lose? My patience. This is
where it all began.

Thenext thing I did was to break outmy Copy
II Plus, version 8.4. I was shocked to very easily
fmd the text "PLEASE INSERT THE AR
KANOID KEY DISK INTO A DRIVE AND
PRESS A KEY" using the sector editor and
searching for text. This text can be found spread
out over blocks $024A and $024B. With other
games, such as BUBBLE GHOST (whose key
text is "WHAT LEVEL IS THIS?"), searching
for the key text is impossible. So this is where I
continued to work on the disk.

Since I am not as familiar with copy protec
tion as some people seem to be, I am now lost. I
did try NOPing out some of the jumps on that
track, andchanging dew 80's to FO's at random,
but nothing seems to work. I've changed various
things, one at a time, and nothing works. Just
before I gave up, I found the text NOTICE:
(which appears in the box that asks you to insert
the key disk) on block $0249. I found ajump (20
IC I I) immediately before this, and NOPed it
out, and all this seemed to do was keep the text
from appearing in the box. However, the pro
gram stillcrashed, beeped, and Icouldn'tplay the
game!

I do know enough about copy protection to
know that there is only a simple byte change that
will disable the key disk check on the AR
KANOID game. I just can't seem to find it!
Perhaps I am looking in the wrong place....

With this, I looked through each block of the
entire disk, one at a time. As I approached blocks
$0291-$0292, I came across the text ...BUT
ONLYTOBETRAPPEDINSPACE,WARPED
BY SOMEONE...SOMEONE AS DEVIOUS
AND WARPED AS A SOFTWARE PIRATE.
IT'S GOING TO BE A LONG NIGHT DUDE.
A REAL PIRATE WOULD ADD HIS OWN
MESSAGES INSTEAD OF VANDALIZING
THESEDIMENSION-CONTROLLING FORT.
This doesn't make much sense, but perhaps the
protection is located somewhere on these two
blocks.

I've just about given up. I hope this informa
tion will prompt someone with a copy of this
great game to figure out the softkey for it. Oh, by
the way.. .I was able to easily get into the control
panel and use the VISIT MONITOR desk acces
sory immediately after being asked to insert the
key disk. The only problem is, I have absolutely
no idea what any ofthe stuffmeans whenI use the
VISIT MONITOR accessory!

Somebody, please help. I would give any
thing to be able to copy this game.

Softkey for...
California Games GS

Epyx

The softkey in COMPUTIST #64 (page 37)
did not work for me. But this simple, one-byte
change made my California Games copyable
both onto a hard disk, and bootable from a
RAMdisk! Here's the simple change:

BIk Byte(s) frQm 12
$OD2 $095?? 80

~ Now Ihave aquestion for all youhackers
out there: How in the H*LL do you figure out
whichJSR's andIMP's to change when cracking
a disk? It seems a linle too simple the way you
describe it in your softkeys. I'd like to know how
you know which ones have to do with the protec
tion, and how you know what to change them to!
If someone out there is reading this, please pub
lish achecklist for IIgs software whichcouldgive
me a list ofHEX strings to search for on a typical
GS game, what they mean, how to find them, and
how to change them. I do know a FEW already,
but they don't seem to help. For example, I know
thaton 5.25" disks 4C OOC6 means to REBOOT.
I'd like to know some standard strings on GS
software, and what they mean.

I defmitely believe that deprotecting a disk
(or at least trying to) is much more fun than
playing the actual game! Well, have fun. I'msure
I'll think ofa thousand more questions as soon as
I put this in the mailbox.

John Ianzano NY
~ I am a new Computist subscriber and

have the following problem; I'm probably the
last person in the United States who's still using
a program called Screenwriter 2.2 and I want to
save my text files on my 3 1/2 inch disk drive.
I've used the softkey for Screenwriter which was
published (issue #9 & 10) and now have a
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III
EAEAEA
EAEAEA

III
FF (O-FF)

New

CMP $6150
$601B

STX $6103 New stuff
#$00
LOA $6069,X
CMP $2002,Y
$6042

$6031
LOX $6103
JMP $601B

#$00
$24
LOX $6103
LOA $0310
JSR $FOOA
#$10
$24
LOA $0315
JSR $FDOA
#$20
$24

Extended Lives

Ill: ~. ~ frgm
11 00 3E-40 CE BO 08
19 OA 42-44 CE BO OB

CO 50 61
DO EF BNE

8E 03 61
A200 LOX
BO 69 60
090220
F009 BEQ
CA OEX
DO F5 BNE
AE0361
4C 1B60

AOOO LOA
85 24 STA
AE 03 61
AD 1003
20 OAFO
A910 LOA
85 24 STA
AD 1503
200AFD
A920 LOA
8524 STA
98 TYA
20 OA FO JSR $FOOA
20 8E FO JSR $F08E
AE 03 61 LOX $6103 New
4C 1B60 JMP $601B
85 95 80 90 99 91 81 86 968E 84 94 SC Opcodes for

store commands

Using this program, I'vecome up with some
moreAPT's. .

Advanced Playing Technique for...

Trolls and Tribulations:
?

Unlimited Lives .

How to use APT SCANNER

Sierra On Line

Advanced Playing Technique for...
. Oil's Well

Ad,vanced Playing Technique for ...
Microwave

?

Unlimited Lives

Id:I ~ ~ ErQm
17 07 sc 03

Ja ~. ~ ErQm III
.OS. 08· CB-CC C613 EAEA

copy first two pages
this way to avoid
changing any
memory in them

LOA $2001,Y

#$03
$6013

#$A9
STA $6100
#$A2
STA $6101
#$AO
STA $6102
#$00
#$00
LOA $2000,Y
CMP $6100,X
$6024

$6011

APT Scanner Patches

Scanner.AI Disassembly

A9A9 LOA
800061
A9A2LOA
SO 0161
A9AOLOA
SO 0261
AOOO LOY
A200 LOX
B90020
DO 0061
F009 BEQ
ES INX
E003 CPX
00F3 BNE
C8 INY
DOEEBNE
60 RTS
B90120

As Mr. Polasky requested, here is an~plana-
LOAD APT.SCANNER lion of my technique with regards to Oil's Well.
95 IF PEEK (76B) < > 169 THEN PRINT First, let me say that I tried the timer but was

CHR$ (4) "BLOADOOS-UT ILITY" unsuccessful. I know that the number 99 ($63) is
100 HOME: PRINT "WOULD-YOU-LIKE-ME stored at location $6927 on track$17,sector$OC

-TO-USE- MY-INTELLIGENCEAND-FOCUS ("
-ONLY-ON-THEMOST-LIKELY------- It was notneces~ary to search f~r something like
CHOICES?" 990because the tune goes down m factors often),

105 GET G$": PRINT G$: IF NOT (G$ ; "Y" butit isn't being decremented at all. The program
OR G$ ; "N" ) THEN CALL - 19B: GO TO is apparently using some sort ofunorthodox way
100 of taking the value in $6927 and storing it some-

106 IF G$ ; "Y" THEN PRINT CHR$ (4) where else, messing with it anddecreasing it. I've
"BLOAO-SCANNER.AI" : GOTO 110 scanned memory for the time at various points

107 PRINT CHR$ (4) "BLOAD-SCANNER" but to no avail. Help!! Someone else out there
SAVE APT SCANNER must be able to defeat this.

Enter the new scanner assembly program and Now, for the lives feature. I was unable to
save it. make unlimited lives because of the same odd

SCANNER.AI schemes I described above, but I managed to
extend them. I read that Frank desired a little APT

6000: A9 A9 80 00 61 A9 A2 80 $8439 help. I needed an example to use with my updated
6008: 01 61 A9 AD 80 02 61 AD $6F866010'. 00 A2 APT techniques. In numbered steps, here is what

00 B9 00 20 DO 00 $A68E I did:
6018: 61 FO 09 E8 EO 03 DO F~ $7E10
6020: C8 DO EE 60 B9 01 20 CO $E1A7 1. I booted up the game and saw that three
6028: 50 61 DO EF 8E 03 61 A2 $4089 lives were displayed on the screen. This meant
6030: 00 BO 69 60 09 02 20 FO $EOA1 that I would need to scan for 03 with the APT
6038: 09 CA DO F5 AE 03 61 4C $A5C7 SCANNER.
6040: 1B 60 A9 00 85 24 AE 03 $E4CB 2. I bootedup APT SCANNER and chose the
6048: 61 AD 10 03 20 OA FO A9 $6F83 new "Artificial Intelligence" option. I chose 0 as
6050: 10 85 24 AD 15 03 20 OA $C02E the starting track and 34 as the ending track. I
6058: FO A9 20 85 24 98 20 OA $5ECA used slot lfor my printer, but slot 0 is OK for the
6060: FO 20 8E FO AE 03 61 4C $B653 monitor. After the SCANNER was done, it had
6068: 1B 60 85 95 80 90 99 91 $66C9toldmethefollowinginformation:
6070: 81 86 96 BE 84 94 8C $58C7 IBAQK ~ am
BSAVE SCANNER.AI, A$60oo, L$n 00 OD AS

01 03 90
01 05 8C
10 OB 96
15 00 01
15 02 DC
16 02 3D
17 06 OF
17 06 EF
17 07 58
17 09 61
17 OF 10

This means that in all these places, 03 is being
stored in a certain memory location. Although a
fully independent version of APT SCANNER is
on the horizon, we must for now use a sector
editorwithdisassemblycapabilities,suchasCopy
ll+, for the next step.

3. Boot up Copy 11+ and get into the sector
editor. Read each one of the above locations
(although tracks 0-2 can usually be ignored, as
this is where the DOS resides most of the time).

CSBE B9 00 00 LOA $OOOO,Y
CSC1 99 00 20 STA $2000,Y
C5C4 B9 00 01 LOA $0100,Y
C5C7 99 00 21 STA $2100,Y
CSCA CS INY
C5CB DO F1 BNE $25BE loop till copy completed
C5CO 4C D4 C5 JMP $C504 jump over old tape read

at $2501

",.~

80b 110 ..:..-_...-._-':----:.--PA

Enhancements to·APT Scanner
Just add or modify the following lines in the

BASIC program and type in the new binary file
"SCANNER.AI" below and save it and you will
have what I call an "artificial intelligence" op
tion. The program chooses the most likely loca
tions forthe necessary APT informationbycheck
ing after each occurrence of LDX #$~x, LDY
#$lOl.-or LpA #$x.x to see if th~e is a store
command. ff not, it dOeSn't'tell you. In case it
eliminates anecessary location, I have the option
of using no screening.

C500 EA NOP

Another old tape read entry point is $C5Dl. It
is called from EF-ROM, so we must use it too.

C501 4C 98 C5 JMP $C598 goto new return routine

Continue with new code at $C5D4.

C504 84 3C STY $3C Setup for monitor move
. C506 84 42 STY $42 routine, (Y=O al entry)

C50S 84 3E STY $3E
C50A A9 09 LOA $09
C50C 85 35 STA #3F
C50E A9 02 LOA #02
C5EO 85 30STA $30
C5E2 A922 LOA $22
C5E4 85 43 STA $43
C5E6202C FEJSR $FE2C monitor memory move
C5E9 A9 00 LOA #$00 screen inverse 'M"
C5EB 80 DO 07 STA$07DO store lower left screen
C5EE A93E LOA #$3E screen inverse'>"
CSFO SO 01 07 STA $0701 store next to 'M"
C5F3 A9 FF LOA #$FF push monitorentry relum
C5F5 48 PHA' address onto stack
C5F6 'A~ 58 'LOA #$SS
C5FSaS PHA
C5F9 4CC5 FE JMP $FEC5 jump to$FEC5
C5FC FF '!'!'! these two bytes make the

.C5FO 05 ??1 ROM checksum come
C5FE 00· BRK out right .
CsFF 00 'BRK

Note: The Appleso(t SAVE and LOAD
·c0IlJ.J1lands produce double UERR" messages
.",hlm running.under DOS 3.3 Qrwith DOS dis
conne.cted.Thisisbecause .these· ApplesQft

.cPIlJ.J1lan4seach maketwocalls to the monitor
~:peW}{r1'~ IUld READroutiJles,~fo/~ th~y are
dpne. Eliminati,ngthisminor glitch lookedlike it
",ollid fake alotmore.code orachange to the EF
ROM and didn't seem worth it.

$FF20 monitor print 'err"
$FC62 monitor print CIA

pull return address

PART2

Disassemblll$ bf ttie,.aw cOjJl~u

Thestartoftheonginal resetroutine is $C2BO.

C2BO A9 FF LOA #$fF
C2B2 SO FB 04 STA $04FB blast mode byte
C2B5 AD 50 CO LOA $C050 reset annunciators
C2B8 AD 5F CO LOA $C05F
C2BB AD 62 CO LOA $C062 test closed apple key
C2BE 10 03 6PL $C2C3 not pressed, try open

apple

The above code is unchanged in Junior Prom,
and is shown for reference.

CSB8 BA TSX
C5B9 SE 01 29 STX $2901
C5BC AO 00 LOY #$00

New return from tape read or write calls is at
$C598.

C598 20 20 FF JSR
C59B 20 62 FC JSR
C59E 68 PLA
C595 68 PLA
C5AO A9 FE LOA #$FE push return address
C5A2 48 PHA
C5A3 A9 C4 LOA #$C4
C5A5 48 PHA
C5A6 60 RTS jump to $FEC5 via RTS
C5A7 00 BRK Note: $FCE5 turns off
C5A8 00 BRK CX-ROM and then does
C5A9 00 BRK another RTS

Old tape write entry point is $C5AA. It is
called from EF-ROM, so we must use it too.

C5AA 4C 98 C5 JMP $C598 goto neYiretum routine

Keypress tests begin here at $C5AD.

C5AD C9 15 CMP #$15 right arrow key?
C5AF FO 07 BEQ $C5B8 Yes, golo memory co~
C5B1 C94D CMP #$40 'M' key?
C5B3 FO 3E BEQ $C5F3 Yes, golo exit code
C5B5 4C 00 C6 JMP $C6OO Neither, jump to

diagnostics
start of Young's routines
Save stack pointer

2598: 20 20 FF 20 62 FC 68 68 $00E8
25AO: A9 FE 48 A9 C4 48 60 00 $CAB6
25A8: 00 00 4C 98 C5 C9 15 FO $03E8
25BO: 07 C9 40 FO 3E 4c 00 C6 $A09B
25B8: BA 8E 01 29 AO 00 B9 00 $CCBC
25CO: 00 99 00 20 B9 00 01 99 $022A
25C8: 00 21 C8 DO F1 4c 04 C5 $20F5
2500: EA 4C 98 C5 84 3C 84 42 $4AAA
2508: 84 3E A9 09 85 3F A9 02 $3818
25EO: 85 3D A9 22 85 43 20 2C $AC69

25E8: FE A9 00 80 DO 07 A9 3E
$021B
25FO: 80 01 07 A9 FF 48 A9 58
$BC03
25F8: 48 4C C5 FE FF 04 00 00
$40E8

Save the JUNIOR PROM code:
BSAVE JR.PROM, A$2000, L$2000

As a check that you didn't accidently change
anything elsewhere in thecode,compareit with
the original:
BLOAD CD.ROM, A$4000
2oo0<4000.5FFFV monitor verify cofl'1iWJnd

.. 'lou .shOl.l1dse~ dif(eren~es· in th~ changed
areas $22CO-22EI and $2598-$25FF o~y.Any
other differences 'mean you messed up some
where.and should start over,

PTogram a 2764 with ~e code you saved as
JR.PROM. Turn. offyoUr Apple, pull the CD
ROM and install the JR.PROM. Check theorien
tationDfthe EPROM making sure the notched or
dottedend pointstowatd the keyboard, the same
as the adjacent chips. Areversed chip will be
destroyed the ihstantyou tUmori your Apple, and
mighttake outsofuething else in the processtoo!

.Using the JR.PROMwillmake nodifferet1ce
inthe nomial operation ofyoureompu.ter; except
for the loss of ca5settetape functions:The two
byte ROMchetksrim was made the same as the
original eD-ROM, so it will pass ROM check
sum tests made bysome copy protectedsoftware.

To use the added feawres of the JR.PROM,
press the control, closed Apple and reset keys.
(Press reset after" the· ()tlu:r two keys are down).
Your Apple lIe ~ould'frEleze.a\V~ting the next

'keypress. WhlitJlapPehSri:ext~ependSon which
key yq\lhit;

.Press M(upperCJl.Se M) to drop into the
monitor.

Press ->(right arrow) to drop into themonitor
with the memory copy and stack pointer saves
described above. An inverse "M>" will print in
the lower left comer of the screen to indicate that
memory copy was done.

Pressing any other key will start the Apple's
diagnostic routines.

C2CO 4C 00 C2 JMP$C200 pressed, get next key
C2C3 AD 61 CO LOA $C061 test open apple key
C2C6 10 1A BPL $C2E2 not pressed, goto reset
C2CS A9 00 LOA #$00 pressed
C2CA SO F4 03 STA $03F4 destroy powerup byte

. C2CD 4C E2 C2 JMP $C2E2 jump to reset (will boot)
C200 2C 00 CO BIT $COOO. test keyboard
C203 10 FB BPL $C200 wait for keypress
C205 AD 10 CO LOA $C010 clear keystrobe
C20S AD 00 CO LOA $COOO gel key value
C20B 4C AD C5 JMP $C5AO golo rest of new routine
C20E EA NOP
C20F EA NOP
C2EO EA NOP
C2E1 EA NOP

$8496
$3A7C
$9045
$F208
$4123

AA
AD
05
AA
96
DE
AA
05
AA
AD
DE
AA

?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?

PARTl

4C 00 C2 AD 61 co lOlA
A9 00 80 F4 03 4C E2 c2
2C 00 CO 10 FB AD 10 CO
AD 00 CO 4C AD C5 EA EA
EA EA

$56
$60

DC $OB
$15
$20
$47
$51

00 $90
$A7
$B2
$EB
$F5

You now have llll image of the CD-ROM in
memory. Enter the following hexdumps from the
monitor, changing the high byte of the addresses
if you saved the CD-ROM code at a starting
location other than $2000:

Back when I had an Apple ll+, I followed
Ernie Young's instructions in COMPUTIST #6
and replaced the F8-ROM in my machine with a
2716 EPROM containing his "reset to themoni
tor" mdpage0"8moving routines. Whenl gradu
ated to an Apple lIe (enhm¢ed)I suffered with
out those helpful features until I modified my
antique EPROM burri.er to program 2764 chips.

This article winshow you how to replace the
CD"ROM in anenhmced Apple lIe with an
EPROM I call the JUNIOR PROM: With it you
can reset to the monftotat will or resettothe
monitor with memory from $0000·$0900copied
to$2000-$Z900and the stack poiiiter copied to
$2901. Memory from $2000-$3FFF is the Hires
screen area, which usually isn'tpatt of the,per
manentPfogrllfficodeill Hires games, sO YQU can
usually capture all the code· from single load
programs in one shot. "

'fhemen1ory copy felllure 16tsyouel£amme
theptogram code located' at $4OO-$7FF,· which
otherwise gets overwritten by text on the screen
as soon as you enter thernonimr,u'well illipage
zero, thestaek; and thepagetwokeyboardbuffer,
areas whiCh gefalteredbya reset to the monitor
or·by entering •coinrtumds .from thekeyboatd.
Theabilit)' to copy these pageswherethey don't
get altered is very helpful for general software
snooping and copy protection analysis. The
memory copy routine itselfis lifteddirectly from
the original Ernie Young's original article.

In addition, the lle's nasty habit of blasting
two bytes in every page of RAM on a reboot is
exorcised in the altered ROM.

You will need a 2764EPROM and aC(:ess to
an.EPlU'M plQ$rlllJU'le!' which "Cllll bum the !-.
contents of a 8K long binary tile intO the 2764.
These EPROMs are presently available for under
$5 each from most electronic parts suppliers
catering to individuals, check the ads in any
hobby electronic magazine.

The Junior Prom will leave your Apple lIe
without cassette tape storage routines, but you
won't miss these dinosaurs. Applesoft BASIC
under ProDOS does not even support tape stor
age and issues a SYNTAX ERROR in response
to SAVE and LOAD commands. To keep things
neat, mycodereturns anERRmessagefor monitor
tape commands W and R, and Applesoft Basic's
SAVE and LOAD under DOS 3.3.

Note that the JUNIOR PROM won't work in
an unenhanced lIe, but by now you should have
upgraded to the enhanced version anyway, to get
the faster 80 column routines and Mousetext.

First, you must capwre the code of the CD
ROM in your lIe by moving it down in RAM.
You can't BSAVE it directly to disk because it
occupies the same memory area as the disk con
troller, which gets switched off when the CX
ROM is switched in. My EPROM programmer
wants its data loaded at $2000, so that's where I
chose to move it.

To read the CX-ROM from the monitor you
have to tickle $COO7 with a write command in
order to switch it into the $ClOO-SCFFF space
normally occupiedby peripheral card ROM. The
CD-ROM inyourlIe contains zeros from $COOO
SCOFF, but this range of the ROM is never
switched in, as that memory range is reserved for
the Apple's I/O softswitches, annunciators, game
paddles and such.

Enter the monitor:
CALL-151
C007:00 switch in CX·ROM
2100<C100.DFFFM copy ml!mory
2000:00 N 2001 <20oo.20FEMzeros COOO-COFF
C006:00 switch the slot ROMS back in
BSAVE CD.ROM, A$2oo0, L$2000 ifyoumI!ss

up later, you can reload this

That's all of the softkeys I have at the present,
but be expecting more in the near fuwre.

Jeffrey 4\. Wisnia MA
I sure hope you guys make it. Here's my

~ontribution in return for the countless hours of
pleasure you've given me since I became a sub
scri,ber in 1982.

I'm enclosing a hardware article .which may
beofinterest to readers with Apple lIe machines.

The Junior Prom

22CO:
22C8:

f ~~~i:
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SlOB Block Patch

335 IF RIGHT$ (A$,8) = ~BCHANGESN THEN
AS = INT (A1 / 8) :A6 = (A1 - A5 *
8) * 4:A2 = A6 - 15 * IA6 > =
15) :A2 = A2 + 2 * (A3 > 256) :A3 
A3 - 256 * (A3 > 256) :A1 = AS

SAMPLE.BLK.CON

510 REM THIS DELETES LINE 510 IN SUPER
lOB

1000 REM SAMPLE CONTROLLER USING BLOCK
EDIT

1010 TK = 25:LT = 26:ST = lS:LS =
lS:CD = WR:FAST = 1

1020 GOSUB 490: GOSUB 610
1030 T1 = TK:TK = PEEK (TRK) - 1:

GOSUB 310:TK = T1
1040 GOSUB 490: GOSUB 610: IF PEEK

(TRK) = LT THEN 1060
1050 TK = PEEK (TRK) :ST = PEEK (SCT):

GOTO 1020
5000 DATA 3-BCHANGES
5010 DATA 205,0,442,36
5020 DATA 205,0,447,36
5030 DATA 205,0,452,128
5040 REM BLK. 205 -> TRK 25, SCT 5 & 7
5050 REM ADD 442 -> SCT 7, ADDR 186
5060 REM 447 -> SCT 7, ADDR 191
5070 REM 452 -> SCT 7, ADDR 196
5080 REM LINE 510 DELETES LINE S{O IN

SUPER lOB. THIS ALLOWS COPYING FROM
DRIVE 1 TO DRIVE 1 WITHOUT A
MESSAGE ASKING TO CHANGE DISKS. IF
YOU ONLY HAVE ONE DRIVE, THEN YOU
NEED TO RELOAD SUPER lOB IN ORDER
TO COpy ANOTHER DISK.

Checksums

510-$684E 1050-$lBE9 5050-$4E7C
1000-$232A 5000-$9858 5060-$71AE
1010-$683D 5010-$B726 5070-$3BD8
1020-$6DB6 5020-$EBE7 5080-$9D71
1030-$1685 5030-$3900
1040-$4C82 5040-$952F

BLOCK.2.SECTORS

10 HOME :HX$ = ~0123456789ABCDEFN

20 GOSUB 1000
30 TRK = INT (BLK / 8)
40 SEC = (BLK - TRK * 8) * 4 - 15 *

«(BLK - TRK * 8) * 4 > = 15)
45 IF BY > = 256 THEN BY = BY -

256:SEC = SEC + 2
50 H = TRK: GOSUB 3000:TRK$ = H$
60 H = BY: GOSUB 3000:B1$ = H$
80 SK$ = MID$ (HX$,SEC + 1,1)
100 PRINT : PRINT ~Block-$N BLK$

~,-Byte-$N BY$ ~-=-Track-$N TRK$
~,-Sector-$ON SK$ ~,-Byte-$N B1$

110 PRINT : PRINT
~Any-Key-to-ContinueN : WAIT 
16384,128: POKE - 16368,0: GOTO 10

1000 INPUT "B1ock-i-(in-Hex)-$" ;BLK$
1005 IF LEN (BLK$) = 0 THEN END
1010 A$ = BLK$: GOSUB 2000:BLK = A

space this would take, but, even if it took more
than one disk, that would be better than nothing
for the people who want that information. This
suggestion means nothing (of course) if an an
nual "review" is going to be printed. Then the
person could just buy the book.

Suggestion#2: (to thepeople who write to the
RDEX) Is it possible to say a couple ofwords
about the software you are deprotecting. I am not
asking for an "all-out" review (we don't want to
take Jeff Hurlburt's job), just a couple of simple
sentences like "A Role-Playing Game set in
future times. Good Game, worth the money."
Quite a few times I've read a softkey in Com
putist and rcan't tell if the software is a game,
educational program, or a utility of some type.
Even if I can figure out a category for the soft
ware, I don't know if it is worth 2 cents or not.

<!'> This has nothing to do with computers
(at least not directly), but every time I have a
question, someone who reads Computist has the
answer. I recently determined thatmyhouse does
not have grounded wiring. The outlets are 3
pronged, but only two wires go to the outlet; the
ground wireismissing. I need to somehow ground
the outlet that my computer uses. but the wiring
goes up to the attic (which is not accessible), and
then down to the fuse box. We have a finished
basement, so I cannot just run a grOWlded wire
directly. Nowfor my question. Could I use a GFI
(ground fault interrupt) outlet. like the ones in the
bathroom. The diagram on the package says it is
possible, but I thought I'd better ask someone
who knows· more about electricity than .I dO.
Another thought thatI had was to run a wire from
the ground poston the outlet to something that is
grounded, like the plumbing pipes. Is thiS a good .
idea. OUm I just asking for trouble? Any helpI
can get is greatly appreciated, and the sooner I
can ground my computer, the sooner I can get a
good nights' sleep.

Free software from Beagle Bros

Stuff #1: Just in case anybody is interested.
BeagleBrothers jsgiving a.way freesoftware. All
you have to do is call up Pro-Beagle, the Beagle
Brothers BB. You can download many of the'
Beagle Brothers older programs, like Beagle
BASIC,DOS Boss,FatCat, Pro-Byter,andmore!
The programs on the BB are free, you em even
distribute them to your friends. The number for
Pro-Beagle is (619) 558-6151. To most people,
this is a long distance call, but if you have a fast
modem, you can download all of the programs
for about the cost of one or two of them at a
discount software store.

PaulA. Johnson IA
To George Cawthorne: Here are two ways to

change from a "Block, Address, Change-to"
format to a "Track, Sector, Address, Change-to"
fonnat. The fIrst method is to edit Super lOB 1.5
to automatically perform the conversion while
making sector edits (lines 310-340), and the
second method is a program that asks for the
block and. address and gives the corresponding
track, sector and address.

When using the second method, you have to
run the program and jot down the conversions
next to the block edits in the issue of Computist.
Then, when it says to make block edits, make
sector edits instead, using your favorite sector
editor (I use Copy 2 Plus).

The fust method needs a little more explana
tion. The program "SIOB.BLOCK.FIX" con
tains only one line. Add this to Super lOB by (1)
loading SUPER lOB, and (2) typing the line, and
(3) saving Super lOB. Once SUPER lOB is
modified, when you want to make block edits
instead of sector edits, use the following syntax
in the data statements:

DATA 3 BCHANGES, Block i, 0, Address
i, Change-to

The space after the 3 is necessary, and there
cannotbe a space between theB and CHANGES.
The second data item of each block edit is not
used, so it can be any number. The variable that
contains that number after the read will have the
sector number after line 335 is executed.

I have included a sample controller, which
uses the information about Moonglum, which
was in issue #69. Ifyou have a disk that does not
need to be copied with SuperlOB, (it is copyable
with a fast-copier), then the controller should
have the following:

TK = First Irack, sector to be edited
LT = Last track, sector to be edited (minus 1

MOD 16)
FAST=l
Or, if you'd rather, copy the entire disk by

using TK=O:LT=35:ST=15:LS=15. Re-reading
the Super lOB documentation concerning RIW a
range and Sector Edits might be helpful.

Now, for some suggestions, questions, and
stuff.

Suggestion #1: I noticed that issue #66 of
Computist is not available as a back issue. I
assume that it is to difficult to make photocopies
of the tabloid format. IT an annual book isn't in
the future for these tabloid issues, is itpossible to
put the issue on disk as text files that the reader
can load into their favorite word processor and
print out a copy? I don't know how much disk

Science 4
Understanding our Solar System

The EUen Nelson LelU'ning Library

This is another one oflhose sneaky signature
checks. But it is easy to fIx. Boot your System
Master disk. Enter the mOnitOri CALL-151, tell
DOS to ignore Address Epilogs B993:0 B99D:0
andignoreDataEpilogsB925:1860andreturnto
BASIC, 3000. RunCOpyA and when done use
your sector editor to edit track 0 sector 5. Change
byte position $44 from $A9 to $60.

Softkey for... .

Softkey for...

Case of the Great Train Robbery
Mystery of the Witches Shoes

Case of the Missing Chick
TroU Associates

. A113of these programs use the same protec
tion. A nibble COWlt on track 3 and a signature
check on track 23. But we can easily make these
COPYA~able. Use a copy program that wiD
ignore the read error on track 3. Such as Copy
Disk from the Copy 2+menu. Copy your favorite
DOS to the disk and change the Bootprogram to
"MENU".OnCaseofthe MissingChick, change
the Boot program to "U". That's all.

Onotherprograms, use View Files to fmd the
file that BRUN's a lot of other programs and
change it to be the Boot program.

Normal

DinoDOS

Story Tree
Scholastic

Magic Spells
Learning Co.

This details how to make a bit copy of these
Scholastic titles and also quite a few other pro
grams using similar protection.

In general track 0 is nonnal. Most of the disk
will have altered Epilogs and usually 2 or3 tracks
will have only 1 or 2 areas ofvalid data. Each of
these areas will contain 5 sectors, 3 4 5 6 7, A B
CD E, 1289 F they may be writtenon full tracks,
2,3 or half tracks 2, 2.5, 3 or any other combina
tion of quarter, half or full tracks. Because the
tracks can overlap it is very important to set the
copy program not to erase the track before writ
ing to it. They nonnally write $782 bytes per
group of data. Between the groups of data is
invalid bytes not sync bytes. For this reason it is
very important that you start with a new disk or
erase a disk with a magnet for use as a destination
disk.

Its best ifyou write a Copy 2+parameter to do
the copying, because to do a different program,
all you may have to do is alter the track numbers.

This are the parameters for Story Tree.

Bitkey for...

TO-T2,55=03
D5 AA 96 FF FE AA TI,OD=Ol,44=01,4D=OO,55=03,45=07,46=82,

AA AA AA FF FE DE AA EB 15=AA, 16=AB, 29=AA, 2A=AB, 2D=FF,
2E=FF

T3.5, 00=01, 44=01, 4D=oo, 55=03, 45=07,
FF FE AA AA 46=82, 15=AB, 16=AE, 29=AB, 2A=AE,

2D=FF, 2E=FF
T4,OD=Ol,44=01,4D=OO,55=03,45=07,46=82,

15=AF, 16=AB, 29=AF, 2A=AB, 2D=FF,
2E=FF

T5-Tll,40=01,44=00,OD=OO,55=03,15=AA,
16=AA
The parameter for Magic Spells is the same

except that in the last line change T5-T11 to T5
T22. .

For tracks 0 to 2, the parameter finds the track
start by header. For track 3, they set the sector to
AA AB, this is sector I, fmd track start by header,
sync. to sector 1on track 0, do not erase the track,
and cut the track to $782 bytes.

Track 3.5 is the same except we set the sector
to AB AE sector 6

Track 4 we set the sector to AF AB seetor B.
Track 5-11 everything is restored to nonnal.

Softkey for...

Dinosaur Days
Pelican Software

This softkey requires that you be reasonably
familiar with the use of the nibble editing feature
of COPY 2+. When completed you will have a
utility disk that will copy and deprotect Dino
Days and some other Pelican software. When
viewed with a nibble editor DINO DOS looks
like this when compared to a normal DOS 3.3
address header.

Mopman ~
I received the urgent message and I am sorry

to hear that Computist is going to reduce the
number of issues. Before you receive this you
should already have my check for my member
ship. In spite of a high price, I feel that I have
gotten more than my money's worth from the
magazine. I have not been a big one on keeping
notes so a lot of cracks that were simple or very
similar to published ones have been lost forever.
But here are some that were unusual enough for
me to keep good notes on. In the future I will try
to be more active in submitting softkeys for all
cracks. Two ofthem involve theuseofCopy 2+'s
more advanced parameters. On the subject of
parameters Copy 2+ has a lot of undocumented
parameters that they say are used "to control very
specific copy methods for certain protection
schemes". Does anybody have any infonnation
on these? I really prefer to make my programs
COPYA-able.ButI guess themainobjective is to
make a backup by whatever means available.

For example, the first one I read was track $10,
sector SOB. I jumped to byte $96 and used the
(L)ist option. It told me that 03 was being stored
somewhere in DOS, so I figured that it couldn't
be the number of lives (it turned out later that I
figured correctly). So, I read the rest of the D5 FF FE D5 FF FE xx xx D5
locations and found the following storing ad- AA AA FF FE FF FF

dresses: D5 FF FE repeated twice, one or two odd
Ids ~ b Storing IgcaljQn lin Hex) bytes then D5 FF FE, followed by the track,
15 00 01 0363,0364 sector, checksum and epilog. The epilogs have
15 02 DC 0376 been changed to FF FF.
16 02 3D 8429 Capturing the RWfS and using a swap con-
17 06 OF 0353 troller would not produce a working copy. I
17 06 EF 0363, 0364 suppose I could have BOOT TRACED but I
17 07 58 0225, 0226, 0385, 902A all had hI k . I d
17 09 61 0229,X never re y muc uc at It; am pretty goo
17 OF 10 6B00,X with a nibble editor, so I produced my first copy

by changing the address header on all the sectors
4. Now, boot up the game and get '~killed" before the track was wrinen to disk. After doing

once. You shouldcurrentlyhave two lives.Break all this I found that DINO DOS has the ability to
the program's execution. If you can't do this read their protected format, or read and write
without making the program reboot itself, use normal DOS 3.3. So you only have to be con
crRL-OPENAPPLE-RESETand then immedi- cerned withcapturing the first three tracks. Track
ately after the computer reboots, hit CfRL- ohas only the address epilogs changed somostof
RESET. It may mess up a bit ofmemory, so you the work has to be done on track 1 and 2.
might want to try searching the disk for F2 03 and Boot Copy 2+ and fonnat a blank disk (DOS
see what the program is doing to the reset vector 3.3). Get to the Bit Copy and Sector Copy menu.
($3F2-$3F4). Lookone byte before F2 and list.If Select Sector Edit and press "P", patched. Then
it is storing anything at 3F2, 3F3, or 3F4, just choose DOS 3.3 PATCHED. Escape out of this
NOP the entire area. This should enable a safe mode and select SectorCopy. CopyonlyTrack0
CfRL-RESET. Anyway, the idea here is to look from your original to your formaned disk. Then
at all the memory locations above (storing loca- selectManualBitCopy. When asked, StartTrack
tions) and see ifany of them have 02, our current 1, EndTrack 2, Sync No, Keep Length No. Press
number of lives, in them. The reason I think it's Ito modify parameters,' what parm. OB to .what
best to get "killed" once .before looking at the value 02. Changing OB to 02 puts you in the
locations is because it is more likely that 03 is nibble editor before copying to your destination
going to be in a location that isn't thenumberot disk. So press return to begin copy. When the
lives because we know that03 is being stored in editordisplays the track bufferyou probably.will
every location above at leastonce. The chanceof not be near sector O. Hold down the "Tn key to
finding an 02 after we lose one life is less prob- scan back to the beginning of the buffer.When it
able and therefore more accurate. IT you have a beepsyou are at the beginning. Press"Control B"
multiple playeroption, choose it and lOse one life to set this as the beginning. Press "F', Fmd, then
per player. This also helps to make things more AA AA d turn Y h uld
accurate. I looked at all theahove locations aftei- type .' . an press re . ou s 0 see:

D5 FF FE D5 FF FE xx xx D5 FFFEAAAB AA
getting killed once. I found 02 to be in location AA FF FF FF FF. You should be on the first AA
$225.Becausethisisatwo-playergame,lchecked . of the AA AA bytes. Use the "J"key to move?
again for 02 and found it in loCation $226. I places to the left. Type"C" to change the bytes to
already told you about the trouble I had with D5 AA96 thenpress ret'\Jm. Thenuse"}"tomove
making an unlimited lives feature, so I'll just tell you back to the D5 you just entered, and press
you what I did in this case. Ifyou want to know "Control B" to reset the track beginning. Type
how to make "unlimited" options in other cases, "F", Find, and type D5 FF FE and press return.
read Computist #65, page 17, under steps 5 and . Press "R", Repeat Find, twice and you should be
6. positioned on D5. Press "fO twice and press "C",

5. I tried changing byte SSC on track $17, and type D5 AA 96 again. Repeat this for the re
sector $07 from $03 (for three lives) to $FF mainingsectors.WhenyoudotheI6th,seCtordo
(whichshouldmakemostpeoplehappy).I booted a "R" one last time. Then look back about4 lines
the game, and aside from a large amount oflittle and find DE AA EB. Using the L J, K, M keys,
munchie-looking things which display the cur- position the cursor on the byte after EB. Press
rent number of lives, the game functions fine. "Control E" to set the track end. In the upper right

So, that's how I did it. No magic or anything. corner of the screen you should see LENGTH.
If someone does know how to make this option and it should read approximately 17DF bytes.
unlimited, please let me know how you did it. Scan through the sectors and checIc;to make sure

Bugs you did not miss any. When complete press "Q"
to quit and write to the destination disk. Repeat

There were a couple of small errors in my procedure for track 2.
DeathSword APT article that were pointed outto Again use the sector editor and select DOS
me. They might be a bit confusing for some, so 3.3 PATCHED. Read the sectors on track 1 and
I'll tell you what they should be. I said under 2 to make sure they are all readable. If some are
section 2 that DEATH.SWORD began on track not readable repeat the procedure until they are.
$05, sector $09 and ended on track $09, sector Selecting DOS 3.3 Patched on the sector edit
$06. That is correct. However, Wlder section 3, I menu also sets this parameter for Sector Copy.
said that "I read track $09, sector $06 which is Use your newly created disk as the source disk
where the file DEATH.SWORD starts..." This and use Sector Copy to recopy it. This fixes the
should have read "track $05, sector $09" instead. badaddress checksums.BootyourSystemMaster
Also, under section 5 (now, this was a half typo, disk and enter the monitor, CALL-151.Tell DOS
half temporary brain damage error) I stated that to ignore address epilogs B993:oo B99D:oo.
the number, $1234 was a 4-byte number. Actu- Reenter basic, 3000, andrun Copy A. Thisgives
ally, it's a 2-byte number. $12345678 would be you a disk with DOS that canhandle their protec
a 4-byte number, and $4B is a I-byte number. tion or nonnal disks. On this disk you can add a
Sorry about any confusion I may have caused. copy program such as Super lOB with a standard

controller, Copy A, FlD, or most any that does
not have it's own DOS. The current booting
program ofDINO DOS is called HI, so you need
to change it, or change the name of the copy
program you are using. The utility disk you have
made will also copy Limited Edition Mini Con
verter by Pelican.
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Put your prepared E.A. boot disk into the
drive and:
RUN

Answer 32 when prompted for the track#.
Answer 23 when prompted for sectors (check
this!).

8. Now write RWTS to the disk.
CALL·151
2000cB600.BFFFM Move RWTS into place for

transfer
3DOG
RUN Mak. sur. E.A.WRITE Is In place

Answer 34 when prompted for the track.
Answer 10 when prompted for sectors.

9. Now place the new bootdisk in the drive, boot
anderijoyl

A Bug in Magic: SpeUs softkey
COMPUTIST 166, p.35-37

Wheri I found the one byte error in the Fast
boot article, I decided to double check any other
articles in which I had used the monitor move
routine. The only other article with this routine
was a rather long article in COMPUTIST, v.66,
about the torture I eXpOsed myself to in softkey
ingMagicSpells &Moptown of Special Deliv
ery Software. There in the listing and disassem
bly of the MVE rue was the same one byte typo
error! Somehow. in the writing of the article, I
had consulted old notes, instead of taking the
exact listing from the MVE file.

Here is the correction: In the hexdump (p.36)
and source code listing (p.37) of the binary file
"MVE", change byte S0324 from $FF to SFE.

By the way, I have noted in COMPUTIST
some recent softkeys for Magic Spells distrib
uted by Learning Company. I do not know if
these refer to an updated version of the very old
version (1981) that I softkeyed. It is obvious,
however, that the recerit protection methods are
much simpler than in my version.

This translates in disassembly to:

2C E9 CO BIT $COE9 (Turn on drive)
A9 18 LOA #$18 (Page no. for special

loader)
85 3E STA $3E (Store $18 in loe, $3E)
A9 09 LOA #$09 (Track no. lor special

loader)
20 00 OC JSR $OCOO (E.A. Load from track

$09)
20 00 18 JSR $1800 (Execute loader at

$1800)

xXOO:A920

02: 853E
04:A920
06: 200000 .
09:A93O
OB:853E
OD:A921
OF: 20 00 OC
12:A950

14: 853E
16: A9 22
18: 2000 00
1B:2CE8CO
1E: A9 00
20:8530
22:A950
24:8530
26:A9FF
28: 853E
2A: A959
2C:853F
2E:A900
30:8542
32: A9B6
34:8543
36: 204AFF
39:A9oo
38: 8547
3O:203FFF
4O:202CFE

Softkey for...

Crosscountry Canada
Didatech Software Ltd.

Crosscountry Canada is an interesting Geog
raphy program introducing students to places
and their products in Canada. Both sides may be
copied with a sector copy program. One sector
(fS02 - SS07), however, produces errors and the
disk will not boot unless this sector is copied. It
can be done by copying track $02 with a Bit
Copy. As suchcopiesseem to faileasily, I fma1ly
decided to try and remove all protection.

After finding that I could not read the prp
tected sector (using C.I.A.), I searched the disk's
DOS to tmd the HELLQ me (shown on TS01,
S$()7) .and {0UI¥! it ..to b~ a binary f'1le called
COPYRIGHT1986. As thefewas i:rlonfrtfeart::
log, I theriBWADeditand tried to read it. Tomy
surprise, excepting the fltSt 3 bytes, the me was
garbage. These fltSt 3 bytes (0802:4C EIBC);
simply caused a jump to a normally unused
portion of DOS 3.3. I decided that perhaps a
decoding routine might be at that location, effec
tively to normalize the hello me. At this point,
using a modified F8 ROM, I booted the
Crosscountry Canada original disk, reset into the
monitor, and examined the code at SBCEI. All I
could see were zeros!

By examining the code prior to these unhelp
ful zero bytes, it was apparent that this was
almost the normal DOS 3.3. Perhaps I could get
a better look by using a sector editor. Using
C.I.A. again, I found page SBC on T$OO, 8S06,
and there it was, from SBCEI to SBCFB, a nice

10 REM Write Hi-Res picture or binary decoding routine that substituted bytes .EOR'd
file

20 POKE 768,32: POKE 769,227: POKE with S96 in the hello file. At the end of this
770,3: POKE 771,76: POKE 772,217: routine ajump was accomplished (SBCF9:4C 89
POKE 773,3: POKE 47083,0: POKE BA)tolocationSBA89,againinDOS.
47088,0: POKE 47090,0: POKE Usmg the sectoreditor,lfoundpage SBAon
47091,0: POKE 47092,2 T$OO, SS04, and looking at the routine from

30 HOME: INPUT "TRACK-#:-" ;){: INPUT SBA89toSBA94,anothertwistwasfound.This
"#-OF-SECTORS: -" ;Y: PRINT : PRINT tiny routine simply zeros the 27 bytes of the
: PRINT "INSERT-DISK ... " ;: GET decodingroutineat$BCEl and exits by jumping
PP$: PRINT

40 T = X:TF = Y:SI = 15:MI = 32:MF = to location $0805 of the hello flle ($BA92:4C 05
MI + Y + l:S = SI:M = MI:LT = T + 08~
INT (Y / 16): GOSUB 80 Deciding that I could be just as sneaky, I

50 S = S - 1: IF S < 0 THEN S = SI:T =placed a zero byte at $BA92 on a copy ofthe disk.
T + 1: IF T > LT THEN PRINT: - ERR Then I booted this copy and when it crashed into
OR - ":END the monitor, I simply replaced the original en-

60 M = M + 1: IF M > MF THEN END coded file on the disk with the now decoded file
70 GOSUB 80: GOTO 50 by bsaving it on the disk. I purposely saved it
80 POKE 47089,M: POKE 47084,T: POKE starting at$0805,insteadofS0802,as I didn't

47085,S: CALL 768: RETURN need the decoded routine anymore.

Checksums Now I could examine the nibble count that
70-$ 7D67 undoubtedly was in the hello file. Afterbloading
80-$B2BA it, I started looking through the monitor listing

for dillk access, and found the nibble count from
location $OA70 to $OB44. Noting frequent
branches in this subroutine to SOB33, I discov
ered at this location that the Y-register is loaded
with SFE and if the nibble count is successful, the
contents of the register are placed at $IFFA and
anRTS is made. However, upon an error, the Y
register is incremented (to $FF) before the retum.

Having found the nibble count, I then scanned
back through the file to find where the nibble
subroutine was .accessed. At location S088E.
there it was ($088E:20 70 OA JSR SOA70).
Immediately after this, the Y-register is incre
mented and checked to see if it is $FF. If not, a

Never run ilon the disk you branch is made to disk death atS0888.1fsuccess-
ful, the disk is now unlocked!

4. Now edit track S09, sector $OF starting at byte
$00 (This is the special loader)

Ilk sm 8xIIlIl Emm 12
09 ~. 00 n M20.~Ai

20 200000 Ai
30853E Ai 21
2000 00 A950
853EAi2220
OOoo2CE8CO
AiOO'853CAi
50853D1SFF
853EAi5985
3FA9oo8542
AiB6854320
4A FF Ai 00.85
4720 3F FF20
2C FE4C 0020

Dhassembly listing

LOA #$20 (Address 01 LS 6.0
Fas1cOp'f)

stA $3E (Store $20 in Ioc. $3E)
LOA #$20 (Track no. for LS)
JSR $OCOO (Read in track $20)
LOA #$30 (2nd half of locksmith)
STA $3E
LOA #$21 (Track no. lor 2nd half)
JSR $OCOO
LOA #$50 (Address of DOS 3,3

RWlS)
STA $3E
LOA #$22 (Track with RWlS)
JSR $OCOO
BIT $COE8 (Tum off drive)
LOA #$00 (Low 1st byte of AWlS)
STA $3C
LOA #$50 (High 1st byte of RWlS)
STA$30
LOA #$FF (Low last byte of RWlS)
STA $3E
lOA #$59 (High last byte orAWlS)
STA $3F
LOA #$00 (Low byte of destina1ion)
STA $42
LOA #$B6 (High byte of destination)
STA $43
JSR $FF4A (Start memory move)
LOA #$00
STA $47
JSR $FF3F
JSR $FE2C (End memory move)

(byte $42 change)
43: 4C 00 20 JMP $2000 (Execute LS 6.0

FaslcOP'f)

My original plan was to.load Locksmith into
tracks S20 and S21. After doing so I found that
Locksmith needed theOOS 3.3 RWTS from
SB600 to SBFFF. Thus, I evenWally decided to
place RWTS on track S22 and have the special
loader retrieve it from that track and place it in
memory starting at$5000. Then the loader would
make a memory move, transferring RWTS to
SB600.

5. On anothel' DOS 3.3 disk enter and save
(SAVE E.A.WRITE) the following:

WRITE BINARY FILE

10-$BADD 40-$D4C8
20-~4BF2 50-$6B1C
30-$8AA8 60-$4A87

6. Now boot DOS 3.3 and BLOAD LOCK-
SMITH 6.0 FASTCOPY

CATALOG (Check sector length of file)
BLOAD LOCKSMITH 6.0 FASTCOPY
CALL-151
AA72.AA73 (Location of starting addr..s)

Ifyou see"AA72:0020" then skip the follow
ing line and go directly to step 6. If you see
"AA72:03 20" then do the following.
2000:EA EA EA

7. Now write Locksmith to your prepared E.A.
bOot disk.

LOAD E.A.WRITE
saved it!

12
2C E9COA9
18853EA9
0920000C
20 00 18

The Annotated Procedure

B. Dudley Brett Canada

Locksmith 6.0 Fastcopy with
E.A. RWTS (Revised!)

1. Format a DOS 3.3 disk (Use Locksmith to
format, it's quick.)

2. Copy track $00 of any Electronic Arts disk to
the formatted disk (I used Seven Cities of
Gold).

3. Get out a sector editor (CIA?) and edit track
$00, sector Soo.

IdI ~ ~ EI:2m
00 00 04-12 A90080F2

03A9C68D
F30349A5
80 F403

1045-$115A
1050~$6984

,2000-$7A60
2010-$2098
2020-$ACEB
2030... $4880
2040-$9CI3B
3000-$DF96

LINES.2.MODIFY

Checksums

10-$4DCD 100-$88A3
20-$15EO 110-$lAFE
30-$C681 1000-$94D8
~0-$lF5E 1005-$50CC
45-$CBCF 1010~10733

50-$02B7 . 1020-$40F2
60~$F409 1030-$OEB2
80-$4D8F 1040-$3447

1. Enter a transporter (Press "E")
2. Enter access code ("LETSGO")
3. Enter destination code (OOthru 04)
4. Verify (YIN)

The destination codes are as follows:

00 =Public Tracking Office
01 = Novue Apartments
02 = University Main Building
03 =Metropolis Administration
04 =Megatech Building B

Advanced Playing Technique for...

2400 A.D.
Origill

Requirements:
Computist #63 (Original 2400 A.D. Mapper)
2400 A.D. Character Disk

1. Load (or type in) the original 2400 A.D.
Mapper

2. Add these modified or extra lines.

100 DIM BY(l36)
110 INPUT "WHICH-PAGE-(1-18):" ,PG
1000 RESTORE : FOR B = 1 TO 136: READ

BY (B): NEXT : RETURN : REM : PRINT How to Bootqukkly into your binary me
CHR$ (4) "PR#l" : RETURN

1010 DATA 30,72,29,28,31,72,72,72,23, ToJohnJacksOit InCOMPUTIST#56, pp.12-
22,72,21,72,20,0,1,7,6,8,9,15,14,16,17,72,13, I presented a method to fastboot into Lock
32,72,33,72,34,72,35,25,21,24,26,72, 72,smith 6.0 Fastcopy. Since that time, I have en
2,3,5,4,10,11,13,12,18,19,72,38,36,37, 7210yed reading about updates and the difficulties
39,72,72 in first obtaining the Locksmith Fastcopy pro-

1015 DA.TA 53,72,72,72,52,72,72,72,72, gram. I considered myself1ucky, asl never had
54,72,55,72,72,72,12,46,41,72,42, 72,41'any difficulty following the origifudattiele ,m
45,72,72,72,72,72,72,56,'12,57,48, 49'COMPUTIST #43 I ls ad ·th,ibfI!t~lh6
43,72,40,72,72,44,72,50,72,51, 72, 72,. . f . thaod° .reCOwMlpUTI'ST#t62 .
72,72 disCUSSion 0 my me m ,

1016 DATA 61,62,72,60,72,72,66,72,63, p.21, and agreed that the modification would
64,59,72,58,72,72,65,69,72,72,68,72, 72 ,makemy programbetter. Theriin#67,p.28,lsaw
71,72,72,70,72,72,67,72,72,72 a plea for help from John Jackson. As he did not

specify what the problem was, I decided to try to
retrace John's steps by reading my article again,

1015-.$5015 and fonowing all steps.
1016-$59B3 After incorporating the revisions of COM-

PUTIST #62, I faithfully followed all steps, and
after doing so, I turned the computer off, placed
the fastboot disk in the drive,· an.d turned the
computer on. Locksmith came up, all right, but
simply would not read the source disk! Some
thing was horribly wrong. After comparing the
information on this disk with myoId, well used
fastboot. disk, I realize4 that there was a typo
graphical error (my mistake and nobody else's!).
In the machine code placed on T$09, S$OF, byte
$42 should be SFE, not SFF. This wee mistake
means that RWTS will never be move<! from
S5000, where it is loaded, to SB600- SBFFF, itS
proper place. Thus, the only way the disk will
work is to boot DOS 3.3 firs~ and then use
control-open apple-reset (or PR#6).

Now, after seeing this mistake, 1 thought
again of John Jackson's problem. Was my awful
error his only problem? Then I remembered the
discussions about the difficulties with obtaining
the Locksmith Fastcopy file. There seem to be at
least 2 versions, one that starts at S2000 (my
version) and another that starts at S2003.1f John
has the latter, he must not load it in at S2000. It
should be loaded in at $2003, and the bytes
$2000-S2002 should be loaded with EA EA EA
(NOP bytes). Also, the me sector length should
be checked by a CATALOO. Mine is 23 sectors.
Who knows what length the second version is?

Here is a slightly revised (and now correct)
version of the cookbook method:

The Upper Floors

To Dave Stewart: In Computist #67, you
asked for the information to map the upper floors
of2400 A.D. Actually, wheriI was done with the
game, I gave all of my material to a frienci so he
could play the game, and he returned the game
when he was fmished, but not any of the other
information. I decided that I could dig through
the file again and come up with the information,
and to tell the truth, it was easier the second time.

1020 INPUT "Byte-#- (in-Hex) -$" ,BY$ If bod h th .
1030 IF LEN (BY$) = 0 THEN HOME: GOTO any y as any ~ .erquestlons: co~-

1000 ments or other stuff, send it m to Computl5t. It 15

1040 A$ = BY$: GOSUB 2000 :BY = A the interaction that keeps my interest, and I
1045 PRINT "BY=" BY "-BLK=" BLK believe that it is the best feature ofthe magazine?
1050 RETURN newsletter? ....magaletter? ...newszine?
2000 A = 0: FOR X = LEN (A$) TO 1 STEP whatever you want to call it.

- 1
2010 FOR Y = 0 TO 15
2020 IF MID$ (A$, LEN (A$) - X + 1,1) RavlHarlprasad NY

= MID$ (HX$,Y + 1,1) THEN A = A + Y ~ Mr. Supinski's softkey in issue #68 for
* 16 ,. (X - l):Y '" 15 StickybearMathdidnotwork for me. Everything

2030 NEXT Y,X workedup until the step 14 in which I was to scan
2040 RETtJRN for the bytes "60 A2000A 00". WheriISC8JDled
3000 H$ '" MID$ (HX$, INT (H / 16) + * forthesebytes~Igota"BytesnotF()und,"mes-

1,1) + MIb$ (HX$,H ~ INT (H / 16)
16 + 1,1): RETURN sagefromCopyU+.Anybodyknowwhat'sgoing

on?'
To Chris Mofftu: In issue #68. you asked

abouthow tomalte apictureBRUNable. Well the
solutionis quite simplel In the backoftheowners
manual to "Beagle BASIC"(by Beagle Broth
ers,) there.is a stJortlistingfur a program thatdoes
just that. I would include the program here, but I
am not sure abQut the legal implications.

Another way to get the pictures to display is
to use the BLOAD, and CALL commands:

BLOAD Filename, A$2000 loadsfik into Hires
Pagel

CALL -3100 displays page 1

For those of you beginners that don't know
this already, to save a picture on page 1, you use:

BSAVE Filename, A$2000, L$1FFF
and use:

BSAVE Filename, A$4000, L$1FFF
to save a picture on Hires page 2.

And as to your other question, a couple of
good machine language books for beginners (like
me) are: Assembly Lines: The Book, by Roger
Wagner, and Beginner's Guide to Assembly
Language, by MindCraft Publishing (aka.
NIBBLE).

I hope that helps. Thanks for such a great
computer magazine. Keep up the good work!

I also need softkeys for WasteLand,
Operation:Frog, Agent USA. and Spell It!'

Checksums

100-$E92E 1000-$8398
110-$2137 1010-$9034

3. Save the modified program.

Add the following figures under Figure 1 in
the article in Computist #63:

Figure IA: MetropoUs (2nd Floor)

I I Page 9 I I
I Page 8 I Page 10 I Page 12 I Page 13
I I Page 11 I I

Figure IB: Metropolis (3rd Floor)

I I I I
I I Page 14 I Page 15 I
I I I I

Figure IC: Metropolis (4th & 5th Floors)

I I I I
I I Page 16 I Page 17 I
I I I I

I once again saved some paper by moving
three "areas". The lower left comer ofpage 14 is
the 3rd floor of the University Library, the lower
right comer of page 15 is the 3rd floor of the
Novue Apartments, and the lower left comer of
page 16 is the 5th floor of the Tzorg Authority
Complex. Note: the same symbols from the origi
nal program are used, so the ''vending machines"
in the Tzorg Authority Complex are not going to
show up on the map. If you wanted, you could
determine the numbers for the ''vending ma
chines" and add them to the numbers in line 210.
OK, OK. OK, stop twisting my arm, the numbers
are S14, S15, S16, & $17 (20, 21, 22, & 23 in
decimal)..

As for the question on using the transporters,
follow these directions:

16 Readers Data EX~hange COMPUTIST



Readers Data Exchange

No, this is not another softkey; there is no
commercial or private domain program called
The Mandelbrot Set, to the best of my knowl
edge. Rather, I wish to take you on a journey into
the realm of higher mathematics, non-linear
equations and the science of Chaos. the study of
the unpredictable.

First, I should tell you how it all began.
During MarchBreak this year (I am a high school
Physics teacher), I visited a bookstore to buy
some books to while away the vacation period.
There I came upon a book on sale, with a most
unusual title. It was called "CHAOS, Making a
New Science" by James Gleick, an editor and
reporter at The New York Times. Sensing a
bargain, I bought it. and during the Break, I read
it and was amazed at the new (to me. at least)
approaches to solving problems that heretofore
seemed not to be predictable and therefore not
solvable (An example might be the dynamics of
turbulent stream flow). The book is well written
and generally non-mathematical and can be read
with pleasure by most curious persons ofreason
able intelligence.

Part way through the book is a section that
might interest thereaders ofCOMPUTIST. There
the work of Benoit Mandelbrot upon the Fractal
Geometry of Nature is presented. In 1977, Man
delbrot presented the scientific world with a new
approach to the study of some of the convoluted
patterns that appear in nature (examples might be
the endlessly convoluted outline of a fern frond
or the patternsofsnowflakes, no two alike!). One
pattern produced by Mandelbrot, called the

17

the RWTS down (*19OO<B8oo.BFFFM) and
continued by installing the MECC swap control
ler and using SUPER lOB to produce a COPYA
able disk. After scanning Track $00, I edited a
few bytes so that only legitimate prologue bytes
would appear in the MECC DOS3.3 and then
booted my copy.

Oam! The disk booted, but crashed after the
menu appeared. Something w~ different in the
copy protection! I also noted that the MECC logo
was quite different from all others that I had seen
before. After considerable further investigation,
I found that the program used a CALL (CALL
30464.1 (or 2» to a binary file, MECC FLIPPER,
to switch prologue bytes so that both the original
protecteddisk and~ppprot~~data diskcould
be accessed. To further oomplicate matters, each
time a disk was read, it waS checkedfor whether
it~asaprotected,m-anunprotecteddisk. Simply
altering the MECC~PPERprogram,tonot
exchangebytes was insufficient; I had to modify
tbeBASIC programs to ensure, that the disk
check:$ were mll(fe, but without the checks for
whether the disk was protected ornot. Here then
is the method:

1. Boot the originaldisk and hit <RESET> sev-
eral times to stop the (iti~:

CALL·151
19OOcBaoO.BFFFM move the RWTS down

2. Boot a DOS 3,3 disk\YithoJJta HELW pro-
gram

BSAVESPORTS.RWTS, A$19oo, L$8oo Sa~
RWTS , .•

3. Install theMECC Swap Controller into Super
StOll and copy the original to a.blank disk.

4. Make the following sector edits:

Id1 Slot· Bx1ml Emm IQ
$00 $02 $58 AD M

$SF AA AD
$F1 AD M
$FC AA AD

$00 $03 $55 M 05
$SF 05 M

$00$06 $7A AA 05
$7F 05 M

5. Boot DOS 3.3 and insert copied disk.
BLOAD MECC FLIPPER
CALL·151
7709:60 was AS. aborts prollJgue switches
etrlC
UNLOCK MECC FLIPPER
BSAVE MECC FLIPPER, AS7700, L$CD
LOCK MECC FLIPPER

LOAD HELLO-OPTlONS
UNLOCK HELLQ-OPTIONS
2110 ONERR GOTO 2130
2120 GOSUB 500:PRINT D$"VERIFY

DELETIONS"
2130 IF l?EF$(222) ."'·6 'l'HEN,Pp c 0:
",GOTO 311Q, "" .' .... ,. ,

4610 ONERR GOTO .4625
4620 PRINT D$"VERIFY DELETIONS,D"DR:

GOT04670
4625 IF PEEK(222) = 6 THEN PO =0: GOTO

5000
SAVE HELLO-OPTIONS
LOCK HELLO-OPTlONS

LOAD STIX V52
UNLOCK STIX V52
3508 ONERR GOTO 3512
3511 PRINT C$"VERIFY DELETION5,D"DR:

PO = 1: GOTO 3544
3512 IF PEEK(222) = 6 THEN PO =0:

GOTO 3544
7271 ONERR GOTO 7274
7273 PRINT CHR$(4)"VERIFY

DELETIONS,D"DR: GOTO 7283
7274 IF PEEK(222) = 6 THEN PO 1:

GOTO 7295
SAVE STIX V52
LOCK STIX V52

The Mandelbrot Set

(swap HEllOs)

back to basic
copy both sides

Origin

I havenoted that the type ofprotection on this
disk has received considerable attention and
would like to express the idea that the elaborate
approaches to deprotection are somewhat of an
overkill. Specifically" when address prologues
are alternated,05 AA 96 for even tracks and D4
AA 96 for odd tracks, all that needs to be done is
to turn off the check: for the flfSt address byte in
DPS3.~,an4)JSeCQP¥A.,

LSt8rti~OPYA.

RUHCOPYA
etriC
70
CALL·151
B957:oo turn off check for 1st address prologue

byte
etrlC
RUN

shown was remarkably similar. I found that:
- track $03 is unreadable and likely anibble COlDlt

track.
- track $11 has minimally altered epilogues
- Byte 01 ofT$11 S$OO is 00 and should be 11 to

access the catalogue.
-The HELW file BRUNs SSPROT$$1 to check

before proceeding, . .' ...' . .•.... .' '..•.•...
- Anotherfile (the real. HELWprograJ11)i$not

mentioned in the catalogue, but can be found
with patience. '. .

'" ',.- .". . . ...,.,-',. ',~ ... - .,',

OnT.rack$12, sector $OF, I discovered tb,eT/
S llstof the real HELLO fl1etha~ runs after
SgPR.OT$$lhlls 40neitsdirty work.! deciciedw,
simply exchange this 4 sector file in thecatalo~
fot' the2s~tor fuethat c!dls(f;hep,Ql:eftion. Here
i$ the methQ<l•.
1'. INlT both sidesbfa diSkWithHELW,delet"·

ingtbe .fdeatreiwards.·

t. C~pYbQtlisidesofthe()ifim:udisk: willi afjlSt
copy prograrnqtat will ignore track $03 e~
l'Ors. As we needtheVfOC and catalogu~on'
track. $11, ttlakekure lo'Cflange'l:)OS3.3flfst
by poking*B942:18 to ignore the epilogue
errors oil track $1 L '.,. .,

3. Sector edit both sides of the copied disk:

Sid~ Qne:

Softkey for...

Magic Slate vl.3
Sunburst

In COMPUTIST v.49. p.26. I commented
upon v1.2.3 and noted the moved, but almost
identical to the original, protection. Again in
v1.3, the routine has been moved. Here is the
updated copy method for the 20 and 40 column
programs.

1. Boot PRODOS
BLOAD MS,TSYS,A$2000
CALL·151
2OS3:EA EA EA was 4C 2F 21
2OSB:EA EA EA was 4C 2F 21
BSAVE MS, TSYS, AS20oo, L$3DEC

2. R~at step 1 for other side.

Softkey for...

Sports Stats
MECC.

Havingdeprotected many MECC disks in the
past, I was expecting to spend perhaps 5 minutes
to manage Sports Stats, a 1985 program. At first,
the only protection visible was changed address
prologues (AA 05 96 instead of D5 AA 96) and
changed data prologues (05 AO AA instead of
05 AA AD). So, following usual procedure. I
booted the disk, waiteduntil theApplesoftprompt
appearedandhit<RESET>several times. I moved

Softkey for...

French: Verb Pairs and Idioms
Language Study Software

The data epilogues are changed from OE AA
to OE OE in the minimal protection observed.

1. Boot a DOS 3.3 disk. Place a blank disk in the
drive and initialize a slave disk.

INITHELLO
DELETE HELLO
2. Get rid of some error checking and use FlO to

transfer all files to the initialized disk.
POKE 47426,24
BRUN FID

Softkeyfor...

2400 AD

:rm ~ bOO Ewm IQ
$11 00 01 00 11

DE 97 1B 12
Be 02 04

4. Boot DOS 3.3 and turn offerror check in DOS.
POKE 47426,24
BRUNFID

5. Transfer all files from the altered copied disk
to both sides of your initialized disk.

11k SQI' Sxm!&l fJlIm. IQ
$11 $00 01 '00 11

DB DO 21 12
FE 0204

Side two:

Softkey for...

Comment Dit-On?

Softkey for...

Computer Inspector vI.O
MECC1988

ThisMECCdi~hasthedataprologuealtered

from 05 AA AD to 05 AD AA. I used COpyA
and a sectoreditor to produce a copyable backup.

1. Run COPYA and then stop it to make some
mods.

RUNCOPYA
CtrlC
70
CALL·151
B8F3:oo turn off check for byte 2 ofdata pro-

IIJgue
B8FE:00 turn off check for byte 3 of data pro-

IIJgue
etrlC
RUN

2. Sector edit:

Lingo Fun, Inc.

After first checking this disk out for changed
address and data markers, I found that track $03
was sectorless and track $11, the catalogue track,
had epilogue bytes changed to 05 AA from OE
AA. Accessing the catalog, I was interested to
[rnd2fJIes that triggeredmy memory. These rues
were SSPROT$$A and SSPROT$$l, used in
protection many times before. Researching old
COMPUTISTeditions, I noted the resemblances
between the protection on Comment Oit-On and
on Walt Oisney's Cartoon Maker, softkeyed by
EdwardTeach in v.51, p.28. Though someminor
details weredifferent, the technique ofprotection

Id1 ~ Bx1ml, Ewm IQ
$00 $OB 99 AD M

A3 M AD
$OC 82 AD M

87 M AD

Enjoy!

1040-$83C2
1050-$6B2F

10010-$EF46

Controller

Checksums

1013-$C8FE
1014-$917B
1020-$7C36
1030-$4EA2

1000-$356B
1010-$135A
1011-$184E
1012-$13F5

Bitkey for...

Game Show
AdvtJnced Ideas Inc.

The Game Show is a delightful quiz game
based upon numerous TV game shows. It fea
tures a moderator and one or two panelists and an
extensive selection ofquestions in many catego
ries. For a 1982 program, the graphics are good.

Bit copies of this program are produced very
slowly and are very unreliable. Most bit copiers
will not even copy it. For this reason. I have
devoted a great deal of effort whenever I could
obtain time over a time of several months.There
are several layers ofprotection which have made
my attempts frustrating. Some of the more im
portant protection methods found are:

1. The disks are all in DOS 3.2 format.
2. The program disk has altered prologues: I

found address and data prologues of FE AA B5
and FE AAAD,respectively, on tracks $01-$10,
$12-$13 and 05 AA B5 and 05 AA AOon tracks
$ll and $14-$22. Track $00 was a nightmare.
Sector $00 is DOS 3.3 having normal prologues.
However, a gibberish sector appears if DOS 3.3
marks are used. Sectors $01·$09 have normal

prologues (05 AA B5 and 05 AA AD), whereas
sectors $OA-$OC are changed to FE AA B5 and
FEAAAO.

3. At least 2 sectors on the program disk have
data checksum and data epilogue errors.

4. There are two catalogues, one on Track
$11, the other on Track $08. A routine starting at
$A8oo in the disk's DOS is called to switch
prologue bytes and track numbers in order to
access both catalogues.

5. Machine language routines, mainly for
grap!tics, are loaded into $8(j0-$FFF and $18()()·
$1FFFwhen the disk is booted and are n()t shown
in the catalog.' .'

6. Instead of using Appl~ft,ptQgrlUl\Sithi$
dis~uSeslBteger Basic. This is really aproblem.
asljttege,B~kis notmanipulated in RAM as an
Apple~rtpt()gammight. Insteadofrunning low
intI1~mory~$801,Integer runs high in memory.
Variable~ulation is also quite different.
Cons~ the above, I was able to produce

aDO$3:3 copyofGAME SHOWthat, ofcourse,
would n0t ,boot, using CON.13, the included
controller.NotethataspecialRWTS,RWTS.13,
muSt be lisec:Hh this swap controller. In order to
obtAindiis, I used Computist's method .from
v.l3,p.27. I then used FlO to transfer files from
the copied diSk's T$ll to an initialized DOS 3.3
disk. In order to copy the Inregernles on T$08, I
bootedllp an ()ldDOS 3.3m8llter to obtl@ the,
Integer Basic prompt, and changed the catalog
track .with a POKE44033,a.In tum, I loaded the
files' from thecllpied disk and after changing
back to the norm.t track (PO«E 44033,11), I
saved them on to th~ diskwith the FlOed files. At
this point, I even went so far as to transfer the
necessary Integer files from the system master,
and made a HELW fIle to provide Integer Basic
on this disk.

Inspectionof the Integer fIles, and the realiza
tion that several machine language routines not
in the catalog were being accessed, convinced
me that I would never, not in a hundred years'be
able to convert this program into a runable DOS
3.3 environment!

I now was almost stymied until I realized that
my knowledge of the marker changes could be
used to provide a PARM for C<>py II Plus that
woul<iprovide a good copy, though it would still
retain its protection. With thi$ in mind, I planned
a PARM that would sector. copy all tracks bUt
T$OO. As T$oo had a combined DOS 3.2/3.3
format and extensive prologue changes. I de
cided that it should be bit copied. PARM GS.l
can be entered into any recent version ofCopy II
Plus and will faithfully copy the program side.
PARM GS.2 will copy any data diskette.

PARMGS.l

GAME SHOW * (CAl)
TO, ..
TIl, SECTOR COPY, 59=B5, 6B=OO, 65=00.

77=00
Tl4-T22, SECTORCOpy
Tl-TlO, SECTOR COpy, 57=FE, 61=FE
TI2-Tl3, SECTOR COpy

1006 REM 0053.2 CONTROLLER
1010 TK =O:LT = 35:5T = 12:LS 12:CD PARMGS.2

= WR:FAST = 1 GAMESHOW-OATA*(CAl)
1011 GOSUB 360: REM SWAP RWTS ROUTINE5TO_T22,SECTORCOPY,59=BS,6B=OO,65=OO,

TO MAKE MODIFICATIONS
1012 POKE 900,12: REM 13 5ECTORPATCH 77=00

IN lOB.OBJO
1013 POKE 47480,0: POKE 47370,0: POKE

47459,24: POKE 47439,0: REM 0053.2
RWT5 PATCHES

1014 G05UB 360: REM SWAP RWTS ROUTINES
AGAIN

1020 GOSUB 360: GOSUB 490: GOSUB 610
1030 GOSUB 360: G05UB 490: GOSUB 610:

IF PEEK (TRK) = LT THEN 1050
1040 TK = PEEK (TRK) :ST = PEEK (SCT):

GOTO 1020
1050 HOME : PRINT ~COPY-DONE" : END
10010 PRINT CHR$ (4)

"BLOAD-RWTS.13,A$1900"

COMPUTIST

My method of deprotection was now clear:
Edit the nibble count so it would return $FE
always and edit the branch to disk death using'
NOP bytes. Here then is the cookbook recipe to
completely d~otectCrosscountry Canada.

1. Copy both sides of the original with any
fastcopier that ignores errors on T$02, S$07.

2. Sector edit T$oo, S$04, byte $92 from $4C to
$00 (This prevents the decoded file from.
being executed after decoding).

3. Boot the noW .al~ed side Olle copy, and Wai~
.. for the monito;asteriskproinpt:Thenedii"the

hello fJIe in memory.
0899:EA EA wasDO,ED"removss branch,
(tB37:EA " w~s C8~ ~0'1l$ ..tf/t3·//lIY
UNLOCK COPYRIGHT 1988 ,
BSAVE COPYRIGHT 1988, ASOBOS, L$373

Save 'the mOdified and d9Coded helllJ file
LOCK COPYRIGHT 1988 ••.

. DOS 3,2.Cobtroller

Bill Jetzer (in his artick ';ReaQing fr()ffiPw
tee~Disks",COMPUTIST #OOp.11) included
acontrollertoconvertDOS3.2diskstoDOS33.
I tried to use.this contrQ1ler with SuperIOB vI ,5
to llCCess the. fues ()n 0tJ, old 3.2.diSk (Game
Show) and it would not work. I'examined the
operationsordered.by the .controller and found·
that two GOSUBs refereJ].ced the. wrong entry
points in SlOB1.5. GOSUB 430 in lines 1012,
1014, 1020 and 1030 will not exclw:J,ge RWTS
routines as suggested and should be change!! in
all cases to GOSUB 360. GOSUB460 in lines
1020 and 1030simply prints a message, waits for
a keypress and returns. GOSUB460 must be
changed to GOSUB 490 in both places tq cor
rectly toggle the read/write operation. Addition~
ally, when I tried this controller OIl Game Show,
I found that it would read track $00 fine, but
would bomb on track $01. Noting that the bomb
occurred as Super lOB was trying to read sectors.
$OF to $00, I researched the documentation on
the copy program. I discovered in the binary file,
10B.OBJO, that after a track was read or Written,
the sector nUrnOer would be reset to $OF (15).
This is necessary for DOS 3.3, but for DOS 3.2,
it should be $OC (12)! Thus a one byte patch must
be made. $OF should be changed to SOC at
address $384. Note that this is accomplished in
the controller in line 1011.

Here is the modified DOS 3.2 Controller,
CON.l3. Note that line 1012 includes 4 POKEs
thatI used to copy Game Show by Computer Ad·
vanced Ideas. These turn off the error checks for
the firstbytesofthe address and datamarkers, the
readerror flag and data checksum. I was success
ful, by the way, in llCCessing all files of Game
Show, butl\S Yet have still not made ,a runallie
version, converted to DOS 3.3. fiowever, from
t1),<;cex~iYer~e3l'fh l.had.w:*"lfUllJ11y
composed Parms for Copy n Plus that would
faithfully and reasonably quickly make a pro
~,tedcopy.



Mandelbrot Set, is so complex that its appear
ance on a computer Monitor screen produces
awe. The neat thing is that, if any part of the
perimeter of this figure is magnified, no matter
how much, there is always incredible detail. The
perimeter, then is so convoluted that one canonly
infer that it is infinitely long!

In order to present a graphic image of the
Mandelbrot Set on a computer monitor, at least
1Omillion calculations must be performed. As no
one incontrol of their wits would want to do these
computations, the computer is thus the tool to
complete the job. Even so, it takes several hours
for a BASIC program on an APPLE to do it.
Compiling the program reduces the wait to 1 1/2
hours (theMacintosh takes 13 minutes!). Resolu
tion of the finished image on the Hires screen of
the Apple II is not nearly as spectacular as when
one tries an ffiM or Amiga, but is not bad.

To generate this image, one can sirnply "RUN
MANDELBROT.I" or come with me on a jour
ney through mathland as I explain how to calcu
late it. If you are also interested in seeing a
blowup (80X) of the little dot in the far left part
of the whole image, then "RUN MANDEL
BROT.2". For those who have a color monitor,
"MANDELBROT.3" presents the image with a
multicolored border.

Here is the mathematics of the Mandelbrot
Set: The Mandelbrot Set is an image which falls
in the range of coordinates X values from -1.9 to
+0.5 and Y values from -1.10 to +1.1O. Think of
the X value as representing a direction on a map.
If X is negative, this is towards the west; if X is
positive it is directed towards the east. A positive
Y value, then is towards the north (or up the
monitor screen) and a negative Y value is to the
south. In the computer program, one simply tests
every coordinate point in the range given in order
to see if the point tested lies inside, or outside of
the Mandelbrot Set. If the point lies inside, it is
plotted; if it lies outside, it will not be plotted.

When one wishes to test a point, say X=0.25
and y=-.53, one simply sets a variable, A to the X
value and anothervariable,B to the Yvalue. The
weird thing, however, is that whereas A is a Real
number, B is something mathematicians call an
imaginary number. Fear not, for I will explain
without confusing anybody.

The way to see how these two types ofnum
bers, and their use is to show a simple statement.
The coordinates of each tested point can be
represented this way:

Coordinates of point = Real no. + Imaginary no.
C = A + B

Using our above example the tested point's
formula is:

So to test each point, simply set up the easy
formula, with the coordinates placed in their
correct place. Now to test the point to see if it fits
the Set, take this expression (A + B) and square
it, and then add the original expression to the
product.

Now if one were dealing with only real
numbers, one would get the following: (the prod
uct part)

(A+ B) x (A +B) =A"2 +2.A.B +B"2

and now adding the original expression:

(A"2 +2.A.8 + 8"2) +A+ 8 = A"2 +2.A.B +B"2 +A+ 8

Note if our original seed values were real
numbers, we would get:

.25"2 +(2 x .25 x-.53) + -.53"2 + .25 + -(.53) =

.0625 +-.265 + .2809 + .25 - .53 =-.2016

But since we are using 1 real number and 1
imaginarynumber, we have to do something a bit
different. You have to know the simple rules of
dealing with them. These are the rules:

1) Add areal number to anotherreal one gives
a real number

2) imaginary + imaginary number gives an
imaginary number

3) real times real number gives a real number
4) imaginary times imaginary gives a real

negative numberII!

This last rule is the nice one; it provides a link
between real and imaginary numbers. Let's use it
now in our original example. To make things
easier to follow, however, let us puta flag against
any number which is imaginary. Thus, the origi
nal example of an imaginary number (-0.53) is
shown as -.53i. The little "i" then is the identify
ing flag. Now let's see the coordinate formula:

coord. =A+ B
giving us:

=0.25 + ~.53i

Now square it
(.25 +-.53i) x (.25 +-.53i) =
(.25 x .25) +(.25 x-.53i)x2 +(-.53i x -.53i) =
.0625 +-.265i +-.2809 =-.2184 - .265i

Note by rule 4 that
(-.53i)A2 =-.2809 *(1 i x1i =-1)

Now add the original A + B expression:

(-.2184 - .265i) +(.25 +-.53i) =.0316 - .795i

To continue the test, you must take this new
expression (.0316 - .795i) and square it again and
add the ORIGINAL expression to it:

(.0316 - .795i) x (.0316 - .795i) +(.25 - .53i)

Do this over and over again, at least twenty
times.Ifduring these calculations, thereal number
or the imaginary number rises above 2 (positive
or negative 2), this is a sign that the number will

15:CD

5080-$BDD9
5090-$6798
5100-$9906
5110-$BADD
5120-$DEA8
5130-$0843
5140-$65AE
5150-$883B
5160-$C467
5170-$B4BC

Abort nibble count

DOS marker bytes

(Sector edit these)

(edited by Super lOB)

Translate Tables
$BA29-$BA68 (Write)
$BA96-$BAFF (Read)
(edited by Super lOB)

III
$05
AA
AD
DE
AA
05
C9
AA
AD
DE
AA
C9
05
AA
96
C9
DE
AA
05
AA
96
DE
AA

$96
03
AA
05
$EA
EA
EA
EA
EA
EA
EA

axwEmm
$53 $96
58 03
50 E5
9E 96
A3 FF
E7 96
FO C5
F1 31
FC E5
$35 96
3F FF
54 C5
55 31
5F 96
6A F2
90 C5
91 31
9B B2
7A 03
7F 96
84 F2
AE 03
B3 B2

$29 $05
48 AA
AA 1F
05 00

$73 $4C
74 00
75 C6
81 DO
82 OC
89 DO
8A 04

Checksums
1000-$356B 1100-$E077
1010-$EA41 1110-$32A4
1020-$3164 1120-$lB51
1025-$A976 5000-$FDC4
1030-$E423 5010-$381C
1040-$4642 5020-$0104
1050-$E17B 5030-$2FA3
1060-$2267 5040-$E27D
1070-$2008 5050-$AAF5
1080-$F980 5060-$0066
1090-$1102 5070-$7BC4

When asked whether to format the disk, an
swer "Y" for yes.

2. The controller will complete sector edits in
track $00 as well as deprotecting the disk.
When finished, using a sector editor, an addi
tional7 edits must be made on T$OI, S$09 to
disable the nibble count. See the following
table:

Irk~
$00 $02

$01 $09

$00$03

Softkey for...

$00$06

$00 $04

Jigsaw
MicroLab

Jigsaw has a similar protection to that of
Ming's Challenge. It has protected tracks $TOl
T$09 with the same changed prologues and epi
logues. However, besides T$oo, T$OA-T$17 are
normal and copyable with any sector copier.
T$18-T$22are unformatted. The translate table
is likewise altered for the protected tracks, but
there seems to be no nibble count to worry about.
MicroLab has not bothered to compare nibbles
with the value at $31 in this disk, so a controller
can be easily written, and all sector edits can be
made by Super lOB. Here are the softkey steps:

1. Install the controller listed, CON.llGSAW,
into Super lOB andrun the resulting program.
Answer "Y" when asked whether to format
the disk.

2. The following sector edits are performed by
Super lOB:

150-$DE2D
160-$3EOD
170-$2B46
180-$B056
190-$6BDE

Checksums

Mandelbrot.2

Mandelbrot.3

Checksums
l-$FOFO

1-$4F2D

Checksums
1-$98DE

1 HGR2 :S = 3700:T = 6690:U = 90:F =

Mandelbrot.l

1 TEXT: HOME: HGR2 :X1 = 180:Y1 =
86: FOR X = - 160 TO 40: FOR Y = 0
TO 85:S = 80:A = X / S:D = A:B = Y
/ S:E = B: FOR I = 1 TO 20:C = A:A
= A * A - B * B + D:B = 2 * C * B +
E: HCOLOR= (I> 19) * 3:1 = I + ((
ABS (A) > 2) + ( ABS (B) > 2) *
20: HPLOT X + Xl,Y1 - Y: HPLOT X +
X1,Y1 + Y: NEXT I,Y,X

Controller
1000 REM MING CONTROLLER
1010 TK = O:LT = l:ST = 15:LS

= WR:FAST = 1
1020 GOSUB 490: GOSUB 610
1025 RESTORE :Tl = TK:TK = PEEK (TRK):

180: FOR X = 10 TO 250:X1 = X - T: GOSUB 310:TK = T1
FOR Y = - 90 TO 0:Y1 = U + Y:A = Xl 1030 GOSUB 490: GOSUB 610: IF PEEK
/ S:D = A:B = Y1 / S:E = B: FOR I (TRK) = LT THEN 1050
1 TO 20:C A:A = A * A - B * B + 1040 TK = PEEK (TRK) :ST = PEEK (SCT):
D:B = 2 * C * B + E: HCOLOR= (I > GOTO 1020
19) * 3:1 = I + (( ABS (A) > 2) + 1050 TK = l:LT = 35:ST = 15:LS = 15:CD
ABS (B) > 2») * 20: HPLOT X, - Y: = WR:FAST = 1
HPLOT X,Y + F: NEXT I,Y,X 1060 POKE 47426,24: POKE 47406,0: POKE

47411,106
1070 RESTORE: GOSUB 190: GOSUB 210:

GOSUB 170: POKE 47786,31: POKE
47829,0

1080 GOSUB 490: GOSUB 610
1 HGR2 :X1 = 180:Y1 = 86: FOR X = - 1090 GOSUB 230: POKE 47786,170: POKE

160. TO 79: FOR Y = 0 TO 85:s = 80:A 47829,213
= X / S:B = Y / S:D = A:E = B: FOR 1100 GOSUB 490: GOSUB 610: IF PEEK
I = 1 TO 20:C = A:A = A * A - B * B (TRK) = LT THEN 1120
+ D:B = 2 * C * B + E: HCOLOR= (I > 1110 TK = PEEK (TRK) :ST = PEEK (SCT):
0) + (I > 3) + (I > 6) + (I > 9) * GOTO 1070
2 + (I > 12) + (I > 14) - (I = 20) 1120 HOME : PRINT "COPY-DONE" : END
* 3: HPLOT X + X1,Y1 - Y: HPLOT X + 5000 DATA 211,150,242
X1,Y1 + Y:I = I + ( ABS (A) > 2) + 5010 DATA 150,211,229
(ABS (B) > 2) * 20: NEXT I,Y,X 5020 DATA 211,178,150,255

5030 DATA 27-CHANGES
5040 DATA 0,2,83,213,0,2,88,170
5050 DATA 0,2,93,173,0,2,158,222
5060 DATA 0,2,163,170,0,2,231,213
5070 DATA 0,2,240,201,0,2,241,170
5080 DATA 0,2,252,173,0,3,53,222
5090 DATA 0,3,63,170,0,3,84,201
5100 DATA 0,3,85,213,0,3,95,170
5110 DATA 0,3,106,150,0,3,144,201
5120 DATA 0,3,145,222,0,3,155,170
5130 DATA 0,6,122,213,0,6,127,170
5140 DATA 0,6,132,150,0,6,174,222
5150 DATA 0,6,179,170,0,4,41,150
5160 DATA 0,4,72,211,0,4,170,170
5170 DATA 0,4,213,213

Deprotecting MicroLab Disks
(MIcro Fun)

For several months, COMPUTIST had a
number of MicroLab programs on the most
wanted list. I had deprotected four of these about
two years ago, but neglected to take notes. As I
remembered that they wereextensivelyprotected,
I have only now found enough time to take
another look at them. Here are my results.

Softkey for...

Ming's Challenge

190 PRINT CHR$ (7); CHR$ (7): END

Checksums
10-$BADD 80-$A6E6
20-$9B13 90-$9B1C
30-$4D3B 100-$ACE3
40-$AD92 110-$3A91
50-$C899 120-$ODA1
60-$DAOl 130-$288B
70-$1072 140-$7748

I compiled these programs, using the Beagle
Compiler and ProDOS, and decreased the run
time to about 1 1/2 hours. If uncompiled, the
computer should be left on overnight. The same
program can be easily adapted to a higher resolu
tion computer (I tried it on a MacIntosh and
obtained a beautiful result).

For programmers who have taken interest in
one-line programs as published in NIBBLE, I
have compressedeach ofthe threeprograms (See
MBLl LINER, MB2.1 LINER & MB3.1
LINER). I decided to compose these after look
ing through an old NIBBLE magazine
(Aug., 1988) a few days after starting to write this
article. There, on page 110, was a one-liner that
drew a Mandelbrot Set! My MB3.1 UNER has
close similarities to Theodore Yapo's routine,
but shows much finer detail than his. An addi
tional benefit ofusing such one-liners is that they

A: Erun much,much faster than many line programs.
When compiled, you can see a finished product
in less than an hour.

( (

* 20

90:F

150-$9763
160-$88F5
170-$488A
180-$23DA
190-$E044

150-$6E3F
160-$A4B2
170-$51B3
180-$6AB3
190-$7B1B

Checksums

1 TO 20

MANDELBROT.2

MANDELBROT.l

MANDELBROT.3

eventually become infinitely larger, and must
therefore lie outside the Mandelbrot Set. The
number is therefore discarded and not plotted.
But if the numbers never attain a value greater
than 2, the coordinate point lies inside the Set and
is plotted.

In the program, MANDELBROT.l, lines 70
to 100 set up the Hires screen and adjust the
coordinate points to equation and screen values.
Line 110sets the loop to do 20 repeat calculations
testing the point. Lines 120 to 140 perform one
calculation and line 150 tests the point for size
and discards thepoint if too large by exiting from
the loop. If the point passes the test, HCOLOR is
set to 3 and it is plotted in lines 160 and 170. If the
point does not pass, then HCOLOR is set to 0 and
plotted (invisibly). Line 180 loops back to start
testing another coordinate.

10 REM ****************
20 REM * MANDELBROT.1 *
30 REM * BY B.D.BRETT *
40 REM * MAY 18, 1989 *
50 REM ****************
60 TEXT : HOME
70 HGR2 :x1 = 180:Yl = 86
80 FOR X = - 160 TO 40
90 FOR Y = 0 TO 85
100 S = 80:A = X / S:B Y / S:D

= B
110 FOR I
120 C A
130 A = A * A - B * B + D
140 B = 2 * C * B + E
150 HCOLOR= (I > 19) * 3:1 = I +

ABS (A) > 2) + ( ABS (B) > 2»
160 HPLOT X + X1,Y1 - Y
170 HPLOT X + X1,Y1 + Y
180 NEXT I,Y,X
190 PRINT CHR$ (7); CHR$ (7): END

10-$BADD 80-$A1E5
20-$9B13 90-$862B
30-$4D3B 100-$9BFE
40-$AD92 110-$3996
50-$C899 120-$00A6
60-$DA01 130-$298A
70-$lD72 140-$6A7F

MANDELBROT.2 shows a magnified view
of an obscure "bump" on the east-west line near
the left side of the screen. Here I simply set the
range over amuchsmallerrangeofX& Yvalues.
Note the fine exotic detail persists in this view.
Interested programmers may extend the tech
nique to obtain increasingly magnified views
that will always show feathery strange detail.

10 REM ****************
20 REM * MANDELBROT.2 *
30 REM * BY B.D.BRETT *
40 REM * MAY 18, 1989 *
50 REM ****************
60 TEXT : HOME
70 HGR2 :S = 3700:T = 6690:U

180
80 FOR X = 10 TO 250
90 Xl = X - T
100 FOR Y = - 90 TO 0
110 Y1 = U + Y:A = Xl / S:B Y1 / S:D

= A:E = B
120 FOR I = 1 TO 20
130 C = A
140 A = A * A - B * B + 0
150 B = 2 * C * B + E
160 HCOLOR= (I > 19) * 3:1 = I + «

ABS (A > 2) + ( ABS (B) > 2» * 20
170 HPLOT X, - Y: HPLOT X,Y + F
180 NEXT I,Y,X
190 PRINT CHR$ (7); CHR$ (7): END

Micro Fun

Ming's Challenge has a protection somewhat
similar to that used for Death in the Caribbean
(COMPUTIST v.23 p.9) and Miner 2049'er
(COMPUTIST v.22 p.l0). Track $01 is normal,
whereas T$01-T$22 have address prologues al
tered to D3 96 F2, dataprologues to 96 D3 E5 and
address and data epilogues respectively to D3 B2
and 96 FF. There is a nibble countonTSOl, S$09

. very much like that of Miner 2049'er, but in a
different sector.

10 REM **************** Two major differences are shown from previ-
20 REM * MANDELBROT. 3 * ous protection schemes of MicroLab. There is a
30 REM * BY B.D.BRETT *
40 REM * MAY 18, 1989 * 2 byte alteration of the translate tables that must
50 REM **************** be fixed to allow one to read the protected tracks.
60 TEXT : HOME Another unusual trick found is a minor change in
70 HGR2 :Xl = 180:Yl = 86 the way marker nibbles are compared to a value
80 FOR X = - 160 TO 70 in DOS. Instead of directly comparing a nibble
90 FOR Y = 0 TO 85 (C9 D3 CMP #$D3), in .>everal cases the routine
100 S = 80:A = X / S:B Y / S:D A: Ecompares with a value placed in page $ooat$31

= B (C5 $31). The value held in $31 is changed from
11 0 FOR I 1 TO 20 one value to anothera few times. As this is done
120 C A outside the RWTS, one cannot use a swap con-130 A = A * A - B * B + 0
140 B = 2 * C * B + E troller to copy the disk. However, a modified
150 HCOLOR= (I > 0) + (I > 3) + (I > controller that will readusing theprotecteddisk 's

6) + (I > 9) * 2 + (I > 12) + (I > prologues and epilogues, as well as the altered
14) - (I = 20) * 3 translate bytes, will do the job. Several sector

160 HPLOT X + Xl, Yl - Y: HPLOT X + edits must also be made. Here are the steps
Xl, Y1 + Y needed to softkey Ming's Challenge:

170 I = I + (( ABS (A) > 2) + ( ABS
(B) > 2» * 20 1. Install the controller, CONMING listed here

180 NEXT I,Y,X into Super lOB andrun the resulting program.

Checksums

10-$BADD 80-$758B
20-$9B13 90-$lBEC
30-$4D3B 100-$0769
40-$AD92 110-$653C
50-$C899 120-$1173
60-$DA01 130-$2BDF
70-$9BD2 140-$ECDE

MANDELBROT.3 is a colored variation of
MANDELBROT.1. Here, I have plotted points
in different colors, inside and outside the Set. I
accomplished this by plotting points that failed
the test in only one calculation in green, the
points failing after 3 calculations in purple, etc.,
and not plotting the points which passed the test
even after 20 calculations.

~.530.25 +C=
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;good nibble count if
taken
;crash
;track$21
;side 1

:good nibble count if
taken
;crash

TO
4140424032
4140424033
4140424034

9. Read in block $7.

10. Search the disk for the HEX sequence 40 42
40 32. When you fmd it, you should see the
names of the other disks in the ASCII section
of your block editor. Make the following
changes:

CHANGE
2F40424032
2F40424033
2F 40424034

6. Copy the files from disk #2, side #1 to !XI
AMBM3/.

7. Copy the files from disk #2, side #2 to !XI
AMBM4/.

8. All of the files from the fast side should be in
the main directory, and all ofthe files from the
other sides should be in their own subdirecto
ries now. Boot your disk searcher/block edi
tor.

Requirements:
A blank formatted 3.5" disk
3.5" disk copy program
Block editor/disk searcher

I tried out Oan Halfwit's California Games
GS softkey in Computist #64 and it didn't work
all the way for me. I checked the block he spoke
of ($FC) and compared his 'TO' bytes to what
was onmy disk. It seems some of the codemoved
around a little, but the protection still is there.

1. Copy the original disk onto the blank format-
ted 3.5" disk.

2. Using your block editor, make the following
changes to the copied disk:

IDk. ~ fum To
SFC S66 22 AF

sn-78 9003 8003
S88 22 AF
S9C 90 03 80 03
S89 90 10 80 18

3. Write the block bl;lCk to disk and you're done!

The Protection Scheme

Below is a partial listing of the protection
scheme. I've sent it in so readers can have some
thing to look at and compare to when they go
about looking for a GS protection scheme.

You are changing the 'I' in front of the disk
names into the letter'A'. Don't forget to change
ALL occurrences ofthe above bytes in the block.
There will be two occurrences of the first and
third sequence of bytes.

11. Write the block back to disk.

Your Math Blaster Mystery program is now
all on one 3.5" disk! To speed things up even
more on a GS, boot the disk after you've installed
Oiversi-Cache. It speeds disk accessing by 300%
or more.

Softkey for...

California Games GS
Epyx

[Block $FC]

115A: A2 20 LOX #20 ;track $20
115C: AO 01 LOY #01 ;side 1
115E:5A PHY
115F: OA PHX
1160: F400 00 PEA 0000
1163: F4 AA 52 PEA 52AA
1166: 22 93 53 00 JSL 005393 ;caIl nibble count routine
116A: 8E 9E 52 STX 529E
1160: 8C 9F 52 STY 529F
1170:A8 TAY
1171: 68 PLA
1172: 68 PLA
1173:68 PLA
1174:68 PLA
1175: 68 PLA
1176: 68 PLA
1177: 90 03 BCC 117C

1179: 4C 93 52 JMP 5293
117C: A2 21 LOX #21
117E: AO 01 LOY #01
1180:5A PHY
1181: OA PHX
1182: F4 00 00 PEA 0000
1185:F4M52 PEA 52M
1188: 22 93 53 00 JSL 005393 ;call nibble count routine
118C:800052 STA 5200
118F: 8E A4 52 STX 52A4
1192: 8C A5 52 STY 52A5
1195:A8 TAY
1196:68 PLA
1197:68 PLA
1198:68 PLA
1199:68 PLA
119A:68 PLA
119B:68 PLA
119C:9003 BCC 11A1

119E: 4C 93 52 JMP 5293
11A1: C2 30 REP #30
11 A3: 22 76 53 OOJSL 005376
11A7:28 PLP
11A8: FB XCE
11A9: 28 PLP
11AA:08 PHP
11AB:18 CLC
11AC: FB XCE
11AO: 08 PHP

What's important is that we have just found the
quick quit code call I was experiencing on the
copied disk. We don't want the quit code to be
called (failed protection check = quit code call).
Where was the quit code called from? Well.
remember the code that started at $874? Notice
theBEQ $O852? We00NarWANT this branch
to be taken. Taking that branch means that the
protection code at $OAC8 failed. Now, how do
we circumvent it? There are a number of ways.
We couldtaken out the call to the protection (JSR
$OAC8), follow theprotectioncode and alter it so
it always reports a successful check, or simply
get rid of the branching command (BEQ $0852).
I decided to take the simple way out and NOP the
branch. I changed the code at $0874 to this:

8n:EA EA (was FO 09)

874L

0874: 20 OA CS JSR $OAC8
0877: EA NOP (was FO)
0878: EA NOP (was 09)

NOPs in machine language have the same
function as REMs in BASIC: do nothing. I made
this change and saved the file back to the copied
disk:

BSAVE PS.SYSTEM,A$2000,TSYS

Booting the first side now results in no quit
code and a functioning program, The protection
check has been taken care of.

Putting it all on one 3.5" disk

One final thing bothered m~. The 4 floppy
disks are in ProDOS fonnat, so why couldn't
they all be put on one 3.5" disk? Trying to do so
will initially give you nothing but frustration.
There is a free upgrade offer included with the
package, but why wait? Ifwe can deprotectit, we
can fix it to run on a 3.5" disk. The problem that
the program uses absolute prefixes instead of
relative ones. For example, it expects to find a
disk named '/MBM2' when it needs the files
from side two. Now, ifwe could change it so that
instead oflooking for a DISK named '/MBM2',
it would look in a SUBOIRECTORY named
AMBM2, our problems would be solved. Why
use 'AMBM2' in place of '/MBM2'? AMBM2
has as many characters as /MBM2 and to convert
/MBM2 to AMBM2onlyrequires thatyouchange
the '/' to a 'A'. Boot up your disk searcher/block
editor (I used Copy II Plus) and read block $7 of
the copied first side of disk one. Now search for
the HEX sequence:

4D 42 4D 32

Those are the hex values for the characters
'MBM2'. When you fmd them, you will also see
the other disk's names and subdirectory names,
for example:

/MBM2/./MBM3/./MBM4.
/MBM2/DATA./MBM4/DATA.

or something very similar. These are the pa
thnames the program uses to load its files. Here
is where we make our changes. For example, if
we change '/MBM2/' to 'AMBM21', then the
program will look in a subdirectory'AMBM21'
instead of a disk'/MBM2/' for its flies. The steps
to put all of the floppies onto one 3.5" disk are in
the cookbook section. This procedure can be
applied to many other ProDOS based programs
that have their pathnames hard coded into them.
One other program this works for is the ProDOS
version of Sensible Speller. Enjoy!

Part 1 . The sortkey

1. Fast copy all four original disk sides onto the
four blank sides. Ignore errors on disk#1, side
#1.

2. Boot up ProDOS and get into BASIC.

3. Insert disk #1, side #1 into a disk drive and
type:

PREFIX/MBM

4. Load up the main system file:

BLOAD PS.SYSTEM, A$2000, TSYS

5. NOP out the branch:

2079:EA EA was FO D9

6. Save the deprotected file back to disk:

BSAVE PS.SYSTEM, A$2000, TSYS

The deprotection is complete!

Part 2 • Putting it all on a 3.5" disk

1. Boot up your ProDOS utility program (I used
Copy IT Plus).

2. Fonnat a 3.5" disk and name it IX.
3. Copy all of the files from disk #1, side#1 onto

IX.
4. Make four subdirectories onlX andname them

AMBM2
AMBM3
AMBM4

A catalog of the disk will look like this:

/X---AMBM2

I
I-AMBM3

I
I-AMBM4

5. Copy the files from disk #1, side #2 to IXI
AMBM2/.

LOX #$00
LOA $2003
STA $0801
LOA $2103
STA $0901
LOA $2203
STA $OA01
LOA $2303
STA $OB01
LOA $2403
STA $0C01
LOA $2503
INX
BNE $2504
RTS

JSR $OACS
BEQ $0852
LOA $BF98

PREFIXIMBM

Since the PS.SYSTEM file had the protection
code in it, I loaded the file to look it over:

BLOAD PS.SYSTEM, A$2000, TSYS

SYS files ALWAYS load in at $2000. Guess
where I started looking? Here is a bit of the code
there:

2000L

2000: 20 02 25 JSR $2502
2003: 4C 7408 JMP $0874
2006: 8E 04 CO STX $COO4
2009: BE 02 CO STX $COO2

A subroutine is executed at $2502 (Jump to
SubRoutine at) and then control passes to $0874
via a JuMP statement. Since sys files start
loading at $2000, I found it odd that a jump is
made to $0874. The subroutine at $2502 must
have a memory move in it somewhere, and it
must move memory to around the $0874 area.
Let's take a look at the subroutine at $2502:

25D2L

2502: A200
2504: BO 03 20
2507: 9001 08
250A: BO 03 21
2500: 90 01 09
25EO: BO 03 22
25E3: 90 01 OA
25E6: BO 03 23
25E9: 90 01 OB
25EC: BO 03 24
25EF: 9001 OC
25F2: BO 03 25
25F5: E8
25F6: DO DC
25F8:60

Well, we've found the memory move. Since
it is a stand alone subroutine, let's execute it so
the code that ends up at $874 will be moved to
$874:

25D2G

The code has been moved, so let's take a look
to see what is at $874:

874L

874: 20 CSOA
877: FO 09
879: AD 98BF

The fust thing to notice is that a subroutine
call to $OAC8 is executed. Right after that, the
zero flag is checked. If there was a zero result in
the subroutine, the BEQ (Branch on EQual re
sult) will be taken and control will transfer to
$0852. A look at the code at $0852 reveals:

0852L

0852: 8E 04 CO STX $COO4
0855: 8E 02 CO STX $COO2
0858: 20 00 BF JSR $BFOO
085B:65
085C: 5E08

Ah hal This is where reference material like
Beneath Apple ProDOS and back issues of
Computist come in handy. The JSR $BFOO is a
ProDOS machine language interface (low level
operating system) call. The first byte after it is the
type ofcall (65 = QUIT CODEI) and thenexttwo
bytes are the location of the call parameters.

5020-$963D
5030-$0882
5040-$A4E9
5050-$lCD7
5060-$60FE
S070-$9DFD
5080-$7EOD
5090-$CA91
5100-$DEDl

III
$05
M
AD
$OE
M
05
M
96
DE
M

$96
03
M
05

Controller

Checksums

1000-$356B 1050-$083E
1010-$EA41 1060-$6704
1012-$3D28 1070-$D811
1015-$E82D 1080-$BCE3
1018-$6DOA 1090-$58F5
1020-$DE79 1100-$F384
1025-$74Bl 1110-$A54D
1030-$BBCC 1120-$0296
1035-$OD66 5000-$6A2D
1040-$OFB5 5010-$7D7F

IrIs ~ b!&l. Emm
$00 $02 $E7 $96

F1 03
FC E5

$00 $03 $35 $96
3F FF
55 03
5F 96
6A F2
91 03
9B B2

$00 $04 $29 $05
48 M
M 1F
05 00

recommend buying a Beagle Brosproductjustso
you can get it. Anyway, I was staring at the

DOS marker bytes original ProDOS quit code. A program does not
nonnally do this unless maybe a copy protection
scheme was not satisfied? Well, that turns out to
be thereason. When a ProOOS disk is booted, the
first two blocks on the disk get loaded in (boot
blocks). After they are loaded and control passes
to them, they immediately look for a file named
PRODOS in the root directory. PRODOS is a
system file (type SYS), and it's the ProDOS

Translate Tables operatingsystem. Once PRODOS hasbeen loaded
and control passes to it, it does some initializa
tion, prints the ProDOS copyright message, and
then scans the root directory for a type SYS file
whose file name ends with '.SYSTEM' (i.e.

1000 REM JIGSAW CONTROLLER BASIC.SYSTEM, UTIL.SYSTEM, etc). If it
1010 TK = 0: LT = 1: ST = 15: LS = 15: CD does not find one, an error message is displayed.

= WR: FAS T = 1 If itdoes fmd at least one, ProOOS will then load
1012 POKE 775,96: ONERR GOTO 550 and execute the firstfJ.1e in the root directory with
1015 GOTO 1020 the '.SYSTEM' extension. For example, sup-
1018 TK = 10:LT = 24:ST = 15:LS

15: CD = WR: FAST = 1 pose you have a disk with these files on it:
1020 GOSUB 490: GOSUB 610 PRODOS 32 SYS
1025 IF LT = 1 THEN RESTORE :Tl = DUMMY.SYSTEM 2 BAS

TK:TK = PEEK (TRK): GOSUB 310.:TK = COMPUTIST 99 SYS

T1 BASIC. SYSTEM 20 SYS
1030 GOSUB 490: GOSUB 610: IF ( PEEK UTIL.SYSTEM 56 SYS

(TRK) = LT) AND (LT = 1) THEN 1018
1035 IF PEEK (TRK) = LT THEN 1050 When booted, PRODOS gets loaded first.
1040 TK = PEEK (TRK) :ST = PEEK (SCT): ProDOS then runs BASIC.SYSTEM because it

GO TO 1020 . _ . is the FIRST type SYS file that ends with
1050 TK = l:LT = 10:ST = 15.LS - 15.CD'.SYSTEM'.Lookingatacatalogofthefirstside

= WR:FAST = 1
1060 POKE 47426,24: POKE 47406 0: POKEofMathBlasterMystery,thereisonlyoneother

47411 106 ' SYS fl1e in the root directory besides PROOOS:
1070 RE;TORE : GOSUB 190: GOSUB 210: PS.SYSTEM. Guess which file gets run fust

GOSUB 170: POKE 47786, 31: POKE after PRODOS? Remember when I booted the
47829, 0 copy earlier and it dumped me into the quit code

1080 GOSUB 490: GOSUB 610 right after the ProOOS copyright message? That
1090 GOSUB 230: POKE 47786,170: POKE meansthefust'.SYSTEM'filehadtohavedone

4782 9, 213 . it, which means the protection code is in the first
1100 GOSUB 490: GOSUB 610. IF PEEK , SYSTEM' file. This is where I booted a Pro-

(TRK) = LT THEN 1120 . . . .
1110 TK = PEEK (TRK): ST = PEEK (SCT): DOS disk With BASIC.SYSTEM on it and got

GOTO 1070 into BASIC. I inserted side one of the copy and
1120 HOME: PRINT "COPY-DONE" : END set the prefix to it:
5000 DATA 211,150,242
5010 DATA 150,211,229
5020 DATA 211,178,150,255
5030 DATA 14-CHANGES
5040 DATA 0,2,231,213,0,2,241,170
5050 DATA 0,2,252,173,0,3,53,222
5060 DATA 0,3,63,170,0,3,85,213
5070 DATA 0,3,95,170,0,3,106,150
5080 DATA 0,3,145,222,0,3,155,170
5090 DATA 0,4,41,150,0,4,72,211
5100 DATA 0,4,170,170,0,4,213,213

~J~im~S~.~H!:!:art~, NC

Softkey for...

Math Blaster Mystery
Davidson

Requirements:
4 blank disk sides
Whole disk copy program that will ignore read

errors
ProDOS 8 and BASIC.SYSTEM
Optional - for putting all four sides on one 3.5"

disk
Oisk searcher/block editor
ProDOS utility program

Math Blaster Mystery is a very good educa
tional program. Students are taught the thought
processes to go through in solving math prob
lems. Once a student becomes well versed in
such processes, the intermediate problem solv
ing steps can be passed over, and the student can
concentrate on answering the questions. All in
all, this 4 disk sided program is a quality product.
Of course, it's copy protected. The copy protec
tion involves an 'unfonnatted track', as well as
nibble counting. Cookbook instructions are at the
end of the article for the impatient.

The Protection

Attempting to fast copy the four sides using
the Locksmith fast copy program reveals that all
sides are normal except for side one. Track $22 of
side one is 'unfonnatted'. Hmmm. It's very
unusual for a non-copy protected disk to have an
unfonnatted track, so I was lead to believe the
disk was copy protected. I tried to boot up the
copy of the first disk (the side with the unfonnat
ted track). The ProDOS copyright message came
up and then a second later I was staring at the
ProDOS quit code. The ProDOS quit code is a
section of code that resides within ProOOS to
allow a standard exit from all ProDOS programs.
The one nonnally built into ProDOS is very
unwieldy, hence the proliferation of program
selectors like Bird's Better Bye or Squirt. These
two programs replacc the quit code and are mini
program selectors. I have Bird's Better Byein
stalled in all of my ProDOS' - it's that good. I
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A Collection of short softkeys

Softkey for...

Reading Professor
Executive Systems, Inc.

Softkey for...

Word Puzzles for Creative
Teaching

EBSCO Cruric.duIII Materials

you have formatted the 3.5" disk with one of
these OOSs, use the supplied copy program· to
copy the files from the 5.25" disk to the 3.5" disk.
There are some programs, however, that are
made to run on 5.25" disk and no other. Usually
these are programs that directly access the slot 6
ROM to improve disk access time.

Various Thoughts: GBBS would be, in my
opinion, the best BBS software to get for the
Computist BBS. There are thousands of BBSs
running off of it and there is tremendous support
for it.

I just bought a little graphics package called
Spectragraphix 256. It kind of resembles Iconix
in what it does. It allows you to use Applesoft
BASIC to draw on the super hi-res screen, ani
mate shapes, and put text anywhere on the super
hi-res screen. The program itself is really good,
but the documentation leaves a lot to be desired.
A revised manual· with lots more commented
examples would make this a fust rate package.

TML Systems will be releasing TML Pascal
II around the frrst of July 89. That is when Apple
will be releasing the GS System Disk v5.0. One
intriguing feature of the new language system is
the inclusionofa Resource Editor. No longer will
GS programmers have to deal with cryptic menu
strings and the like. The resource editor will
allow the programmer to design on screen what
the menus, windows, and general operating
environment will look like by a simple point
and-click method: WYSIWYG programming!
The upgrade for registered TMLPascal andTML
BASIC owners is $49.95, and the new Source
Code Library II is available for $29.95. GS pro
grammers should look into this new package.

Softkey for...

Monsters and Make Believe
Pelican Software

This softkey is the same as the softkey for
PIRATES GS in Computist #61, page 8.

Putting a deprotected Ultima I on a single
disk side

I recently purchased the re-released version
of Ultima I. The original was written in BASIC
and after playing it for a while you really noticed
the lack of speed. The re-release, however, has
been completely rewritten in assembly language.
No more annoying waits; everything moves
crisply and quickly. I deprotected the disk so I
could play with a backup. Another benefit I
wanted was to put the program on a 3.5" disk,
since it was ProOOS based, and to run it after
Oiversi-Cache had been installed so it would
load-super quick. Copying the files over to the
3.5" .qisk was no problem. RUIUlingit was no
probiem. The only problem came when I wanted
to save a game. ItwouldnoUavetothe same disk;
it had to save its games onto another disk. Now
that turnedoutto be really annoying. Why couldn't
I save the games on the same disk that contained
the program mes? Not enough space? Wrortg.
The saved game file is only a block or two long;
it could fit with no trouble on the 5.25" disk the
original copy was on. It turned out that the
problem was pathnames.

The program disk for Ultima I is named lUI
and the data disk is named /U1.PLAYER. Since
the program and data disk names were not the
same, I couldn'tjustuse onedisk to play the game
unless I modified the code. Well, I modified the
code! Looking through the program mes, I came
across the program and datadisk names in ASCII
format. The change I made was to change the
data disk's pathname from /U1.PLAYER to/Ul/
PLAYER.ljustchangedtheperiodbetweenlUl
and PLAYER to a slash. The result of this is
when you go to save a game now, the game is
saved to the subdirectory PLAYER, which is
located on the program disk. No more disk
swapping and super fast loading on a GS with a
3.5" drive andDiversi-Cache. This ishow gaming
is supposed to go!

1. Deprotect your original Ultima I disk.

2. Ifyou have a3.5" drive, formata3.5" disk and
name it /A. Now copy all of the files from the
deprotected copy to the 3.5" disk. Mter all of
the files have been copied, rename the 3.5"
disk to lUI.

3. Boot up ProOOS, get into BASIC, and create
. a subdirectoryon the disk andcall itPLAYER:

PREFIXlU1
CREATE PLAYER

4. Load up the file with the pathnames in it:

UNLOCK MI.U1
BLOAD MI.U1,A$7000

5. Go into the monitor and change the period in
the data disk pathname to a slash:

CALL-151
7E3B:2F WQ8 2E

6. Save the modified file back to disk:

BSAVE MI.U1,A$7000
LOCKMI.U1

You're done! If the patlmames have been
moved around in the file, scan the file for the byte
sequence 55 31 2E 50 4C (hex values for Ul.PL)
and change the 2E to a 2F.

password check

CLC
ADC #01
CMP #04
BNE OOAC
STA 418B
JSR 6000
JSR 4109
JSR 41E6
LOA 418B
CMP #07
BCC OOSC
RTS

Softkey for...

Children's Writing and
Publishing Center
The Learning Company

0096:18
0097:69 01
0099: C9 04
009B: DO OF
0090: 80 8B 41
OOAO: 20 0060
OOA3: 20 D9 41
OOA6: 20 E641
OOA9: AD 8B 41
OOAC:C907
OOAE:90DC
0080:60

BLOAD RDOS.AUX
n64:4C F7 n was A5 DA FO, skip protection
BSAVE RDOS.AUX,A$

You're done.

To Charles Haight: I agree with you on the
tabloid format of Computist. It would be fme to
receive Computist in that form. The only com
plaint I have with it is that the front and back
covers are exposed. Adding a blank coverpage to
the front and back wouldn't add any more to the
cost and it would protect the magazine better.
OPEN-Apple, amonthly magazine from TechAl
liance, puts a cover page on both the front and
back of their. magazine and it re811y is a nice
touch. As for the costs oftypesetting equipment,
let me pose a possible solution. This is a com
puter magazine geared primarily towards Apple
computers, correct? Why not produce the maga
zine using a Macintosh? Let's see....$2300 a
month for 6 months comes out to $13800. That's
more than enough to buy a Macintosh system
complete with LaserWriter priItter. You could
completely produce and print the master copy of
1;1le?la$azin!il"inhouse....Whenitcomes time to
ffiak~ the ,copies for the $ub~ri~rs, .the maga~
tinewojlld aIreaiiy lie. mphOto-ieady format.
¥quw.ouldn:t~e'Mtol~etbe~ettingequip;,
ijldit anY1tloh" Which:WbUld ~ave inoney.
;.; AJ,lother· ppiential> money making venture
would be a creation of a book I term "THE
COMPUTlST Loo", What this book would
consist of are all of the non-deprotection related
articles and programs that have been in Com
putist in past issues. You could even have more
than one book. For example, in the Computist
Log you could have the articles on modifying the
printer drivers in Print Shop & Newsroom, map
editorslprinters for various games such as mine
for Ultima IV, game playing tips, etc. The Log
could be divided up into chapters with different
chapters each having having a different focus,
like the above mentioned articles and programs.
There could be a chapter (a large one) devoted to
nothing else but game tips and hints. Another
chapter would contain APTs. Another wouid
contain programs. I think this would be a sought
after bookonce the generalcomputerpublic were
made aware ofit. I know I'd buy oneofthe books
to have all ofthe info inone easy to use reference.

To Gary Verbuch: Theredefinitely are USP
compilers for the Apple /I series of computers.
Two such compilers are App-L-ISP ($50) from
Special Software Systems and KeyUSP ($149)
from XPrime Corporation. The addresses for the
companies are:

Special Software Systems
1655 Campbell Ave.
Thousand Oaks, CA 91360
(805) 494-0040

Xprime Corporation
10835 Santa Monica Blvd., Ste. 204A
Los Angeles, CA 90025
(213) 470-4663

I suggest you join TechAlliance (formerly
Apple Programmers and Developers Associa
tion). If you are a member, you can get a free
guide to languages and tools available for the
Apple /I and Macintosh computers. There is.a lot
more out there, compiler wise, for the Apple /I
series. than I suspected.

To Rlcb LinvUIe: There are several ways to
put a OOS 3.3 program from a 5.25" disk onto a
3.5" disk. One choice is to format the 3.5" disk
under ProOOS and then copy PROOOS and
BASIC.SYSTEM to the disk. Now use your
ProOOS disk utility program (I use Copy II Plus)
to copy all of the f1les from the 5.25" disk to the
3.5" disk. This will work quite well if the copied
files are all Applesoft. Another choice is to use a
modified DOS 3.3. UnoOOS, AMOOS, and
UniOOS 3.3 are allOOS 3.3s that have been
modifiedso that they will runon a 3.5" disk. Once

I thought you might be interested in reading:
''This disk is copy protected. Attempts to

copy will cause data to be altered, and will void
replacement guarantee"

Well, here is a better replacement 'guaran
tee': Computist! Follow the steps below to guar
antee you won't have to call EBSCO for a re
placement disk.

1. Bootup OOS 3.3 (a fast OOS is preferable) and
initialize the blank disk:

Softkey for...

Requirements:
4 blank disks (or 2 disks that are double sided)
Whole disk copier
Disk searcher/sector editor

The protectionon these four sides is the exact
same as on KC's Deals On Wheels (softkey in
Computist#46). Refer to that article for an expla
nation.

L Use your whole disk copy program to copy all
four sides onto the blank four sides.

2. Boot up your disksearcher/sector editor ahd
search fot 2C E9 CO, replace with 1890 5A.
Make the change$toeach of thefoursides,
There are two such edits to be made on each
disk side, and they are usually within a track
of each Qther.Mine were.on, tr~cksso.F al}d
$10, qut}'ours m~~ dif~~t,so scan fOr

~em.,; . >'."..' \ .'.:' .c·. it'
3. Write th~1chang~~seciors bttck (0 \tisk ~d

ybu're d~ne! '. .!..,.

Richard D.lrwin, Inc.

Starglider
RainbirdlFirebird Software

Requirements:
A blank 5.25" disk
Whole disk copy program such as COpyA
Sector editor/disk searcher
A fast OOS (optional)

Ilemoving the manual check

In Computist #64, Edward Croft Jr. had a
softkey for Starglider. I thought back because I
had cracked this program along time ago andhad
(gasp) forgotten to send the crack in to Com
putist! Well, my way is different from Ed's in the
sense that it removes the manual check so that it
doesn't even ask you any more.

L Copy the original Starglider disk onto the
blank disk using your whole disk copy pro
gram. To speed things up, copy a fast OOS
onto the first three tracks.

2. Getoutyour sectoreditor andmake the follow
ing edit to your copied Starglider disk:

Softkey for...

Multiscribe v3.0
Claro Corp.

1. Copy the original disk with any whole disk
copier.

2. Scan the copieddisk for A200B5 009000BA
CADO F8 andchangeittoA900 18 609000
BACADOF8.

3. Write the change back to disk andyou're done.

Softkey for... ,

Microcomputer Study Guide·
Fundamental· Accounting

Principles, Chapters 1-14 &
15-28

INITHELLO

2. Load up the RWTS WORM:

BLOAD RWlS WORM, A$9500

3. Insert the originaldiskandactivate theWORM:

CALL 38144

4. Insert y01.lr Super lOB disk and save the
RWTS:

Requirements:
BSAVE Rwts,I;QSCO,A$1900, L$8OO Original disks

5. Install the New Swap controller into Super A blank disk for each side
lOB and make the following changes: .COPYA frolll AppleOOS .3.3 SySteIl). Master

1015 TK=.3 disk
,10010 PRINT CIiM (4) "BLOAD RW'l'S .EBSCO, L Boot up OOS3.~.

A$1900" POKE 4742624
6. RUN the controller to copy the original onto RUN COpy';'

the newly formatted disk. 2. Copy all disk sides..'

You're done! Now, you don't have to live 3 On th f 'd #1 1 d th f'l ·th th'th EBSCO' ., . e copy 0 SI e ,oa e 1 e WI e
WI s guarantee any more. t' hpro ectlon sc erne:

1m sm b!5l Emm IQ
$OF $OF AO-A22O 00 60 EA EA EA

3. Write the sector back to disk. You're done!

The Protection Scheme

Below is a listing of the code around the call
to the password protection in case yours is in a
different spot. I found the code by following the
files in the order that they were executed.

Track $OF, sector $OF

ooaC: 20 2842 JSR 4228
OOSF: C9 01 CMP #01
0091: DO 03 BNE 0096
0093: 20 E641 JSR 41E6

;bad

;bad

;bad

;bad

:come here if coun1 Wll$
bad

.The changes I made were:

original from:1o
1166: 22 93 5300 JSLOO5393 22:AF LOA
1177: 90 03 Bec 117C 90:80 BRA
1188: 22 93 53 00 JSL 005393 22:AF LOA
119C: 90 03 BeC 11A1 90:80 BRA
11 B9: 90 10 Bec 1108 90:80 BRA

The changes at 1166 and 1188 disabled the
calls to the nibble counts. The changes at 1177
and 119C jumped over a crash routine call. Fi
nally, the change at IlB9 jumps over a whdle
bunch of checks and just goes to where the code
would go if the nibble counthadbeen successful.

11 AE: C2 30 REP t30
11 BO: M FF FF LOY 'f"FFF
11B3: AD 9E 52 LOA 529E
11B6: CO M 52 CMP 52A0
11B9: 90 10 BCC 1108
11 BB: AD 9E 52 LOA 529E
11 BE: CD A2 52 CMP 52A2
11C1:B015 BCS 1108
11C3: AD A4 52 LOA 52A4
11C6: CD N3 52 CMP 52A6
11C9:90OD BCC 1108
11CB: AD A4 52 LOA 52A4
11CE:CDA852 CMP 52A8
1101:8005 BCS 1108
1103: 28 PlP
1104: FB XCE
1105: 28 PLP
1106: 18 CLC
1107: 60 RTS
1108: C2 30 J REP t30

Requirements:
3 blank disks
COPYA
Sector editor

1. Boot OOS 3.3, disable error checking, and run
COPYA:

POKE 47426,24
RUNCOPYA

2. Copy all three disks onto the blanks.

3. On the Reading Professor disk, make the
following sector edits so that the disk canread
itself:

!Ji sm ~ Emm IQ
$00 $03 36-37 DO OA 18 EA

92-93 DO OA 18 EA
4. Write the sector back to disk andyou are done!

The edits (and the POKE 47426,24) were
necessary because some of the sectors on track
$03 are different from standard OOS 3.3.

Softkey for...

Antonyms & Sentence
Completion (Best sentences)

Queue InteUechull Software

Analogies· Advanced I &
Advanced II

Hartley

Requirements:
Blank disk
Super lOB
New Swap controller
RWTS WORM from Computist #61
Fast OOS 3.3 (optional)

On the original disk's sleeve, there is a label

Requirements:
1 blank disk
Super lOB v1.5
New Swap controller
RWTS WORM from Computist #61

1. Boot normal OOS 3.3 and load up the RWTS
WORM:

BLOAD RWlS WORM,A$9500

2. Insert original disk into slot 6 dtive 1
i"e~ecute the \\fo0RM: .

;CALL'3J1,w"" '.'" .

3. After a few seconds the RWTS will be in
memory at $1900. Take out the original disk,
insert your Super lOB disk, and save the
RWTS:

BSAVE RWTS.rwts name, A$1900, L$800

4. Install the New Swap controller into Super
lOB and then make the following change:

1015 TK = 3
10010 PRINT CHR$(4) "BLOAD RWTS.rwts

name, A$1900"

5. RUN the controller and when it is done, your
disk will be deprot.eeted.
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The Hardware Corner
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The circuit diagrams and board layouts were
drawn using Douglas CAD. The layout files,
parts lists and NET lists are available on 3.5" disk
(Apple Mac fonnat) for those of you who can
makeuse ofthe infonnation. Send $3 to cover the
cost of the disk plus postage and handling.

I suppose I could even convert it to a standard
text file as postscript code. I'll look into that a
little more if it turns out that anyone is interested.
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aLP
14LP
20lP

DJ16-2·16

Jameco#
R4.7150

DC.1
DC.1

74HCT688
74HCT374
74HCT02
74HCTOS
74HCT74
NE555V
NE555V
·R2.2M
R220K

R10K
R10K
R10K
R10K

~em

4.7 f capacitor
.1 f capacitor
.1 f capacitor
74LS521
74LS374
74LS02
74LSOS
74LS74
555 timer
55Stimer
2.2 M1/4 watt reSistOr
220 K1/4 watt resistor
10K 1/4 watt resistor
10K 1/4 watt resistor
10K 1/4 watt resistor
10K 1/4 watt resistor

2 ea.
4ea.
2 ea.
1 ea.

Misc.
8pin DIP socket
14 pin DIP socket
20 pin DIP socket
1~ pin DIP to DIP jumper (24')

\
\ Notes

PI is a 14\pinDIP socketThe DIPjumperpart
number listed is for aDIPjumper with 16pins, be
careful that you connect it correctly to both
boards. (Oryou couldfmd another sourcefor a 14
pin DIP to DIP jumper.) Capacitor Cf is a filter
capacitor that fits on the lower right comer of
circuit board 1.

Card 2 Parts List

Label ~em Jameco#
C1 .01 ....f capacitor DC.o1
C2 4.7 ....f capacitor R4.7150
01 1N914 small signal diode 1N4148
IC2 74LS138 74LS138
IC3 74LS138 74LS138
IC4 74LS138 74LS138
IC5 555 timer NE555V
IC6 74LS21 74LS21
LA1 16 individual LEOs XC57124R
LA2 5 individual LEOs XC57124R
R1 1K1/4 watt Resistor R1.0K
R2 SOOK Horiz mount trim Pot 3355-SOOK
R3 1/4 watt resistor R470
R4 1/4 watt resistor R470
SWT1 SPST sw~ch (PC mount) SW135
SWT2 push button sw~ch SW178
SWT3 SPOT sw~ch (PC mount) SW135
SWT4 SPST sw~ch (PC mount) SW135

Misc.

1ea. 8pin DIP socket 8LP
2ea. 14 pin DIP socket 14LP
3 ea. 16 pin DIP socket 16LP

Notes

P I is a 14 pin DIP socket. Use short lengths of
wire to solder swt2 to the board, than use a dab of
silicon seal to glue the switch to the board. The
part numbers shown for the SPST switches are
actually for DPDT switches. (They sold out of
the SPST switches.) Clip the extra pins and
they'll workjustfme.lfthey'reoutofSW135 try
SW127.

Well here we are again, Hardware City. In
part I, I gave the combined schematic and an
explanation of how it works. I also asked for
comments on how well the explanation was
written. Your response was underwhelming.We
didn't even have enough interest to enable us to
order the circuit boards. Only a few wrote and
yourcomments were aboutevenly split between;
the explanation was too indepth, the explanation
was tooshallow orwhocares;printmoresoftkeys.
A throughly discouraging response and I hope it
changes soon or I'm going to resign. as your
hardware guru and let someone else take over. I
notonly haven't made a goal but itseems that I'm
not even on the playing field yet.

So here's part2 for the handful ofreaders who
are interested (thank goodness for you).

The Display Card (Part 2)

Here are the actual schematics, parts lists and
board layouts for the Display card.

I've tried to give part numbers from the cur
rent Jameco catalog whenever possible. I've
always boughtmy parts from Jameco because of
their fast service, wide selectionofparts and low
prices. They do have a minimum order amount,
however, so you might have to look elsewhere if
you only need a few items.

Circuit card 1 plugs into a slot, while card 2
sits outside. A 14 pin DIP jumper connects the
two cards. Figure 1 is the circuit board parts
layout diagram for card 2. Figure 3 is it's sche
matic diagram. Figure 2 is the circuitboard parts
layout diagram for card 1. Figure 4 is it's sche
matic diagram.

This is a fairly simple project and none of the
parts are critical. Feel free to substitute whenever
necessary. Ifyou have any problems, write to me
in care of Computist If anyone knows of a place
where we can get the boards made at a reasonable
cost please let me know.

Card 1 Parts List

Label
Cf
C1
C2
IC1
IC2
1C4
ICS
106
IC7
ICS
Rf
R2
R3
fl4
RS
A6"
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Marc Batchelor FL

Softkey for...

Zany Golf
ElectTonu: Arts

A friend recently asked me to come up with a
crack to Zany Golf. Zany Golf (ZG) is protected
with a code. That is, upon reaching the Ham
burger Hole, you are faced with the following
type ofprompt:

ENTER CODE: Windmill 4 Iron Eagle:

You must look in the manual, locate this
sequence and type the four character code asso
ciated with the above "clue". While this is effec
tive in preventing casual "giving"ofthe program
to friends, it does not do much in the way of
protection since many career pirates will dili
gently type in code tables, code wheels, etc. and
distribute the information on the disk as a textfile
for printing. The code idea is also a hassle for
registered owners and real users. However, I
prefer this kind of ''protection'' to nibble checks
and key disks. This is easily installable on a
harddrive and is a joy to play.

The Protection:

Theprotection resides inthe fileZANY.COM.
Ifyou DEBUG the program and search from 100
to FFFF for the "ENTER CODE", you will fmd
that it spits out one address. Searching for refer
ences to the byte preceding this address (length
byte) will tum up a reference in the $F500 page
(for the benefitoftrue ffiM'ers, '$' means HEX).
I then traced the code all the way to it's conclu
sion where it either continuedor performed a call
to $lCA2, which sets the video mode and exits
via !NT 20. Looking at how the code branched,
I found that $F754 was where the code branched
too, on successful entry of the code. The test for
this I found at $F736. The code looked like the
following:

XXXX:F736 75 03 JNZ F73B
XXXX:F738 E9 19 00 JMP F754
XXXX:F73B Crash Code

XXXX:F754 Stan Hamburger Hols

To circumvent this check, I decided to over
write some of the code in the $F500page (before
the ENTER CODE message was displayed).

S100 FFFF 75 03 E9 1900 89 C2

Response SIB: XXXX:YYYY. Write down
YYYY and use in next step.

Uyyyy

Response SIB:
XXXX:Y'iYY 75 03 JNZ ????
XXXX: YYZZ E9 19 00 JMP MBB

Write down AABB to use later.

S100 FFFF B888 F7 A3

ResponseSIB: XXXX:CCCC.WritedownCCCC
and use in next step.

ACCCC

Response SIB: XXXX:CCCC

JMPAABB
NOP
pre.. return here

W Writing XXX}( Bytes.

You should be done. Now, the program will
continue to load and execute the hamburger hole
without asking you for the code. That's it.

Advanced Playing Technique for...

Zany Golf
ElectTonu: Arts

For those interested in obtaining unlimited
strokes, follow this procedure:

DEBUG ZANY.COM
S100 FFFF 8A 84 F4 59 3C 01 F5

XXXX:Y'iYY
UYYYY
MOV AL, [SI+ZZZZ] Write downZZZZ
CMP 01
CMC

AYYYY
XXXX:Y'iYY
MOVAL,05
MOV [SI+ZZZZ],AL Z7Zl is obtainedfrom above
RET

This provides unlimited strokes WITHOUT
affecting total scoring. Therefore, if you do hit
the ball 49 times on the energy hole, it shows up
on your score card. Enjoy.

Playing Tips for ...

This information was sent to us on disk. It is from a BBS. The names were removed
before we got them so we are unable to give the authors proper credit. Ifyou recognize a
procedure, please let us know. We would like to receive the info direct from you next time.
........................................................................ ...................................................... RDEXed

Spells known, m spell available, c spell available, fight level, armrclass, regen, poison, autokill,
numswings, damage (go here)

Race: 1 =Human, 2 =Elf, 3 =Dwarf, 4 =Gnome, 5 =Hobbit
Class: 0 =Fighter, I =Mage, 2 =Priest, 3 =Thief, 4 =Bishop,S =Samuri, 6 =Lord, 7 =Ninja
Alignment: 1 =Good, 2 =Neutral, 3 =Evil

Good ones to change: Hex Decimal
# Gold 5555 21845
# Experience 55555 Lots
# Hit points C7 199

Be careful, putting in too large a number makes the value negative.

CF-DD
DE

DF-ED
EF
FO
F2

102-103
108

IOA-129
12A-12D

130
132

134-135
136-137

C-D
12

14-33
34-37

3A
3C

3E-3F
40-41

CE
1OO-1E7

1E8
1E9-1F7

1F8
1FA
1FC

Wizardry V
Sir Tech

Use of a good sector editor (NU from Norton Utilities for example) can allow one to modify
selected data to create a playable set ofcharacters for Wizardry 5, rather than the 'wimps' one usually
starts with. This gives a player a chance to play with 'decent' charactors. Data resides on sectors 92
- 93 -94 (a disk has sectors 0-719 decimal).

Contents (& Notes) Char. 1 Char. 2 Char. 3 Char. 4 Char. 5 Char. 6
Sector ## 92 92 92-93 93 93-94 94

(AU of the foUowing locations are In Hex)

## Char in name () F6 1EC 108
Char name (15 MAX) 1-F F7-105 1ED-1FB E3-F1
## Char in password 10 106 1FC F2
Password name (15) ll-1F 107-115 1FD-B F3-101
Race (1 TO 5) 20 116 C 102
Class (0 TO 7) 22 118 E 104
Alignment (1 TO 3) 24 llA 10 106

lockbit (boolean), status, age (Integer), ability, saving throw (go here)

##Gold(LO-HIBYTES) 34-35 12A-12B 20-21 116-117
Items held (8) 3A 130 26 llC
Actual items (8 bytes each) 3C-5B 132-151 28-47 lIE-3D
#### Experience (Lo-Hi) 5C-5F 152-155 48-4B 13E-141
Previous level 62 158 4E 144
Current level 64 15A 50 146
### Current hit points 66-67 15C-15D 52-53 148-149
### Maximum hit Points 68-69 15E-15F 54-55 14A-14B

Advanced Playing Technique for ...

Manhunter
?

Find the shortest path; record t three dolls for Coney Island.
The sewer maze is the same as the video game.
(4,1) (1,0,3,1) (2,6,4) (4,2.5).
Phillipe Cook, Harvey Osborne, Anna Osborne, Harry Jones.
The names are: Harvey Osborne, Harry Jos, Phillipe Cook.
Top Row: 1st candle;
2d Row: 3rd candle;
3rd Row: 4th candle.
The safe combination is: 8439.
The computer password is UCUCC.
Change the robot from special guard to hall patrol.
Show the dragon the medallion.
The Statue of Liberty,
The Empire State Building,
Bellevue Hotel
Grand Central Station.
plug in the four modules,
power on (upper left),
middle square button,
middle screen button,
right screen button,
right & left square buttons.

video game
The sewer maze

Seasons combinations
Suspect names

MAD information
The church candles

The space ship buttons

Theatre safe combination
The computer password

The computer action
The museum dragon

The target sites

Rocket Ranger codes
Country Alge Arab Atla Braz Cana Colll Cong E.Af Egyp Engl Fran Germ Ital Keny Liby Mide Nige Pers Peru Scan Spai Suda USA, USSR Vene W,Af Yugo
Algeria 0 28 20 43 37 44 25 29 21 16 14 17 15 31 10 19 23 30 50 22 13 24 36 26 40 18 12
Arabia 28 0 41 57 59 65 30 18 14 34 29 27 24 26 20 17 31 12 70 32 33 19 8 3 61 37 22
Atlantic 20 41 0 32 27 34 37 39 33 18 19 26 22 43 29 31 35 42 44 25 17 36 23 38 30 24 28
Brazil 43 57 32 0 49 27 38 48 52 50 45 53 47 46 42 54 3 61 25 55 40 44 41 60 28 33 51
Canada 37 59 27 49 0 28 56 62 51 31 36 3 39 64 44 47 48 55 40 34 35 57 10 41 26 42 43
Columbia 44 65 34 27 28 0 52 59 46 50 48 62 49 57 45 66 17 51 43 61 26 58 12 39 53
Congo 25 30 37 38 56 52 0 22 23 36 33 34 32 17 24 26 15 31 54 40 29 20 55 39 50 21 27
E.Africa 9 18 39 48 62 64 22 0 15 37 32 33 30 14 23 24 25 19 67 35 31 12 61 28 60 34 26
Egypt 21 14 33 52 51 59 23 15 0 27 24 20 19 25 12 11 18 17 63 28 26 13 0 22 54 29 16
England 16 34 18 50 31 47 36 37 27 0 8 11 13 40 21 22 33 29 53 IS 12 3 32 19 41 28 20
France 14 29 19 45 36 46 33 32 24 8 0 12 10 37 1 20 30 28 52 16 9 27 35 21 42 25 15
Germany 17 27 26 53 38 50 34 33 20 11 12 0 9 35 1 14 32 24 58 10 16 29 39 15 45 31 13
Italy 15 24 22 47 39 48 32 3 19 13 10 9 0 33 14 12 29 25 57 17 11 26 38 18 44 27 8
Kenya 31 26 43 46 64 62 17 14 25 40 37 35 33 0 28 30 22 27 65 39 36 18 63 34 59 32 29
Libya 0 20 29 42 4 49 24 23 12 21 17 18 14 28 0 13 19 22 56 27 15 16 43 25 46 26 11
Mideast 9 17 31 54 47 57 26 24 11 22 20 14 12 30 13 0 28 18 64 21 25 23 46 16 52 36 10
Nigeria 23 31 35 37 48 45 15 25 18 33 30 32 29 22 19 28 0 34 9 36 27 17 47 40 43 16 24
Persia 30 12 42 61 55 66 31 19 17 29 28 24 25 27 22 18 34 0 72 2 32 21 54 20 62 41 23
Peru 50 70 44 25 40 17 54 67 63 53 52 58 57 65 56 64 49 72 0 60 51 62 33 66 20 43 61
Scandanavia 22 32 25 55 34 51 40 3 28 15 16 10 17 39 27 21 36 26 60 0 20 31 37 14 47 38 18
Spain 13 33 17 35 43 29 31 26 12 9 16 11 36 15 25 27 32 51 20 0 28 34 24 39 23 19
Sudan 24 19 36 44 57 61 20 12 13 30 27 29 26 18 16 23 17 21 62 31 28 0 56 32 55 22 25
USA 36 58 23 41 10 26 55 61 50 32 35 39 38 63 43 46 47 54 33 37 34 56 0 45 24 40 42
USSR 26 23 38 60 41 58 39 28 22 19 21 15 18 34 25 16 40 20 6 14 24 32 45 0 53 44 17
Venezuala 40 61 30 28 26 12 50 60 54 41 42 45 44 59 46 52 43 62 20 47 39 55 24 53 0 35 49
W.Africa 18 37 24 33 42 39 21 34 29 28 2 31 27 32 26 36 16 43 38 23 22 40 44 35 0 30
Yugoslavia 12 22 28 51 43 53 27 26 16 20 15 13 8 29 11 10 24 23 61 18 19 25 42 17 49 30 0
Checksums:
Swn Vert 663 87 793 1158 1099 1203 866 888 7 723 682 709 667 955 670 736 803 891 1352 794 688 804 1068 838 1117 814 692
SwnHoriz 663 887 793 1158 1099 203 866 888 742 723 682 709 667 955 670 736 803 891 1352 794 688 804 1068 38 1117 814 692

OK 0 OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK 0 OK OK OK OK OK OK OK

Objective: Find the 5 secretly located rocket labs, obtain the components to build a rocket ship, capture enough lunarium to fly to the source of the Nazis' power, the Moon.
Rescue Otto and Jane Barnstorff: (3 chances) 1 Zeppelin - destroy aerial torpedoes & board zeppelin. 2 Germany - reach bomb factory (destroy ME-19's flISt) & rescue them. 3 Desert Base -
blast ack-ack batteries & rescue them.
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unClassifieds
How to place an UnClassified Ad

If possible, send text on a 5 1/4 inch Apple formated disk,
include a typed sample copy with appropriate instructions. Use up
to 40 characters per line, we will adjust word wrap. The Computist
club member charge is $4 (for processing) plus 50 cents per line.
For non-members, the charge is $4 plus $1 per line. Multiple
insertions of the same ad are charged only for the line rate, unless
changes are made to the copy.

Special Graphics Instructions: The first three words of the
first line are printed in bold for free. If you want other words
bolded, use5 characters less per line. Use 10characters less per line
if you have a lot of uppercase bold letters. Bold letters are wider
than normal. Circle the words you want bolded.1f you want a line
centered, write CENTER next to that line. There is no charge for
centering any line.

You must check your ad for errors, the first time it runs. Errors
on our part will be corrected, then, for free. Errors or changes on
your part will be charged the $4 processing fee.

Our liability for errors or omissions is limited to the cost of the
ad.

We reserve the right to refuse any ad.
Washington state residents add 7.8% sales tax.
Send a check or money order (funds drawn on US bank only)

for the entire amount to:

COMPUTIST unCLASSIFIEDS
33821 East Orville Road

EatonvlHe, WA 98328

RENT ngs SOFTWARE
* Rent 99% of Commercial Software
* 60 Day Money Back Guarantee
* As Low as 10% of List Price

* PayBy Week, the Choice is Yours
* $15 Lifetime Membership Fee
* START SAVING NOW I!!!

GSoft
2201 Whittington Way #1503C

Tampa, Florida 33612

Get more out of your computer!
Subscribe to the newletter for the machine you

own. Only $5 for a one year subscription (12
issues). We publish:

o Adam Newsletter
DApple 11+ Newsletter
o Atari 800 Newsletter
o Atari 1040ST Newsletter
o Commodore 64 Newsletter
o IBM PC/XT Newsletter
o IBM PCIAT Newsletter
o Morrow Newsletter
o TRS-80 Newsletter
o VIC-20 Newsletter

As an introductory offer, you may submit one
advertisement of up to 50 words (text only - no
illustrations) for free publication in our next issue
of each newsletter you subscribe to.

Send $5 for each publication checked to:

National Computer Information Service
1324 Ava Road
Severn, Maryland 21144

You will receive your first issue(s) in about two
weeks.

COMPUTIST
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Most· Wanted
Airheart Brodetbund

Alcon Taito
Alien Mind PBI Software
Apple Panic Broderbund

Aquatron Sierra
Arkanoid Taito

Arkanoid II Taito
Bad Street Brawler Mindscape

Bank Street Writer Plus Broderbund
Beyond Zork Infocom

Bilestoad Datamost
Border Zone Infocom

Borg Sirius
Bouncing Kamungas Penguin

Boxing?
Bubble Ghost I1gs Accolade

Bureaucracy Infocom
Centauri Alliance Broderbund

Chuck Yeager's Advanced Flight Trainer Electronic Arts
C'est La Vie Adventure International

Comics Accolade
Cosmic Relief Datasoft

Crime & Punishment· Imagic
Crossword Magic v4.0 ?

Darklord Datasoft
Deathlord Electronic Arts

Desecration Mind Games
Designasaurus 128K Britanica

Dig Dug Thunder Mountain
Disk Optimizer System Nibble Notch

Dondra Spectrum Holobyte
D&D Master Assitant vo12 SSI

Dungeon Master (I1gs) FTL
DROL Broderbund

Eliminator Adventure International
Epoch Sirius

Explore-Australia Dataflow Computer Service
Evolution Sydney

Falcons Piccadilly
Factastics Trivia Daystar
Final Assault GS Epyx

Force 7 Datasoft
Frogger Main Street

GEOS Berkley Softworks
Geometry GS Broderbund

Gladiator Taito
Goldrush Sierra On Line

Gorgon Sirius
GradeBuster 1 2 3 Grade Buster

Gutenbery Sr. Micromation LTD.
Halls of Montezwna Electronic Arts

High Orbit Softsmith
Horizon V Softsmith

Ice Demons Morningstar
Impossible Mission GS Epyx

Indoor Sports Mindscape
Infocomics Infocom

Jane?
Joker Poker Mindscape

Kingdom of Facts SantaBarbaralThunderMountain
King of Chicago Cinemaware

Lancaster SVS
Legacy of the Ancients ?

Lost Tomb Datasoft
Manhunter New York IIgs Sierra On Line

Math Blaster Plus 3.5 Davidson
Mavis Beacon Teaches Typing (gs) Software Toolworks

Microwave Cavalier
Might and Magic II Activision

Modem MGR MGR Software
Mr. Pixel's Cartoon Kit MindscapelThunder Mountain

Mr. Pixel's Programming PaintKit MindscapelThunderMountain
Nationallnspirer Tom Snyder Productions

Observatory (The) Mindscape/I..ightspeed Software
Odin Odessta

Readers Data Exchange

Operation Wolf Taito
Pensate Datasoft/Softdisk

Phantoms 5 Sirius
Pig Pen Datamost
Platoon Data East

Project: Space Station Avantage
Pulsar II Sirius

Pure Stat Basketball ?
Quadratic Equations II Olympus Educational Software

Questron II Electronic Arts
Rails West SSI

Rastan Taito
Read n' Roll Davidson
Rear Guard -Adventure International

Renegade Taito
Rescue Raiders Sir Tech
Rings of Saturn Level 10

Risk Leisure Games
Rocket Ranger (I1gs) Cinemaware

S.oJ. (IIgs) Cinemaware
Sailing Trough Story Problems DLMlNeosoft

Sea Stalker Broderbund
Serpentine Broderbund

Skeletal System Brainbank
Sky Shark Taito

Sound Song & Vision AdvancedSoftware
Space Ark Datamost

Spare Change Broderbund
Spectre Datamost

, Speedy sPides Readers Digest
Star Cruiser Sirius

Star Maze Sir Tech
StickyBear Math: Add & Subtract Optimum Resources

Stickybear GS Versions 3.5 Xerox
Strike Fleet Electronic Arts
Succession Piccadilly

Superstar Ice Hockey Mindscape
Superstar Indoor Sports Mindscape
Talking Text Writer GS Scholastic

Tangled Tales Origin Systems
Test Drive Accolade
Tetris (lIe) Spectrum Holobyte

The Three Stooges (lIgs) Cinemaware
Thunder Chopper ?

Ticket to Washington D.C. Blue Lion Software
T(;>rnahawk Electronic Arts

Tomahawk (I1gs) Datasoft
Triad Al/Thunder Mountain

Trinity Infocom
Ultima Trilogy Origin Systems
Volcanoes v1.8 Earthware Compo Services

War in the Middle Earth Melbourne
Wasteland Electronic Arts

Wayout Sirius
Wings of Fury Broderbund

Wizardry:Retum of Welda Sir-Tech.
Word Attack Plus (IIgs) Davidson

Works (the) First Star Software
Zenith Softsmith

ZorkQuest Infocom

IBM Most Wanted
Graphitti George Best Phillips Academy
Gunship Microprose

Heros of the Lance SSI
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7OtiFeatures:AddElevenSectorstoYourDOSDisks·Apple
POKEs, PEEKs and CALls 'Appleworks Printer Control
'Codes 'Converting SSl's Non-RDOS Disks oCopyA Notes
'Creating a Super Human Character (Pool of Radiance)
'Modifying the HPLOT code lor Hi-res Hackers ·More Power
for Your Might and MagicCharacters 'Print Your Own Graph
Paper'Unlimited Thexder Energy ·Unlocking Lode Runner's
Game Boards 'Unlocking the Prologic Protection Scheme
•The Product Monitor tiSoftkeys: 04th &Inches '4th &Inches
Team Construction Disk '816 Paint v3.1 'A1phabet Circus
'Arkanoid 'BankStreet Writer Plus ·Broadsides v2.0 ·Bumble
Games -ComputerPreparation lor the ACT·Dungeon Master
-Graphics Bank 'How to Weigh an Elephant ·Impossible
Mission 1I·lmpossibie Mission ·Into the Eagle's Nest ·King of
Chicago 'LACrackdown'LACrackdown 'Mastertype's Writer
'Math Word Problems ·Microzine 14 ·Monsters & Make
Believe 'Monsters & Make Believe Plus ·Moptown Parade
'Ogre 'Pirates Ilgs ·Ski Crazed 'Soko Ban 'Standing Room
Only? 'Stickybears Number (ProDOS 1.4) 'Stic:kybears
Opposites (ProDOS 1.5) 'Stickybears Shapes (ProDOS 1.4)
'Summer Games GS 'Super Printl ·Taipan 'Techno Cop
•The Children's Writing &Publishing Center'Tic-Tac Show
'World Games ·Writing and Publishing Center tiAPTs:
·Dragon Wars ·Elite·Mightand Magic II'Pharoah's Revenge
'Pool of Radiance'The Magic Candle vol 1 ·Wizardry V:
Heart of the Maelstrom tiPlaying Tips: 'Leisure Suit Larry
'Might & Magic II ·IBM Softkeys 'Apollo 18 'Dallas Quest
·Defenderof theCrown 'F-19Stealth Fighter -Games: Winter
Edition(The) -Gold Rush 'lnfiltratoroJack'sGreatest18 'Lest
Ninja (The) ·Leisure Suit Larry II'Mean 18 'Perfect College
·PoIice Ouest II: The Vengeanoe
69 tiFeatures: -Custlm Character sets for the Apple lit 'A
Bug in the Thief Softkey 'Deproteeting & Enhancing
AppIewriter 'lmagewriter II Color mapper for Ultima IV
'Updating ProDOS 16Disk 10 GSIOS'16 Byte Hex Dump lor
all II's •The Eamon Adventurer's Guild ·Disk Mania: How to
reaJlyuseyour5.25'Drive·HardwareCoI'l1jlt":BuildanActivity
Monitor and see where your processor is spending it's time
'The Produd Montior tiSoftkeys: ·A11 About America (5.25'
disk) 'Arkanoid lie 'California Games GS -commando
oGeopaint -Grizzly Bean; -Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy
·Kid Niki ·Magic Slate II·Might &Magic 'Monte Carlo 'Notes
'N' Files 'Paper Boy GS 'Peterson'sSAT Success for Micros
·Pirates! ·Police Quest 'Showoll 'Silent Service 'Space
Quest II'Starglider 'Street Sports Soc:oer·The Game Show
(1986 version) •The Games: Winter Edition·The Lest Ninja
GS'The Rings ofZilfin'TheSec:rets ofScience Island,Times
of Lore 'Ultima I (new release versions) ·Warship 'Where in
theWorld isCarmen Sandiego (1Igs) .Bitkeys:-Crosscountry
USA ·Geospell -Geowrite 'Bugs: 'Double DOS 'EOADIS
Adapter·UltimaVtiNotes: -GEOSNotes·ProDOSDireclory
Format ·Pronto Update •ThunderScan Problem tiAPT's:
'A1ien Mind oCommando ·Thexder (v2.7) ·Thief tiPlaying
Tips: 'A1ien Mind 'Bard's Tale III'Leisure Suit Larry 'Might &
Magic II'Neuromancer ·Piratesl ·The Tarturian 'U1tima IV
'Wasteland ·ZNrt Golf
68 tiFeatures, Notes and such: •The ProdudMonitor ·A
Mapping Program for Might & Magic I (revisiled) 'Adding
TrackSeleetion10:Locksmith6.0Fasteol7f·AnotherDuodisk
Modification (Reversible) ·BASICPro*lionSchemesoCoI7f
Prol8eting Your Own Disks -Disk Prolection on the Apple II
(1Igsllle)Tips, techniquesand tricks 'HelploFinish Incomplete
Animate Softkey ·AGeneralSoftkey for SunburstSoftware&
Mastery Development 'Introduction to Disk Usage
·lntroduction to Shape Tables 'Making aDisk for Both Apple
and IBM Systems 'Nibble CountsIChecks Revisited 'Notes
on Altered DQS 3.3 Disk ·Noteson Computist Super Index
·Notes on Newer Eledronic Arts -Notes on Softkey lor
Animate 'Playing with ProDOS ·Putting Mean 18 (1Igs) on a
Hard Drive 'Using Print Shop graphics with Beagle Screens
'WizardryV-Bug orFeature? tiSoftkeys: ·AccoIadesoftware
(lie) ·Accolade software (lIgs) ·Activision softwitre (lie)
'Adivision software (lIgs) 'Addison-Wesley software (lie)
'A1phabet Read Along 'A1phakey 'An Apple a Day 'The
Astronomy Disk'BasicElectricity#8:11 DE'Sattlezone'Sallling
Bugs ·Baudville software ·Broderbund software (lie)
'Broderbundsoftware (1Igs)'CaIilorniaGamesGSoCertificate
Library vol 1-Channelmark software (lie) -children's Writing
and Publishing Center 'Cinemaware Inc. software (1Igs)
oCIock Works oCompucat Quizware Da18 Disks oCompucat
Quizware Startup Disks ·Counters 'Counting Critters
oCountingRead Along ·DejaVu 'DigilalCodes and Numbering
Systems #8700E 'Dinosaurs ·Dive Bomber ·Dr Jessie's
Dinosaur ·Dungeon Masters Assis18nt vol 1: Encounters

·Easy Graph ·Electronic Arts software (lie) 'Electronic Arts
software (1Igs) ·Elementary Math ·EI Mundo Hispanico 'Epyx
(Lucas Film) software (lie) 'Epyx software (lIgs) 'Essential
Math Grade 1-8 ·Facts Match ·Fantasyland ·Feet Read
Along 'First Verbs 'Rip Flop 'Galactic Attack -Great Book
Search'GroIiersoftware (lIgs) ·HartleyCourseware software
(lie) 'Hobbit 'Homonyms, Synonyms &Antonyms Grade 1
8 ·Impossible Mission II ·Islands of Beta ·Isle of Mem
'Kindercomp'KingofChicago 'Lantern ofD'gamma'Learning
Company software (lie) 'Learning Technologies software
(lie) ·Learning to Cope with Pressure 'Leisure Suit Larry
'Lion's Work Shop 'Lucky's Magie Hat ·Magic Castle Red
Level ·Magic Slate (20 Column) ·Magic Slate (40 Column)
·Magic Slate (SO Column) ·Magic Spells ·Manager Backup
Diskette ·Marble Madness ·Mastery ArithmeticGames 'Math
Activites ·Math Blaster Plus ·Math Faels Games 'Math Man
'Mathematics Skills Software Series 'Micro School Program
Series ·Microprose software (lie) ·Microprosesoftware (lIgs)
'Milliken Mathfun Frenzy 'Milliken Mathfun Golf Classic
·Mindplay software (lie) 'Mindscape (Tom Snyder and Alert)
software (lie) ·Mindscape software (1Igs) ·NumberCruncher
'NumberMunchers 'NumberMateh ·NumberMatch It'Origin
software (lie) -Otters' Adventure (The) 'Parts of Speech 1&
II·PBIsoftware (11gs) ·PhonicsPrime Time: FinalConsonanlS
·Phonics Prime Time: Initial Consonants 'Pirates ·Polarware
software (lie) 'Pool of Radiance ·Punctuation &Caps ·Quick
Flash 'RainbowPainteroRampage·Random Housesoftware
(lie) 'Reader Rabbit·The Right Job •The Right Resume
WriterII-Serve&VoIleY'Shadowgate 'Shanghai (GS) 'Show
Time'Shutterbug's Panerns·Shutterbug'sPictures ·Showoll
v1.1 -Sierra On Line software (lie) 'Sierra On Line software
(11gs) 'Sir-Tech software (lie) 'Snooper Troops: The Case of
the Disappearing Dolphin 'Software Toolworks software
(11gs) 'Spece Ouest II 'Spectrum Holob'fte software (lie)
'SpeedwayMath'SpellngGrade1'SpelingGrade2'Spelling
Grade3'Spelling Grade4 'Spelling Grade5'SpellingGrade
6 'Spelling Grade 7 'Spelling Grade 8 'Spinnaker software
(lie) ·Springboard software (1Igs) ·SI7f's Adventure in North
America 'Steps to Comprehension 'Stickers 'Stickybear
Math ·Stickybear Music -Stickybear Opposites ,SlDry Mix 1
,SlDry Mix 2'Say Mix 3·Story Mix 4·Story Mix 5·Story Mix
6'Strategic:Sirnulationssoftware(lIe)'Styleware(Scholastic)
software (lie) 'Success with Typing 'Sunburst
Communications software (lie) 'Super Print 'Survival Math
Skills ·Talking Stickybear Alphabet (lIgs) ·Technocop
•Telarium software (lie) •Telling Time (Analog and Digi18l)
·Type to Learn ·Typhoon of Steel 'Ultima V 'Una VISta a
Mexico ·Un Dia Tipico 'Unicorn software (lIgs) ·Uninvited
·VCR Companion ·Video Title Shop ·Voyage of the Mimi:
Maps &Navigation 'Wally's Word Works: Teacher &Student
Elementary 'Who Framed Roger Rabbit? ·Wizard of Words
-Wordfun Snake-o-nyms ·Word Flip·Word Picture ·Words at
Work:Contraction Action ·Words at Work: Prefix Power
·Workingwith Decimals·AWrinkle inTime·WritingAdventure
tiAPTs: ·Arkanoid -Gemstone Warrior 'Might and Magic II
·UItima V·Wizardry V·Wizardry IV •Xevious tiPlaying Tips:
'A1ien Mind -Defender of the Crown ·POOI of Radiance
'U1tima V 'Wizardry IV 'IBM Softkeys: 'Ac:colade Sotware
•The Ancient Art of War -Bop 'n WresUe oCaJifornia Games
-chuck Yeager's Advanoed FlightTrainer of'-15 Strike Eagle
•The Games: Summer Edition oGato: World War l!-class
Submarine Simulator -Grand Prix Circuit -King's Quest IV:
The Perils of Rosella -The Last Ninja 'Leisure Suit Larry II
'Little Black Book 'Manhunter: New York ·Mean 18 'Power
uplSoftware·Rampage,SlarTrek:The Kobayashi Alternative
·The Three Slooges ,Trivia Master 'Willow ·IBM APTs:
'Battlet~ oBruoe Lee •The Last Ninja'Technocop 'BUGS:
'Nord arid Bert couldn't make Heads or Tails of it 'Stellar 7
·Wrath Mapper
67tiFeatures:·The ProductMonilDr'AMore Powerful lie lor
$14.95? ·lnitalizing Extra Tracks of'indcat ·ProDOS Sector
Markers ·Making Protected ProDOS Disks 'Convert
Uncol7fable 18SectorDisks 10 16SectorDisks 'An In-Depth
Softkey(orhowlDusetheSuperlOBSwapControlierwithout
Anxiety) -COVert 8/16 PainlS Graphics for Publish It 'A Note
on Thexder ·More Help with Ultima IV 'Basic Rules lor
Cracking DisksoCommenls aboutCoI1i II Plus-Partial Softkey
IorSlarglideroCOPYBoEnhancedCOPYA(COPYAt)'Search
for all Branches, JMP's, and JSR's ·Modify Copy lit 6.0 lor
Easier Formatting .CoI7f Protection lor the Beginner '8
10Mhz Speedup Option for the II-lie _Softkeys: ·AD&D
Master Assis18nt Vol 1'Aesop's Fables (lIgs) 'Algebra Vols
1, 2, 3 'Alphabet Circus ·Ancient Art of War st Sea 'Author,
Author 'Balance of Power 'Bard's Tale (lIgs) ·Body

Transparent 'Calendar Crafter (1Igs) 'Castle Wollenstein
'Children's Writing &Publishing Center 1.0 ·Cobra Cavern
(1Igs) oComics ·D.C. Heath Chemistry Series 'Death Sword
·Deja Vu (lIgs) 'Deluxe Paint II (1Igs) 'Demon's Winter
·Designasaurus ·Design Your Own Train ·Destroyer (lIgs)
·Draw Plus v1.0 (lIgs) 'Dream Zone (llgs) 'The Dungeon
Master's AssiS18nt ·Dyne-Quest·Extral Extral'The Factory
·Fan18vision (lIgs) 'Fat City 'Field of Fire 'Fixit 'Frog Jump
'Gauntlet (lIgs) -Gertrudes Puzzles -Graphics Studio (lIgs)
'Graphicwriter (lIgs) 'Hacker II (1Igs) ·Hardball (lIgs) ·Hide
and Seek 'Indoor Sports ·lns18nt Music (lIgs) 'Keyboard
Cadet ·Keyboard Kadet 'King's Quest I (lIgs) ·LA. Crack
Down'The Last Ninja'The Last Ninja GS (lIgs) 'Leisure Suit
Larry (1Igs) ·Logic Builders ·Magic Spells ·Magical Myths
(1Igs) 'Marble Madness (lIgs) ·Math Assistant I: Addition and
Subtraction 'Math Assistant II: Multiplication and Division
'Math Blaster ·Mathematics Action Games ·Mathematics
Today: Silver Series 'Mavis Beacon Teaches Typing (lIgs)
·Mean 18 (lIgs) 'Mini-Converter ·Mini-Putt Goll (lIgs)
'MultiscribeGSv3.OC (lIgs) 'Muppet Word Book (lIgs) ·Music
Construction Set (lIgs) ·Music Studio (lIgs) 'NATO
Commander 1.1 'Nord and Bert Couldn't Make Heads or
Tails of It 'Number Bowling 'Number Farm ·PacMan
'Paintworks Plus v1.0 (lIgs) ·Paperboy lie ·Paperboy (lIgs)
'Peanuts Picture Puzzlers ·Perry Mason 'Picture Parts
'Pipeline 'PrintShop(1Igs) 'PrintShop (Color)Side 2·Problem
Solving Today: Gold Series 'Pyramid Solver ·Racter 'The
Railroad Works -Read & Rhyme (1Igs) ti·Reader Rabbit
(1Igs) -Reading and Mev1.0 (1Igs) 'Saracen ·SeaStrike (lIgs)
'Seasame Street: Crayon Numbers 'Shadowgate GS (lIgs)
'Shanghai (lIgs) 'Shards of Spring 'ShowOlI (1Igs) 'Silent
Service (11gs) 'Sinbad's Adventures (lIgs) 'Skate or Die (1Igs)
'Softswitch (1Igs) 'Space Questv2.2 (lIgs) 'SI7f's Adventure
in North America,S18rMaze·Tass Times in Tone Town (Jigs)
•Teleport·Thexder (Jigs)'TopDraw (1Igs)'TowerofMyraglen
(11gs) 'Uninvited (1Igs) ·Verb Viper ·Winter Games (1Igs)
·WorldGames (11gs) 'WritersChoice Elitev1.0 (11gs) 04th and
Inches (11gs) '8116Paint(llgs) tiBitcol1is: ·AncientArtofWar
at Sea 'Borg -Crusade in Europe 'Ice Demons -Jet &Jet
Scenery Disk ·Kalamazoo Teacher's Record Book
'MasterType's Writing Wizard ·Rings of Zilfin v1.1 'Where in
the USA is Carmen San Diego ·Wings of Fury tiSoftkey
Addendums: ·MECC ProDOS Software ·Movie Monster
tiMACSoftkey:'Crossword Magic .APTs:·David'sMidnight
Magic ·lnto the Eagle's Nest Page '1.0. Silver 'Thexder
'Wizardry IV: The Return of Werdna ·Zany Golf tiPlaying
Tips: ·Alien Mind (lIgs) 'Bard's Tale III·CasUe Wollenstein
'LeisureSuit Larry (1Igs) 'Piratesl (lIgs) ·any Golf (11gs) IBM
Softkeys: ·Lotus 123 v2.01 ·Managing Your Money v1.52
·Managing Your Money (all rev) ·Print Shop (Color verI
'Sidekick v1.1 OA ·Sidekick v1.11 C
66 tiFeatures 'Displaying Hi-Res and Double Hi-Respictures
from BASIC·The Product MonilDr·Treatiseon Deprotection:
An indepth look at how to go about deprotecting software
'Laser 128 - The Dream Machine 'Super COPYA 1.1:
Automate all those hard 10 remember patches. ·An even
BETTER Bootable Thexder under GSJOS. ·APT Scanner: A
disksearch utility to help you make A.P.T.'s. -ProDOS EOR
Disk Scanner'New Routines lorSuper lOB tiSoftkeys: '4th
& Inches (1Igs) ·ACT Preparation -Addition Logician
'Adventure Double Feature Vol II 'A1gebra 1 'A1gebra 2
'A1gebra Disks 1-6 -Alien Rain ·Binomial Multiplication
Equations ·Broadsidesv2.0oCa/enderCrafter(lIgs) -Calendar
Crafter v1.1 -Califomia Games (lIgs) -Chessmaster 2100
v1.01 -computerDrill and Instruction: Mathematics -Addition
A··CrosswordMagic4.0·DecimalsDisk1 &2'DemonDe~

'Discovery Lab 'Dive Bomber 'Elementary Volume 1
·Equalions "·Factoring Algebraic Expressions ·Files on the
AppIe·F.M.C.Program·Fractions·FriendIyComputer·Game
Show (The) -Geometry Disk 1-5 'Gradebook III -Graphing
Linear Functions 'lntermediate Algebra 'Inlo the Eagle'S
Nest ·Introduclory Algebra ·Kid Niki - Radical Ninja 'Label
Utility ·Last Ninja GS (The) ·LOGO Robot 'Magic Spells
'Mastery Arithemetic Games ·Math Shop ·MECC 1988-89
Copy System ·MECC Copy Program 'Microzine #25
'Microzine #27 ·Microzine #28 ·Microzine #29 ·Microzine Jr
#3 Disk 1 & 2 'Millikens Pre-writing Series: Branching
Brainstorming-NulSheiling ·Mindshadow ·Mini Putt·Monkey
Business ·Moptown 'Mystery Double Feature Vol 1 'Paint
with Words &Word ArtShow·Poster·Reading Skills 2·Right
ofWaY'Sargon III'School Magic'ScienceVolume1'Science
Volume 2'Science Volume 3 'Scienoe Volume 4'Scrabble
'Scruples 'Serve & Volley (1Igs) 'Simultaneous Linear
Equations 'Snoggle·SpaoeSubtraction 'Spanish lorMastery

Software 'Special Needs Volume 2 'Stickybear Alphabet
(1Igs) 'Subtraction Puzzles'Times ofLore 'Word Herd: Look
Alikes ·Word Herd: Sound-Alikes ·Word Wizards 'loyon
PatroitiAPTs 'Buck Rogers 'Kid Niki - Radical Ninja 'Lode
Runner 'Marble Madness 'Montezuma's Revenge 'PiratesI
'Roadwar 2000 'Saraoen tiPlaying Tips ·Maniac Mansion
'Marble Madness ·Wasteland ·Zany Goll ·Notes: ·Viruses
Oust say No) 'Faulty joystick problems? ·Publish ItI Ionls
'Softswiteh and the BBR ·Fiber Optic LAN 'L1SP Compiler
(Help!) ·llgs Plus rumors 'Bugs:'The Bard's Dressing Room
III IBMSoftkeys:·Managing Your Money 'PrintShop·Reader
Rabbit ·Xenocopy Plus v1.09
65 _Features'The Product Monitor ·Appleworks file to text
file ·EditorCreator II'Making your own APT 'Walk-thru guide
to Questron II ·Wrath Mapper 'Some IIgs notes 'Fixing the
Core Disk Searcher ·Help with 3 1/2 inch disk protection
tiSoftkeys 'Adventure with Fractions ·Bard's Tale II (gs)
·certificate Maker's Library vol 1'Coast To Coast -Create-a
Base 'Design Your Own Train ·Deja Vu ·Diagnostic System
·Dreadnoughts (lie) 'E-Z LOGO 'Elementary - Volume 8
'Elementary - Volume 9 'Elementary - Volume 10 ·English
Parts of Speech 'Estimation ·Grade Manager 'Graph
·Graphing Primer 'Growgins' Fractions ·Guessing and
Thinking ·Jigsaw·Keyboarding Master·Keyboarding Primer
·Kings Quest III'Labels, Letters, and Lists 'LOGOWords and
Ideas ·Management System ·Market Plaoe ·Master of the
Lamps 'Math Wizard 'Mathematics Volume 1-Mathematics
Volume 2 'Mathematics Volume 3 ·Mathematics Volume 4
'Mavis Beacon Teaches Typing v1.5 'Maxi Golf ·MECC
Speller ·Millionaire v2.1 ·Mind Puzzles ·Mini-putt 'Monte
Carlo·NumberSystems'Nutrition Volume1-NutritionVolume
2 oQh, Deerl ·Paperboy lie 'Piratesl GS 'Prime Numbers
'Probability 'ProbIem SolvingStrategies·Puzzlesend Posters
·Rampage ·Run Your Own Train 'Scoop Mahoney
·Shadowgate GS 'Shanghai 'Showoll v1.1 -Slide Shop
'Sound Tracks 'SpanishFaets lorFunand Practice'Slarglider
'StripPokerGS 'StripPoker II·Study Guide ·Stuffand Fetch
'Superprinl •Take 1 Deluxe'Tetns ·Weather Forecaster
·Word Choice 2.0 ·Word Match 2.0 ·Word Search 3.0 'Word
Scramble 3.0 ·WorId Tour Golf 'Writing a Narrative 'any
Goll tiAPTs 'DeathSword 'Oils's Well·Run For IHower of
Myraglen'WingsofFury·WizardryVtiPiayingTipsoQuestron
IltiNotes 'Changing high scores 'Notes on Alien Mind'ln the
lore library. (Wiz V) 'Fixing a bug in Wizardry V? 'Patch
AppIeworks cursor, addendum 'Notes on copying Tomahawk
'Notes on Tetris IBM Softkeys ·Multilink v2.06 ·Multilink
v2.08, 2.08c, 3.00c 'Professional BASIC·ThinkTankv1.000,
1.001 'Visicalc
64 tiFeatures 'Apple DuoDISK Modification •The Bard's
Dressing Room III ·EOADIS Adapter 'Merging Controllers
into Super lOB 'The Product Monitor tiSoftkeys '4th &
Inches 'Ace Reporter 'Alphabet Express v2.1.5 'Balance of
Power 'Bard's Tale II GS ·Calilornia Games -Crossbow
'Crossword Magic 4.0 'Dataquest: Presidents Da18 Base
'Dinosaurs 'Dive Bomber ·Elementary Social Studies Vol 3
'ElementarySocialStudies VoI6of'acernaker'RightSimuialor
II v2.0 -Galexian •The Games - Summer Edition -Grammar
Gremlins ·Kings Quest III ·The Last Ninja -Math Shop
·Microtype 'Mini-Putt -New Oregon Trail oNotes 'N" Files
·Number Bowling ·Paperboy -Path Tactics ·PFS Write
·Principles of Economics 'Reader Rabbit 'Shadowgate
'Shape Starship v2.1.5 1986 ·Skate or Die 'Starglider 'S18r
Maze ·Story Writer 'Super Sign Maker ·Troll's Shop Right
'UltimaV·Zany Goll tiAPTs -Gauntlet ·Inlo the Eagles Nest
·Moebius ·Wings of Fury tiPlaying Tips ·Alien Mind 'Bard's
Tale II'The Last Ninja tiNotes·A bit COI7f lor Aigeblaster-A
bit copy for Alien Mind ·Abitcopy for Hom9'Mlrker'Abit copy
for Where in the USA is Carmen SanDiegO? 'A look at Alien
Mind (1Igs)'A look at GSIOS·A look at Tomahawk (1Igs) 'An
alternate lDCOPYA? 'More on Appleworksand printercodes
'Playing Notes on Thexder 'Super Index 'Bugs-? -r.he
meaning of 'M" 'Saving Strip Poker II pictures IBM Softkeys
'Balance of Power 'Enable v1.10 'Mean 18 Goll & Arch
'MemoryShiftv2.1 .pcDrawv1.4·PersonaICommunications
Manager v1.0·Trivia Fever

For a complete back Issue
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Back Issue and Library Disk Rates

What's a library disk?

us, Canada & Mexico
Back issues (l - 9) $4.75
Back issues (10+) $3.75
Zox back issues $4.75
Library disks $5.50
Issue + Disk $8.00
Zox issue + Disk $10.25

COMPUTIST back issues and
library disks are frequently

referenced in current issues.

Due to the time and effort involved in fTI(l/cing lox
copies. their price will remain aI $4.75 each for US.
CtllUJda & Mexico and aI $8.75 for all other Foreign.

Shipping is included in all the prices shown.
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69 a a a 44 a a a 19* a a a . .. '.. . '.

68 a a a 43 a a a 18 0 a 0
67 a a a 42 a a a 17 0 a 0
66* a a a 41 a a a 16* a a a
65 a a a 40 a a a 15 0 a 0
64 a a a 39 a a a 14 0 a 0
63 a a a 38 a a a 13 0 a 0
62.. a a a 37 a a a 12 0 a 0
61.. a a a 36 a a a 11 0 a 0
6O aaa 35 aaa 1O 0ao
59 a a a 34 a a a 9 0 a 0
58 a a a 33 a a a 8 0 00
57 a a a 32 a a a 7 0 0
56 a a a 31 a a a Core3.a a a
55 a a a 30 a a a 6 0 a 0
54 a a a 29 a a a 5 0 ••
53 a a a 28* a a a 4 0 ~ 0
52 a a a 27 a a a 3 0 0
51. a a a 26 a a a Core2.a a
50 a a a 25 a a a 2 0 ~ 0
49 a 0 a 24 a a a 1. a a
48 a a a 23 0 a 0 Corel.a a
47.. a a a 22 a a a
46 a a a 21 0 a 0
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(Only the disk is available) A library di IS a 1 .. mch oppy diskette that

contains programs that would normally have to be typed
Some disks apply to more than one issue and are shown as in by the user. Documentation for each library disk can Sipture CP71
tallerboxes.Special"Both"disk&magaZinecombination be found in the corresponding issue. US funds dr US bank M d h'pped ·th· 5 lei d• awn on . • ost or ers s 1 W1 m wor ng ays,
orders apply to one issue and its corresponding disk. ·Library disks are available fior all issues 01' h 1 all 4 ks d l' I' d Orde hipped

~ owever p ease ow up to wee e 1very lor some 01' ers. - rs s
* Limited supply; flfst-come-first-serve basis. COMPUfIST. UPS so you mustuse street address. - Offer good while supply lasts.•Sendcheck/
• Not available. money order to:
o Out-of-~t; only. ''Zeroxed'' copies for sale. COMPUTIST 33821 E Orville Road Eatonville WA 98328 (206) 474-5750

• * Issue 661S laser pnnted on 81/1 by 11 paper.
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